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Introduction
There is an email that reliably arrives in my school inbox a couple of weeks
before the students arrive for the first day of the year: “Football players will be available
next week from noon until 3:00 pm. Sign up for one in the teacher workroom.” What,
possibly, could high school teachers need with a group of strapping, 17-year-old males
that necessitates a sign-up list and a mass email? Not remediation—school hasn’t started
yet. Not detention—ditto. What they are needed for, though, is pack-mule services,
moving hundreds of pounds of textbooks from their summer storage in huge, dusty
bookrooms back into the classroom to be distributed on the first day of class. Literally
unable to shoulder the weight themselves, most teachers employ these volunteers
because, as anyone who attended a public school knows, textbooks are heavy, and there
are a lot of them.
The textbooks physical presence, though, is marginal compared to their
theoretical presence, as textbooks can drive almost every decision a teacher makes when
preparing for a day, a week, a month, the year. For example, in my 11th-grade English
classes at Grafton High School in York County, Virginia, there are two levels of
understanding. One is that I am teaching American literature, its development,
importance, people, and purpose; the other is that everything I teach will, in some way,
better prepare my students for their SOL test at the end of the year. The textbook has
been laid out to accommodate these dual interests, and the ancillary materials like
workbooks, test materials, vocabulary guides, and supplementary videos all follow suit.
And therein lies a larger point—textbooks serve a distinct purpose, but it’s not
necessarily to provide the best, most well-rounded, most useful education to the students
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using them. Rather, their purpose is to help students pass the state Standards of Learning
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(SOL) test, and the materials are calibrated to that end. The test is the focus; the SOL is
the goal. And the textbooks are produced as much for the Virginia Board of Education,
who decides the SOL standards, as for the students who will spend ten months using
them. This arrangement impacts a student’s education in multiple ways, few of them for
the better.
As of the 2014-2015 school year, students in Virginia schools need twenty-two
credits to graduate from high school with a standard diploma, and twenty-six credits to
graduate with an advanced diploma, with the extra credits coming from one additional
year each in math, laboratory science, history, and foreign language or fine arts. One
credit is given for each year-long course a student completes with a passing grade. Of
those twenty-two or twenty-six credits, six must be verified, meaning the student passed
an SOL test at the end of the year. One verified credit must be from one each of the math,
laboratory science, and history courses that a student takes, and two verified credits must
come from the two 11th-grade English SOLs (the only year SOLs are offered for English).
The final one comes from a course of the student’s choice, provided he/she received both
a passing course grade and a passing SOL grade in the course. 1 This means that students
who cannot or do not pass at least six SOL tests cannot graduate. In math, science, and
history classes, the students typically have two-to-three different SOLs to choose from; if
they cannot pass the SOL for Geometry, then they can still get the verified credit from
Algebra I. If the Chemistry SOL proves too difficult, then the Earth Science one will
suffice. If they cannot or do not pass the 11th-grade English SOL, however, they do not
1

Graduation requirement information comes from the Virginia Department of Education
website listed under “Instruction.”

graduate. Period. Students who cannot earn the six verified credits can apply for a
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modified standard diploma, but these are usually only granted to special-needs students,
and the modified status is noted on the transcript and the diploma itself. Students who
cannot or do not receive a modified standard diploma will receive a certificate of
completion and an application form for the GED exam.
The inclusion of verified credits and requirement for passing SOLs is a relatively
new hurdle in the graduation process. The Standards of Learning were first adopted in
1995, and formal testing on the SOLs did not begin until the 1997-1998 school year.
Those who graduated prior to 1998 would never have taken an SOL test. 2 For those who
graduated prior to 2004, the tests would have had no impact on their graduation status 3.
But since 2004, things have changed dramatically. Because graduation rates go a long
way toward determining accreditation for schools, getting students to pass the SOLs has
become a fundamental part of the institutional mission of most high schools; the tests
have become so important that in the weeks leading up to them, that students who are
struggling are frequently pulled from other classes for remediation. In some Virginia
counties, like York County, high schools stop holding classes at all during SOL testing
and students come for the express purpose of taking the test. And students who can’t pass
the test on the first try are given after-school remediation by teachers who are paid $22.00
an hour to function essentially as SOL coaches. 4 The time, effort, and resources

2

Implementation information and dates from VDOE press release
Graduation requirement information from Christie’s Virginia Issues and Answers
4
Students can retake SOL tests as many times as is necessary for the to pass, up until
they finish the school year in which they reach 19 years old, the maximum age of
attendance for Virginia schools. In my experience, most students who do not pass by the
time their cohort graduates will drop out (and possibly attempt the GED) rather than
return to school for the sole purpose of passing SOL tests.
3
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dedicated to the SOLs might indicate that these tests are rigorous, challenging, thorough,

and incredibly efficient indicators of what a student has learned. Unfortunately, as will be
explored later, they are not.
At most Virginia schools, students will receive at least four textbooks each
academic year: literature, science, math, and history. Often there are more, either
supplements for the core classes or additional ones for electives like drama, art, computer
science, music theory, or psychology. Each book weighs around ten pounds. For a
student who is assigned homework in each core class, he/she has two choices: lug 40
pounds of books out of school, onto the bus or into their car, into the house, and then
reverse the course the next day; or, don’t do the homework. If a large number of students
opt for the latter option, the teacher’s plan is thrown off schedule and learning is
impeded; time in class must be devoted to completing the work meant for home, which
then means reworking the rest of the day (or week or unit) to accommodate the lost time.
And while this may seem like a small example, it’s indicative of a larger problem—the
textbook is so ingrained into the classroom atmosphere that much of the day is planned
around it. In the English classrooms, most of the pieces of literature that are included in
lessons are part of the textbook. Printing and copying multiple class sets of alternative
texts is cost- and time- prohibitive and buying individual novels or collections is often not
feasible due to budget constraints.
While this may seem like nothing more than a hassle, the need to plan weeks or
months in advance, or to follow a division-approved and -paced curriculum, leads many
teachers to simply give up because they have to know their lesson plan before they know
if the books will ever arrive. In Virginia, teachers are required to submit yearly tracking

plans and pacing guides, as well as syllabi that list all material to be covered during the
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year to a supervisor before the start of school. If a teacher doesn’t know whether or not
books will be ordered, he/she has to gamble on the whether the materials will arrive or
just work with the textbook and materials on hand. This gives the textbooks enormous
control over what is taught; the associated materials, everything from test banks to
worksheets to reading guides to pre-written teacher discussion points and answers, extend
that control into how the subject is taught.
A new textbook is delivered with seven or eight of these additional materials for
teacher use. If a teacher chose to do so, he/she would never have to create any piece of
teaching material on his/her own—the publisher has already written the tests and quizzes,
provided questions to ask the class and then given the expected answers, outlined the
vocabulary to be taught, and provided summaries, explanations, analyses, and common
connections for each text. The teacher’s version of a textbook, twice the size of the
student version, is an amazing thing to behold for all that it offers. Again, though,
whether or not what it offers is to the benefit or advantage of the students is an entirely
different matter.
It’s quite easy to demonize the SOLs and the textbooks, and perhaps not entirely
difficult to demonize teachers who, following the path of least resistance, rely on them to
do their jobs. But very real questions of educational accountability and responsibility
brought the Standards of Learning and their textbook partners into the classroom, and
these should not be forgotten.
Writing for Virginia Tech’s Issues and Answers forum, Mark Christie details the
inception of the SOLs was a response to the knowledge that “while many of our children
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were doing quite well in our public schools, far too many were falling through the cracks
and were left unprepared for success as adults in our economy and society” (Christie).
When Virginia first administered the tests in 1998, only 2 percent of schools achieved
scores that would qualify for accreditation. By the 2005 assessment, 90 percent did. 5 To
be sure, achieving an 88% rise in passing scores over the course of seven years seems
impressive. Upon digging deeper, however, something becomes apparent—there is very
little scholastic difference between the 90 out of 100 of students who passed the SOL in
2005 and the 98 out of 100 who failed it seven years prior.
Looking at other objective data, the 88% gain seems far less inspirational, less an
indicator that students are being taught better by stronger teachers using rigorous

coursework to increase achievement, and more a sign that the SOL tests themselves were
gamed in order to boost pass rates and keep graduation rates high. Most tellingly, in
comparing the SAT scores of students throughout the years 1998-2005, there is little
increase, some years of decrease, but generally no change. In 1998, when 2% of VA
students passed the SOL, the average SAT score for Virginia was 1017. In 2005, when
90% of students passed the SOL, the average SAT score was 1028 (the highest it has
been since the implementation of the SOL tests). In 2014, when SOL remediation efforts
in the face of redesigned history and English tests were stronger than ever, the average
SAT score was 1010. 6 At best, then, the push for success on the SOLs netted a
statistically meaningless 11-point gain on a national standardized test that only students
who are college-bound even take. If the students who chose to enter into military service

5
6

Information from VDOE press release on 25 Oct. 2005
SAT average yearly score data for Virginia provided by The College Board

or work force had taken the SAT, it’s likely that the averages would drop significantly
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across all years.
It’s not just national standardized tests that throw cold water on the SOL pass
rates. The yearly graduation rates for Virginia bear out that the SOLs have less of an
impact on student achievement than the VDOE likes to trumpet. If the 88% increase in
the pass rate is meaningful, with so many students becoming more successful in the
classroom, then a similar increase in graduation rate should accompany it; students who
earn higher grades in school and experience success are more likely to complete their
degree rather than drop out. In 1998, when there were only 2% of students passing the
SOL, Virginia high schools had a graduation rate of 71% among 4-year cohorts. In 2005,
when 90% of students passed the SOL, the graduation rate was 73%. 7
In all, the SOLs do not seem to have achieved their goals; neither the SAT scores
of students have risen appreciably since their introduction, nor has the graduation rate.
Why, then, are these tests used at all? How, to paraphrase Mark Christie’s statement, will
the SOL help underserved Virginia students from falling through the cracks? How
effectively do the hours of preparation for the SOLs, and the education dollars spent on
writing, printing, distributing, scoring, and normalizing tests, to say nothing of the time
spent preparing, tutoring, testing, and retesting the students who take them, effectively
educate students? And beyond that, how are the textbooks, which are closely aligned to
the Standards of Learning and the attendant tests, helping give students the critical
thinking skills and world knowledge needed to lead productive lives? The answer,

7

Data obtained from the National Coalition of Education Statistics on Virginia public
high school graduation rates. Private schools are not included because their students do
not take SOL tests.
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unfortunately, is that they aren’t. The Standards of Learning criteria (which set the school
curriculum), the SOL tests, and the textbooks are not doing their job; and, as I will show,
students in Virginia public high schools who have matriculated under them are no better
off than the students who graduated prior to their development. In fact, in many ways,
they are worse off, leaving their schools with an education that has taught them, first and
foremost, to perform well on a proscribed test.

Classrooms in Virginia are SOL

9

For many organizations, the acronym associated with its name is reflective of
some part of the mission: MADD (Mothers Against Drunk Driving), PAWS (Progressive
Animal Welfare Society), GLAAD (Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation). By
organizing their acronym into a recognizable word, the group in question ties a natural
association with it. Since 1998, Virginia schools have had a similar experience, but
instead of feeling GLAAD or MADD, they are simply SOL.
The Standards of Learning (SOL) and the tests associated with them might have
an unfortunate acronym, but what they lack in nomenclature they make up for in
pervasiveness and influence. The Standards of Learning guide the curriculum for all core
classes in Virginia public schools and the yearly SOL tests serve as a gateway between
grade levels, subject levels, and ultimately graduation. The connection between the
Standards of Learning, the SOL tests, school accreditation, curricula, and ultimately, dayto-day classroom operations is significant and (as current parents, students, and teachers
well know) undeniable. What’s also significant and undeniable, however, is that this
nexus of standards, tests, and teaching practices has done very little to help improve
actual student learning and achievement (as opposed to the illusion of student learning
and achievement) and instead has done much to hamper both the intellectual growth, and,
perhaps more importantly, the curiosity of Virginia’s students. The very device that was
supposed to improve and secure the education of Virginia’s students has proven to be
demonstrably counter effective.
The goals of the Standards of Learning are to “establish minimum expectations
for what students should know and be able to do at the end of each grade or course in
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English, mathematics, science, history/social science and other subjects.” 1 The purpose of
the tests themselves is straightforward enough: “SOL tests in reading, writing,
mathematics, science and history/social science measure the success of students in
meeting the Board of Education’s expectations for learning and achievement.” 2 Starting
in the third grade, Virginia students are SOL tested at least every second year in their
core classes; in some subjects, they are tested every year. 3 Student performance on SOL
tests has direct, significant impact on the schools themselves, most notably as the primary
determinant for accreditation. The criteria for accreditation, laid out by the VBOE, states
that
Each school shall be accredited based, primarily, on achievement of the criteria
established…as specified. The percentage of students passing the Virginia
assessment program tests in the four core academic areas administered in the
school with the accreditation rating calculated on a trailing three-year average that
includes the current year scores and the scores from the two most recent years in
each applicable academic area, or on the current year's scores, whichever is
higher. 2. The percentage of students graduating from or completing high school
based on a graduation and completion index prescribed by the Board of
Education. The accreditation rating of any school with a twelfth grade shall be

1

Taken from the Virginia Department of Education (VDOE) website, Standards of
Learning & Testing section.
2
Taken from the VDOE website, Standards of Learning & Testing section.
3 Within this paper, the term “students” refers only to students in Virginia public schools.
Students in private, religious, or home schools are not required to take SOL tests.

determined based on achievement of required SOL pass rates and percentage
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points on the board's graduation and completion index. 4
And while there are slightly different measures for non-traditional public schools (like the
Governor’s school or an alternative school), the vast majority of Virginia schools become
accredited based either solely on SOL scores (if it is an elementary, middle, or junior
high school) or on a combination of SOL scores and the graduation rate (for high
schools). Thus, for the schools, accreditation depends on getting their students to pass the
SOL tests; that means placing a not insignificant burden on the shoulders of eight-yearolds—and on those responsible for preparing them to test well.
The goal for any school is to be fully accredited, and that means students must
score at particular levels in particular subjects. The Virginia Department of Education
(VDOE) sets the accreditation standards as follows: “With tests administered beginning
in the academic year 2012-2013 for the accreditation ratings awarded for school year
2013-2014 and beyond, a school will be rated Fully Accredited when its eligible students
meet the pass rate of 75% in English and the pass rate of 70% in mathematics, science,
and history and social science.” 5 Schools that do not meet the requirements can be
assigned to one of several categories, depending on the severity and length of the
deficiency, with consequences ranging from something as minimal as having to design
and implement a School Improvement Plan under the guidance of state officials, all the
way to the school being forcibly closed or combined with another school. Since schools

4

Accreditation standards found on the VDOE website as cited.
Prior to the 2013-2014 accreditation cycle, the pass rate requirements was 70% in all
four core classes; new standards increased by 5% in English only. Information available
on the VDOE website as cited.
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are reviewed for accreditation each year, there is no “grace” period for a school that
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achieves high pass rates—the testing continues unabated the following year. 6
And the term “unabated” can be used to describe not only the year-to-year testing
and accreditation requirement, but also the pace of SOL testing within a single school
year. The SOL testing window for the year opens for the first time in October, for
students who either did not pass a test the previous year and need to retake it, or for “term
graduates,” who are able to graduate before the traditional May date and need to test early
(or who were scheduled to graduate the previous May and did not, because they either
failed required classes or SOL tests). 7 Testing windows exist in all months after that
through the end of the year, meaning that schools are in a perpetual state of testanticipation; there is always an SOL test to be given, or a result to be waited for. A
student who has a particularly difficult time passing one or more SOL tests may be tested
in every window throughout the entire year, until he/she either passes, drops out, or
receives permission for a waiver or alternative assessment if he/she is classified as special
needs. 8 When the spring testing season arrives, the pace becomes increasingly relentless.
At Prince Edward County High School, spring 2015 SOL testing begins on May 5th and
ends on May 29th (the day before graduation) and includes nine school days where the

6

All accreditation information can be found on the VDOE website as cited.
SOL tests can only be administered during certain weeks of the year, called “testing
windows,” and the windows are dictated by the VDOE. Testing window information and
dates are for the 2014-2015 school year and can be found at the VDOE website as cited.
8
In some cases, “The Virginia schools administer alternative and alternate assessments to
measure the achievement and progress of students with special needs,” and they can also
substitute various Advanced Placement, International Baccalaureate, or SAT II tests for
the SOLs if the student achieves a certain score. The full list can be found on the VDOE
website as cited.
7
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entire day is arranged around the SOL test. 9 The end result of this is a constant awareness
of, and exposure to, the looming high-stakes tests—and, of course, of the potentially
disastrous results if students perform poorly.
The consistency of testing pressure is not just apparent because of the cycle of
testing, though; it is rooted in the layout of the classroom and the evaluation of the
teacher. In Virginia school districts, teachers are required to display the SOL number and
text that corresponds to each activity occurring in the classroom that day; accordingly,
part of a teacher’s evaluation is based on whether or not this information is displayed
clearly (can students see the SOL information easily when facing the board?) and
accurately (are the SOLs displayed the ones actually being taught that day?). 10 In lesson
planning, all activities and assessments have to be tied back to the SOLs and using
released SOL test items as models for creating assessments is widely seen as a “best
practice. 11 The VDOE website offers a section called Instructional Resources for all core
subjects; the content is pegged exclusively to SOLs. The SOLs, rather than helping focus
instruction and content, have thus become the focus and content.
This was not always the case. The centrality of high-stakes testing, where
standardized tests have a critical impact in the life of a student, teacher, or school, is a
relatively recent development. The origin for high-stakes tests like the SOL can be traced
back to the 1983 report written by Ronald Regan’s Commission on Excellence in

9

See Appendix III for the master testing schedule for PECHS in Spring 2015.
See Appendix IV for samples of various district teacher evaluation sheets that include
this as a marker of teacher proficiency.
11
See Appendix V for examples of lesson plan templates from various districts and
Appendix VI for emails detailing SOL tutoring requests, teacher training seminars geared
to SOL test achievement, and other correspondence that relates to the importance of
SOLs tests.
10
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Education. A Nation at Risk, as it was alarmingly titled, found a “need to make American

education more rigorous and demanding” and called for the introduction of accountability
measures “guided by experts who understand the requirements of business and the
economy” (Johnson xvii). This approach was solidified with the passage of the bipartisan No Child Left Behind Act in 2001 under George W. Bush. From this point
forward, “Since No Child Left Behind became federal law, every state has been required
to test every child every year in third through eighth grade in math and reading, plus once
in high school” (Kamenetz). In between those bookend years, though, Virginia
introduced its own high-stakes tests, before the national requirement. While the term
“Standard of Learning” had been used in Virginia since “the early 1980’s,” in the mid1990’s a sharp decline in 4th-grade reading tests and SAT scores prompted the state to
formalize the concept of distinct, common, standard requirements for all students.
(VDOE) In 1995 a broad revision of state standards was completed, and beginning in
1998, the state adopted the SOL tests as their state-mandated graduation assessments. 12
And while the tests were initially a reaction to low reading and SAT scores in Virginia
schools, the SOLs have morphed over time from a guiding framework to the determining
factor in promotion and graduation for students and accreditation for schools.
It would not be fair to suggest that that standardized testing as a nationwide
experiment has been a complete failure. Indeed, by several important measures
standardized testing have succeeded. R. Murray Thomas, in his 2005 book High Stakes
Testing, includes as examples of standardized testing’s success the following: “improved
test scores…. schools [that] shed the ‘failing’ label… more time [that] is dedicated to
12

Information from the VDOE document Historical Overview of the Standards of Learning
Program.

reading and math… students from disadvantaged minorities improve[ing] at a growing
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pace” (3). Those benefits, however, don’t come without trade-offs.
Like most standardized tests, the SOLs were designed to increase learning and
post-secondary education achievement. Additionally, they were intended to address a
perceived problem with instructors not being either thorough or rigorous enough in their
teaching and assessment, leaving students without necessary knowledge and skills.
Jonathon Supovitz, an associate professor at the University of Pennsylvania Graduate
School of Education, explains that
Motivational theory is the predominant theory underlying test-based
accountability. According to this concept, the extrinsic rewards and sanctions
associated with the high-stakes test serve to motivate teachers to improve their
performance. This presumes that educators require external pressure to improve
their teaching. For those educators who already have a strong internal sense of
responsibility to their profession, the research is inconclusive about the effects of
external pressure. Some researchers have found that reward does not decrease
intrinsic motivation (Cameron and Pierce, 1994), while others have concluded
that tangible rewards often undermine internal motivations. (Deci et al.1999)
In essence, if the primary purpose of standardized tests is to improve student learning, the
(largely unstated) secondary purpose is to improve teacher performance. If a teacher has
students who perform poorly on standardized tests, he or she will receive instruction on
how to become a better teacher, either through mentoring, professional development, or
an action plan involving monitoring by administrators and department chairs. However,
even if a teacher receives additional instruction, materials, and training to raise his/her

students’ tests scores and is then successful in doing so, he or she has not necessarily
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become a more effective educator; that teacher may instead have become better in
instructing students in a way that achieves higher test scores. And as High Stakes Testing
reveals, the two outcomes are decidedly not the same.
Since instructors (for logically self-interested reasons) do not teach what is not
likely to be tested, schools are also developing gaping curricular holes; courses in music,
arts, theatre, and physical education and health, as well as unencumbered time for student
reflection and self-directed study, are increasingly being reduced or eliminated in favor of
test-emphasized subjects. One need only consider the diminishing time allowed lunch
period in high schools. A December 2013 NPR story highlighted the problem:
Julia Bauscher, who is president of a national advocacy group called the School
Nutrition Association, says administrators are under intense pressure to increase
instruction time and boost standardized test scores. The lunch period is often the
first place they look to steal time. ‘[They've] got to get in this many instructional
minutes, and this is our expected annual yearly progress on the test,’ she says.
‘You've got two important and competing priorities there.’ 13
In most Virginia schools, students are given somewhere between 25 and 30 minutes for
lunch, bell-to-bell, meaning that when their lunch bell rings they have that much time to
leave class, get to the cafeteria, buy or unpack their food, eat, clean their area, and return
to class.

13

Eric Westervelt via All Things Considered.
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As unstructured time for students (like lunch and recess) becomes shorter, so does
the time devoted to non-tested subjects. According to the 2011 National Educators
Association (NEA) survey of teachers
two-thirds of teachers said many academic subjects had been crowded out by an
increased focus on math and language arts. About half said art and music were
being marginalized, while 40 percent said the same for foreign language; 36

percent for social studies; and 24 percent for science. The results were particularly
striking at the elementary level, where 81 percent of teachers reported that extra
time devoted to math or language arts meant less time for other subjects. Over 60
percent of middle school teachers and 54 percent of high school teachers reported
the same in their schools. 14
Math, literature, and reading, where most of the testing occurs, have usurped other
subjects, giving students an incomplete education.
It’s not just in Virginia that teachers feel the impact of testing; the implementation
of NCLB has had similar effects nationwide. Slate magazine interviewed three teachers
from Connecticut, Idaho, and New York on the impact of standardized testing on their
classroom practices, and the answers were remarkable similar. 15 Matt Dicks, a teacher in
West Hartford, Conn., saw clearly that standardized tests functioned as a means of
assessing a teacher as much as a student. He explained, "It's not unreasonable for teachers
to think 'This is my profession... I want to demonstrate my effectiveness through data,
through the way my students perform, so I'm going to teach more to the test.’ I certainly
think that argument is out there and it's probably the majority of teachers." Teaching to
14
15

Survey results from neaToday.
From the Slate.com Ask A Teacher podcast; originally published 29 May 2015.

the test isn’t where the impact of standardized testing stops, though. Valerie Lake, who
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teaches at the Lower Manhattan Community School, described how she arranges her
classroom planning around the test, explaining that “Well, I'm not going to do a narrative
piece of writing in March… the test is in April… and they are not going to need to write
a narrative on the state exam... it does affect the decisions that I make." And Zach Parker,
who teaches at an International Baccalaureate school in Boise, Idaho, concluded "when
you put so much emphasis on a test, like a vampire it sucks the life out of it and sucks the
life out of trying to become a lifelong learner.” Taken together, these three examples give
an overview of how testing shapes the school year—teachers know the tests will be used
to assess their effectiveness as a professional, so they adjust planning and curriculum to
maximize test scores, which then reinforces to students that the only learning that matters
is learning that earns a high score on a test. These three teachers are not alone; a 2014
survey asked 1500 K-12 teachers about their opinions on standardized testing, and the
findings are similarly bleak: 30% of work time is spent on “testing related tasks,
including preparing students, proctoring, and reviewing results of standardized
tests”;72% responded that there is moderate or extreme pressure to improve test scores;
42% reported that the emphasis has had a negative effect on their classroom. 16 Past
research also shows that an emphasis on testing leads to a narrow, test-focused
curriculum and poor student engagement and preparation. In 1991, Joan Herman and
Shari Golan, writing for the National Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and
Student Testing (CRESST) and the UCLA Graduate School of Education, reviewed
various studies on the effects of standardized testing and found that when high-stakes test

16

Survey results from neaToday.

scores influence teacher recognition and reward or student promotion, it leads to a
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narrowing of curriculum, a rise in teaching to the test, and an inclination of teachers to
neglect materials that are not tested. They also found that most studies support the belief
that teachers spend an excessive amount of time preparing for tests, and that “60% of
teachers stressed test content over a long period of time.” They also report that most
research found “fewer than 20% of teachers believe standardized tests reflect what has
been learned over the year.” Perhaps most interestingly, they cite a 1988 study that
determined “even teachers who viewed standardized tests as poor measures of student
achievement still felt the need to spend a great deal of time on test preparation.” 17 Taken
together, their findings reflect that even as early as 1988, teachers felt that standardized
testing was a poor indicator of student learning and teacher achievement, but that it
doesn’t stop teachers from spending large amounts of time on preparation and
administration. These problems continue today; In October 2014, Arne Duncan, the U.S.
Secretary of Education, said that “tests—and preparation for them— are dominating the
calendar and culture of schools and causing undue stress for students and educators,” 18
while the NEA found that “Despite the high level of overall satisfaction, nearly half (45
percent) of surveyed member teachers have considered quitting because of standardized
testing.” 19
In essence, the culture of schools is becoming a culture of testing, where, from the
first day of the year, teachers are preparing for, thinking about, and emphasizing to the

17

Information from Effects of Standardized Testing on Teachers and Learners—Another
Look.
18
Full statement can be found online per citation.
19
Data from neaToday survey.
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students that the real significance of the year is what happens in May, and not in the eight
months leading up to it.
Teachers are not alone in feeling the weight of standardized tests as an
accountability measure, though. As Anya Kamenetz, writing for NPR, emphasizes, “the
state tests are tied to consequences for districts, schools and teachers as well as students.
Districts are adding on benchmark, practice and interim tests, and that's how they get
these multiplying and ballooning requirements. That's why the Council of the Great City
Schools found that students are taking 113 standardized tests in grades K through 12.”
The NEA reports “some districts have more than 30 tests a year in one grade. Pittsburgh
has 35 tests in grade four, with nearly as many in some other grades. Chicago had 14
mandated tests for kindergarteners, and nearly as many in grades one and two.” 20
Kamenetz recounts her surprise at walking “into lower-income schools where the
students' test scores are posted right in the front entryway. And the message is very, very
clear that, you know, we care about you as a person and everything, but what really
matters is the score that you post in April.” 21

The belief that a multiple-choice test, given once at the end of the year, provides a
meaningful measurement of student learning is fraught with problematic assumptions:
that students take the tests seriously because they are told to; that it is possible to ask
questions that are free from bias; that a year of learning can be adequately covered in 60
questions; that students all test equally well; that a three- or four- hour testing session is
appropriate for children. Illustrating the last of these concerns is a study published by The

20

NEA figures from High-Stakes Testing: How We Got Here and How We Get Out.
Quoted material from The Past, Present, and Future of Standardized Testing, aired
originally on NPR 22 Jan 2015.
21

21

American Institutes of Research (AIR), which examined the results when 30,000 students
in total took the same test with the items in different position; the study found that “the
correlation analyses for all tests except for Grade 3 Reading showed statistically
significant results, indicating that there was a relationship between item repositioning on
the tests and item difficulty” (Davis and Ferdous 7). In other words, as items appeared
later in the test, they become harder for students to answer correctly, demonstrating that
there is “support [for] the concerns of many educators who are apprehensive about
whether there are fatigue effects on their state assessments due to the length of the tests”
(7). Bias, unlike test fatigue, can be more difficult to prove. Daniel Korezt says in his
book Measuring Up: What Education Testing Really Tells Us (2008) that “our
information about bias is often incomplete…Techniques for identifying are limited, and
evaluations of potential bias are often imperfect. And lack of bias for one group… need
not imply a lack of bias for another” (279). What is clear, he notes, is that “Most people
who use the scores from high-stakes tests—educators, policymakers, writers, parents,
realtors—believe that they are unbiased indicators of improved learning” (279). There is
good reason, he concludes, for skepticism on this point.
As a high school teacher who regularly engages with SOL testing, I can point to
three recent examples that caught my eye as indicative of the types of problems that
should give educators, parents, and politicians pause. On the 2015 Reading End-ofCourse SOL, one of the questions asked about the meaning of the root of a certain
word. 22 If a student already knows the meaning of that word, they will likely answer

22

SOL test security measures prevent giving the word or more specifics about the
question, but such questions are frequently seen in the test, both practice versions and
released actual versions.

correctly regardless of their knowledge of the concept of roots, prefixes, or suffixes.
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Alternately, a student who has never seen the word before is at a significant disadvantage,
regardless of whether or not he/she has a strong grasp of roots, prefixes, and suffixes.
What this reveals is that students can receive points towards passing the SOL if they
happen to know the meaning of a particular word tested on a particular day, and not
necessarily if they know the concept being assessed. In another test (since released and
thus able to be discussed specifically) a question on the concept of simile refers to a line
that referenced the high-end jeweler Cartier. For a student who has no experience with or
knowledge of Cartier, this question is likely difficult, perhaps impossible, to answer
without the necessary frame of reference. Finally, a teacher at Prince Edward County
Elementary School related a story that, during the elementary math SOL, a student fell
asleep several times during the test, each time being woken up and forced to resume
work; the student was not asked why he was unable to stay awake, and the need to finish
the test overrode how the frequent stops and starts may affect his ability to pass.
While these incidents perhaps are not enough to indict the testing process as a
whole, they hint at several of the problems that beleaguer high-stakes testing and should
call into question its usefulness as a means of measuring learning. Moreover, the tests are
intertwined with the texts used in the classroom, each dependent on the other to maintain
relevancy.

Textual Evidence
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Allow me to present two seemingly disconnected observations. The first is that
when I was in middle school, one of my favorite short stories was “The Most Dangerous
Game.” I loved the adventure, the wild setting, the descriptions, the unprecedented (to a
12-year-old) idea that someone could enjoy killing people for fun. It stayed with me for
years, through college, stuck in the back of my mind as something I could recall, but
never really expected to encounter again. And I didn’t, until I sat down with my own,
very first, teacher’s edition of a textbook in my own, very first, high school English
classroom in 2003. Opening to the table of contents, the very first work listed was “The
Most Dangerous Game.” Initially, I was thrilled to re-read it, but about halfway though
several thoughts dawned on me: I had read this story in my own English class 10 years
earlier. It was written in 1924, almost 80 years prior. Thousands of other short stories had
been written in the intervening time. Why are students still reading this?
And the second: Literature, like history, never ends. There will always be people
putting pen to paper (or fingers to keyboard) to record their lives, their experiences, their
fears and concerns and triumphs, either in non-fictional accounts or through the actions
and words of fictional personae. For teachers, the inexhaustible human drive to produce
new works of art presents a practical problem: how are we possibly going to cover all of
this in 40 weeks? The answer, of course, is that we won’t—choices will have to be made
about what gets included and what gets excluded.
These two seemingly unconnected facts—that there is an ever-expanding body of
literature that teacher must winnow down, and that the same short story I read in 1992
was still being taught in 2002—are actually a cause and its effect. The classroom teacher

lacks any real control in what gets read. The control is, rather, in the hands of textbook
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publishers; the publishers, who are beholden to standardized tests and focused primarily
on sales (not students), are why ninth-graders are still reading “The Most Dangerous
Game.”
A textbook, perhaps the most ubiquitous part of the American education
experience, has a storied past itself. Unlike other types of texts, which may begin with the
author’s ideas, an editor’s brainstorm, or the public’s request, the process of creating a
textbook begins with a publisher; and while there are numerous houses--large and small-for trade publishing, for textbooks, the three largest publishers, McGraw-Hill, Pearson,
and Houghton/Harcourt, account for 75% of all instructional material published in the
United States. 1 While all three of these companies existed in the first wave of educational
publishing the late 1800’s to early 1900s, they have grown in size and influence over the
last 100 years, absorbing smaller regional and subject-specific publishing houses. 2 While
these smaller houses may remain active in name, “the big three” largely control the
publishing content of their subsidiaries as well.
With regard to the consolidation of textbook publishing, the impact of the arrival
of state-wide curricula and state standardized tests like the Virginia SOL cannot be
overstated. As states began to seek conformity and uniformity in their school systems, the

1

In her 2012 book Tyranny of the Textbook, Beverlee Jobrack cites this figure as a result
of consolidation of companies. Textbooks may be published under other names, but these
three companies own the smaller houses, having acquired them through consolidation.
See Appendix I.
2
Jobrak traces the start of education publishing to “the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries… Longman... in 1724… now an imprint of Pearson… Houghton Mifflin… in
1832… Harcourt Publishing… in 1905… McGraw-Hill… in 1888” (26-27).
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need for a common textbook, or common standards within the textbook, became clear. 3 It
would be difficult to establish and maintain state standards when dozens of different
textbooks, each with different content, were in use. Where individual curriculum
materials and specialized books had once been an advantage, now they were a
disadvantage. Based on her research, Jobrack states that the development of educational
standards, as well as the requirement that publishers meet those standards, has caused a
“dramatic effect” on the educational publishing industry. These smaller regional and
subject-specific publishing houses could develop different textbooks and supplementary
materials based on the needs of individual learning communities to fit the demands of the
area. Because of this specialization, these smaller publishing houses had stronger control
over what was included, greater ability to find and hire writers with the necessary subject
knowledge, and greater ability to add, delete, or change content as needed. Jobrack
argues that
With increased focus on all these different areas, publishers developed
instructional materials to respond to the needs of projects what would receive
federal funding… as educational theories… were promoted… textbooks began to
reflect new instructional practices… publishers responded with a completely
different series to fit the desires of a school district… Within a subject area,
curriculum materials were created to address different philosophies and teaching

3

According Michael Watt’s article published by the International Association for
Research on Textbooks and Educational Material (IARTEM) in 2009, “Legislation
standardising (sic) procedures adopting textbooks arose during the mid-nineteenth
century in each state in response to the development of graded organisation (sic)
requiring uniform textbooks for formal schooling in classes.”

methods. Educational publishers were able to find niche markets for a wide
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variety of materials. 28
The increasing demand for standardized state curricula, which only grew further
once state standardized tests became de riguer with the passage of No Child Left Behind,
reduced the demand for regional requirements, and publishing houses had to overhaul
their texts to stay competitive. When this proved too expensive, the smaller houses sold
out to larger publishers that had the means to create new, more expansive, and more
detailed, but less specialized or adaptable, lines of textbooks. Additionally, “because
most state standards are based on some version of national standards…all publishers must
include much of the same content in their programs; as a result, there is little difference
between textbooks from different companies, and little incentive for a smaller house to
attempt to compete with one of the big three” (Jobrak 33). 4 Thus, what schools have been
left with is a small selection of books for each grade level and subject, and little variation
between them.
While on the one hand state-wide curriculum standards influence textbook
development, on the other are state textbook adoption cycles. An adoption cycle is the
multi-year schedule on which schools, districts, or states purchase textbooks. While
twenty-eight states let their individual districts set their own adoption cycles, twenty-two
states maintain that cycle on the state level, and every district in the state gets new
textbooks based on it. Textbooks are usually cycled in three-to-five year periods, with

4

As noted in Watt’s Research on the Texbook Publshing Industry, “Sewall (2005) argues
that the increasing concentration over the last 15 years… of the textbook publishing
industry in the hands of four large companies has reduced the quality of textbooks… The
attempt to satisfy the preferences of pressure groups, thereby homogen[ized] the content
of textbooks” (14-15).

each subject cycling on a different year; for example, one year will cycle in new math
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books, the next year will bring new science books, the next, English and literature, and so
on. Most significantly, though, of the twenty-two states that work on a state-wide
adoption schedule (meaning every school in every district gets new books for every
student in the designated subject that year), three of them are Texas, Florida, and
California. If Pearson, McGraw-Hill, and Harcourt/Brace are the big three of the textbook
publishing industry, then these states are the big three of the textbook adoption process.
Because these states contain millions of school-age students, the textbook
industry aggressively competes for their business. The Center for Digital Education found
that the states of Texas, Florida, and California “are the largest source of profits for
publishers” so if McGraw-Hill loses out to Pearson in all three of the big states, their
earnings are reduced considerably (Saetern). 5 Michael Watt also found that to be true,
and found “publishers generally coordinated the development of textbooks to the cycles
of state-level adoption states, especially Texas and California, as success in these states
was likely to pay for development costs” (11). It would be difficult to create enough sales
in other states to make up for the loss of even one of the big three, let alone all of them;
thus, the big three states have considerable leverage in shaping the content of the books

5

Using the tools located on the Texas Transparency website, I was able to locate a $52
million dollar payment from the Texas BOE to Pearson Education, titled Textbooks for
Public Free Schools in October of 2015. The total payments under the same title sent to
Pearson alone from Sept. 2014 through June 2016 were over $61 million. In her article,
Lai Saetern also found that “California, Texas and Florida represent about 30 percent of
the total national book publishing market, according to the Center for Education
Reform…California spends approximately $400 million per year on textbooks, according
to the California Open Source Textbook Project, while Texas spends approximately $500
million per year, according to the Texas Education Agency. Florida's spending is closer
to $260 million per year, according to the Office of Program Policy Analysis and
Government Accountability.”

that are developed by the big three publishers. 6 As consolidation proved, it is not
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economically viable to produce numerous versions of the same textbook to fit the
individual needs of individual states or regions, so the standards and curricula demands of
the big three states drive the content of the big three publishers, which then makes its way
into the smaller states as they purchase the same books produced for Texas, California,
and Florida. 7 The big three states also influence when, and with what
regularity, textbooks were published, meaning that if important information,
developments, or events occur outside of the standard cycle, all states have to wait for the
information to become incorporated into their textbooks. 8
The adoption cycles of Texas, California, and Florida aren’t the only element
from those states that influence textbook creation; the dominant religious, political, and
6

According to the NEA Rankings and Estimates report published in December 2010, for
the 2010-2011 school year, Florida, California, and Texas had an estimated total of
13,665,512 students enrolled in K-12 schools, or more than 25% of the estimated total for
all states plus D.C (49,162,463 students).
7 This effect has a long history, in fact, as documented in Barbara Crane’s The
“California Effect” on Textbook Adoptions (1975); she states that as California made
changes to their textbooks to suit desires by the State Board of Education “when
publishers felt these changes would increase their national sales, the California
modifications eventually became incorporated into national editions.” The IARTEM also
documents in its research summary that “research suggests that populous state-level
adoption states influence the content of textbooks used across the USA” (13). Beverlee
Jobrack found that “Publishers strategize based on the AAP (American Association of
Publishers School Division) schedule…a publisher will plan on publishing a brand-new
Texas edition of a science program targeted for the deadline for the Texas adoption. The
publisher will incorporate the other states guidelines and then produce a national
edition…It would be cost prohibitive to create a completely different program for each
state. The following year, the publisher will revise its Texas/national edition and
‘Californiaorize’ it to submit in the California adoption…each state may gave a statespecific cover and other elements, but the program is basically the same as that created
for Texas or California” (13).
8
Tulley’s research indicates that “the periodic review and purchase of textbooks is
achieved through prescribed “cycles,” or periods of textbook usage…most often these
states have established 4- to 6-year cycles, with different subject area textbooks adopted
each year, on a rotating basis” (304).
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personal beliefs of those states impact them as well. Sherry Keith notes “book publishers
are the gatekeepers of ideas and knowledge”; 9 Lee Cronbach furthers the sentiment by
noting that “banned books are still rare in our society; banned textbooks, on the contrary

are numerous” (120). The sheer number of challenges to controversial textbook material,
from the Scopes trial in 1925 to the Rugg textbook in the 1930s and 1940s to Kanawha
County, WV, in 1974, to current, continuous debates over evolution, the Big Bang,
American history, and sex education, indicate broad awareness of, and anxiety over, the
influence of textbooks in shaping public knowledge and public discourse. 10 In his essay
“Dilemmas of a Textbook Writer” (1969), William Bragdon notes, “It is an inescapable
function of an American history text that it affects student’s attitudes towards their
society. A traditional method of doing this is to get across the idea that everything
American is better” (298). And even though “the public is unlikely to question
instructional materials…when students do complain…there is a flurry of consternation

9

Discussed in her article The Determinants of Textbook Content and published in
Textbooks in American Society.
10
John Scopes, a high-school science teacher, faced a trial in Tennessee for teaching his
students about evolution; at the time, he was using a state-approved textbook. The trial
and subsequent appeals drove the writing of a new law that forbids teaching evolution
without a “qualifying statement that evolution is a theory and not a scientific fact” that
still exists today (Farrell 7). Harold Rugg wrote a series of history and social studies
textbooks for high school students that were immensely popular in the 1930s and 40s;
Rugg outlined several “pervasive social problems and issues” in his books as he
discussed the development of America, but the groups like “the National Association of
Manufacturers, the Advertising Federation of America, the Hearst Press, the American
Legion, and other ultra-right-wing groups and individuals… viewed any study of
unsettling ideas and problems in American life as anti-American” (Farrell 7-8). The
rewrite of the Advanced Placement US History standards to reveal a more problematic
view of historical events like colonization, slavery, immigration, and social policy has
prompted several states, including Virginia, to set up independent review boards to
challenge the changes. Evolution, the elements of sex education, and scientific theory as
it conflicts with Christian creationism are consistent places of conflict for teachers and
schools.
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and the district administration defends the materials or abandons them” (Jobrak 7). As a

result, “these controversies result in a reversion to older materials that do not inspire any
controversy,” and instead rely on the same content, authors, materials, and excerpts that
have served in the past; this is why, again, works like “The Most Dangerous Game”
persist. Teachers know that it functions well as an introduction to a core literary concept
(plot) and is unlikely to cause problems with parents or administrators. 11 In point of fact,
when a book (trade or textbook) is challenged, “Due to the commitment of librarians,
teachers, parents, students and other concerned citizens, most challenges are unsuccessful
and most materials are retained in the school curriculum or library collection” where
students and teachers remain free to use it (ALA). However, with standardized tests
looming, teachers and administrators are loathe to lose teaching time to challenged
materials, or take the risk of using a work that students may not understand or that
teachers may not be as initially effective teaching. When a school’s accreditation, and
perhaps a teacher’s job, rests on test scores, there is little incentive to experiment.
There is nothing inherently bad about “The Most Dangerous Game,” of course.
But there are also thousands of other short stories available to teach children the basics of
plot, setting, and characters, and thereby provide some diversity among what students
learn, as well as some exposure to other authors, points of view, and experiences. Yet the
desire to stick with what is safe, what has worked in the past, what teachers have already

11

The American Library Association (ALA) releases yearly lists, as well as a “Top 100”
list of challenged and banned books used in the classroom and in school libraries. The list
for 2000-2009 includes many classic and popular teaching titles like The Kite Runner,
Black Boy, Fahrenheit 451, Beloved, The Things They Carried, The Giver, To Kill a
Mockingbird, Of Mice and Men, and I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. These, along
with most of the other titles on the list, are generally not included in the textbooks that
were I reviewed. They are available for purchase from the publishers as paperbacks.
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prepared for, and what parents and administrators remember themselves, outweighs any
benefits that might accrue from substituting authors that are less well known, more
modern, more racially and ethnically diverse, and perhaps more attuned to students in
school today. Older ideas about what students “should” learn, based largely on what
current teachers and administrators themselves learned, and what the textbooks offer,
stifles the adoption of other materials that, in time, might themselves be seen as works
everyone ought to have read. As it stands, because they were taught that Romeo and
Juliet or The Scarlet Letter or The Odyssey are canonical works needed in every
educational experience, teachers have no compelling reason to find room for much else.
As Jobrak puts it, “As a teacher, once you have figured out how to survive and have a
bank of lesson plans, you are very reluctant to change and will select new material that
requires the least amount of change” (20). Though she notes, “there is no intentional
malice in this process,” she also adds that even if some new material is adopted, “the

status quo is maintained” (21). A teacher’s time in the classroom is necessarily limited by
factors beyond his/her control, and with only 40 weeks, and a list of “must teach” works,
any variant is either ignored or left until after the standardized tests, when the year is
winding to a close and students have begun to check out; after all, the stuff that really
matters would be part of SOL preparations.
This trend was noted as early as 1967, when, in his book The American
Schoolbook, Hillel Black explained that “to provide the mass cultural education that it
seems the majority of educators demand, the textbook publisher frequently makes sure
that the intellectual content of schoolbooks does not surpass the broadest… lowest, level
of… interest and ability” (58). To illustrate the direct impact of a state’s preferences on
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textbooks, Black relates an incident involving an elementary-level science textbook. In a
unit on animal reproduction, the author had included references to sperm and egg cells;
though “an elementary-school principal… and a science teacher… okayed the
inclusion… the [Florida] salesman said we had gone a little too far to be safe” (21).
Because the book might not be adopted in conservative Florida due to this, the textbook
(which would be marketed to all states) went to press discussing animal reproduction

without ever mentioning that sperm and eggs are involved. Less than 10 years later, Myra
Sadker, then-dean of the school of education at American University, noted that “the
twelve most popular secondary history texts…. allocated to the women’s suffrage
movement… two sentences. . . . [T]ypically there is more space given to the six
shooter… than to the experiences and struggles of frontier women.” 12 In a 2012 article,
Christina Agiro, in her study of textbooks used in Christian classrooms, noted that a
biography on John Winthrop and his development of the British colonies “omits women’s
presence or contributions” to the establishment of the colonies and that “his only account
of a women is of a negative behavior” (224). She argues that these omissions and
contextualizations are due to the Christian audience that the textbook was geared towards,
who would want to see men and women in traditional (and sexist) roles.
To illustrate the problems associated with (to borrow Jobrak’s phrasing)
“reversion to older materials that do not inspire any controversy,” I examined five
American Literature textbooks published between 1965 and 2013 as well as one general
literature book from 1964, which are shown below.

12

From the essay Diversity, Pluralism, and Texbooks by Myra Sadker, published in The
Textbook and American Society.
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Title

Publisher

Year of Publication

Exploring Life Through
Literature
American Literature
The American Experience
Elements: Literature of
the United States

Scott, Foresman and
Company
Houghton Mifflin
Prentice Hall
Holt, Reinhart and
Winston (Harcourt
Brace)
Pearson/ Prentice Hall

1964

The American Experience
Literature: American
Literature

Holt McDougal

1965
1991
2000
2007
2013

In the 1964 text, of 109 total pieces of literature included, 70% were written by
white men; the breakdown of the remaining 30% came from white women (14%), black
men (5%), black women (4%), men of other races (6%), and women of other races (3%).
In the 1965 American Literature textbook, white men account for 86% of the works
included; white women make up the next 13%, and a lone piece by a black man accounts
for the final 1%. It is perhaps not surprising that textbooks from the 1960s, compiled
during the heat of the civil rights movement, lack diversity. It is more difficult to
understand the surprisingly similar track record of more recent publications. In the 1991,
2000, 2007, and 2013 textbooks, the percentage of works by white men ranged from 53%
to 59%, white women from 13% to 21%, Black men from 6% to 11%, Black women
from 4% to 10%, men of other races from 5% to 12%, and women of other races from
2% to 7%. In other words, even as textbooks increase in size to accommodate passing
years, the ratios of male to female and black to white authors has remained largely the
same, despite the increasing diversity in public school students, their backgrounds, and
their experiences.
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While the numbers themselves tell a significant part of the story, there is more to
be gleaned. Because it’s not just that students are reading works primarily by white men

and women, it is also that they are reading many of the same works by many of the same
people in each book, regardless of who published it. As noted above, each textbook came
from a different publisher yet contained almost the exact same works and authors. In the
American Literature books survey, out of 105 authors, 42 of them were in at least 4 out of
5 textbooks. 23 more were in 3 out of 5 textbooks. The most common repeating authors
are male early American authors like William Bradford, Edward Taylor, Jonathan
Edwards, and Thomas Paine, who were in every book examined; apparently no student
can escape high school without first passing through Of Plymouth Plantation and
“Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God.” In contrast, Primo Levi, Malcom X, and Martin
Luther King Jr. were in one book each. The remaining 30 authors, who were in only two
or one textbooks, were usually the female or minority writers, being substituted for each
other, so that in textbooks where Toni Morrison was absent, Zora Neale Hurston took her
place, but both authors were not in the same textbook. The result of this is that when
students are taught a unit on the Harlem Renaissance (to take one notable example), they
are really being taught a unit on Langston Hughes. When they learn about female
American poets, they are really only learning about Emily Dickinson. When they learn
about Chinese-American culture, they are learning only Amy Tan’s point-of-view. And
while these authors are all excellent examples, they are not the only examples.
There are no awards given for superior textbooks, and little honor or cachet for
the editors who piece them together. Textbooks are workhorses, and as such have little
glamour associated with them. What is associated with them, though, is money. Because,

as noted above, school districts must replace their books every five years or so, and
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usually replace a different subject every year based on a cycle, the steady income stream
is highly desirable for publishers. Because textbook adoption committees rely on large
purchases to control costs,the actual expense can be difficult to quantify with precision. 13
By examining textbook catalogues and then looking at the adoption practices of realworld schools, some suggestive findings emerge. 14
The Pearson Company offers a so-called “program set” of English Language Arts
materials that spans from grades 6-12. 15 This sequential programming of course texts
encourages states and districts to purchase all of their texts for these grades through
Pearson as a way to promote continuity and avoid overlap; purchasing books for different
grades from different publishers means there is no guarantee that students will not
encounter the same material in different books in subsequent grades, so there is incentive
to invest in the whole program.
In its 2015 catalog, Pearson offers the student edition of the English textbook for
$85.97 to $89.97, depending on the grade level. Teacher’s editions range from $130.47 to
$140.97. For the 2012-2013 school year, the largest high school in Virginia was T.C.

13

Tulley found that the third most important determining factor of textbook adoption
committees was “to reduce textbook costs” behind uniformity of curriculum and ensuring
the selection of the highest-quality textbooks. (295)
14
A study by the CATO institute found “that very few state education departments
provide complete and timely financial data that is understandable to the general public,”
making it hard to tease out exactly how much any state spends just on textbooks, and
likely impossible to determine the amount on literature textbooks, thus justifying a
somewhat speculative approach to arriving at final figures. Virginia in particular earns a
D- for transparency.
15
The other two “Big Three” publishers have similar programs, costs, and materials as
those offered by Pearson.

Williams, located in Alexandria, which had 2,906 students enrolled. 16 If the adoption
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committee for T.C. Williams chooses Pearson as the provider of literature books for its
high school (grades 9-12) alone, not counting the middle school texts in grades 6-8,
Pearson stands to earn over a quarter of a million dollars from that single high school. If
they manage to become the preferred provider of textbooks in Texas, then that quartermillion becomes almost pure profit, removing only the cost of printing the textbooks
since, as Michael Watt found, the cost for development would be covered by the Texas
sales. Since there are thirty high schools in Virginia with enrollments exceeding 2000
students, capturing even one-third of that market means enormous profits for the
company based on just student editions alone. Likewise, losing out to another publisher
in four or five of the top-30 enrollment schools where Pearson had previously been the
book of choice means a gross profit loss of over a million dollars. In total for the 20132014 school year, the state of Virginia had 1.273 million students enrolled in school; 17
because of book replacement cycles, all of those students received at least one new book
that year, and possibly more. In high school, where student editions average in the $80.00
range, 18 there were over 376,000 students enrolled, and the potential for over 30 million
dollars in sales if every school district selects at least one of Pearson Publishing’s books
to buy.

16

Data on school enrollment was obtained through the Virginia High School League
website; the data was provided to them by the Virginia Department of Education as
projected enrollment for the 2012-2013 school year, which was then used to determine
size classification for competition, e.g, Division 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A, or 6A.
17
Data obtained from the Virginia Department of Education website and is based on their
enrollment surveys from all schools in Virginia, both public and private.
18
Data obtained from the Pearson Publishing Company online 2015 catalog.
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The money does not end with student edition textbooks though; publishers have
created dozens of add-ons to the courses to help address every aspect of the student-

teacher experience. 19 These include CDs with the literature selections read aloud, reading
comprehension workbooks (which must be replaced yearly), grammar and writing
workbooks (also replaced yearly), CDs that offering writing help to students, test banks
with questions for quizzes and test, English as a Second Language materials, activity kits
and online teacher centers, vocabulary flashcards, and “coaching” software for achieving
success on Common Core standards. All of these items must be purchased in addition to
the $80.00+ student edition (and $135.00+ teacher edition), and come with 6-year digital
licenses, which must be renewed or replaced at the end of the 6-year period. Districts are
also encouraged to sign-up for “fulfillment” programs at discounted prices to replace
used workbooks at current prices. Full-length literary works (from elementary school
books like The Diary of Anne Frank and The Westing Game to high school standards
such as To Kill A Mockingbird, Great Expectations, and much of Shakespeare’s oeuvre)
can also be purchased from Pearson, and come with Pearson-aligned guides, further
encouraging districts, schools, and teachers to purchase all of their classroom materials
from a single publisher rather than choosing smaller educational- or literary-based houses
for even the widely published texts.
Moving beyond books and ancillary materials themselves, publishing houses have
begun to cast their net into the professional development areas of education. Since all
states require that their teachers earn recertification (usually every five years), and one
way to earn it is by attending conferences, the publishing houses have begun to hold their

19

See Appendix II for item and price list from the 2015 Pearson catalog.
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own. Pearson offers conferences, webinars, and institutes, with the cost for a conference

ranging between $250.00 for an online-only development session to $450.00 and $700.00
for an in-person conference. 20 In short, publishing companies can now control every
aspect of what happens within a classroom: the pieces of literature that are read, the
questions that are asked on tests and quizzes, the materials used to understand the
meaning of the text, the activities that are done within the class, the training of the teacher
who uses the materials, and even the state recertification of that teacher. The textbooks
are specialized to the state tests, in this case the Virginia SOLs, and contain practice SOL
questions, writing prompts, vocabulary, and targeted information based on what the
Virginia Board of Education gives them. While there is nothing inherently evil about a
single entity (or two or three in the case of textbooks) seizing so much control, it is
certainly worth considering the potential ramifications for the educational system on
which so much of the American experiment has always depended—and continues to
depend.
In terms of practical applications, a student attending public schools in America
will likely have the majority of his/her educational text exposure come from only three
different publishers, possibly fewer. Because of the reliance on multiple-choice,
standardized, state-developed tests for graduation, to which the publishers are carefully
aligning their course texts, this same student will see little practical variation from what
the publishers puts on the page, in the workbook, or on the testing materials. 21 Outside

20

Data collected from the Pearson instructional resources website.
Page 5 of the 2015 Pearson catalog states “Designed and built around the Common
Core State Standards, this comprehensive program gives educators and students a clear
pathway to success by integrating instruction, practice, and real- world application for all
learners,” and the phrase “Common Core” is found on 40 of the catalogs 117 pages. The
21

material is likely to be relegated to single-day units, extra credit assignments, or end-of
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year activities to fill time.
When teachers step out of the textbook curricula, it can cause unrest among those
who develop the standards. Recently, California teacher Michael Godsey made the news
for replacing his unit on Shakespeare’s Hamlet with the podcast Serial in order to teach
Common Core lessons on critical thinking, analyzing and presenting evidence, and
interpreting literary and narrative devices. As Slate writer Matt Colette notes, “Serial
unspools its story in the same conversational language students use every day but still
gives Godsey a chance to talk about the same things he can get at with Shakespeare:
characters, reliable narrators, story structure, foreshadowing.” Godsey’s experiment,
which he considers a success, falls flat for Carol Jago, who helped develop the Common
Core standards for the state. As Collette reports, “There’s a broad misunderstanding of
this point, Jago said. She does see value in teaching something like Serial, but not at the
expense of the classics. ‘It’d be better,’ [Jago] says, ‘as a one-day exercise, perhaps
paired up against something like Truman Capote’s In Cold Blood, not a month-long unit
on its own.’” What’s left unmentioned is that traditional text for which Jago is advocating
has itself already been tailored to the Common Core standards Jago helped to create. In
Cold Blood is available for purchase from the Big Three publishers; Pearson offers it as
part of a $567.00 CD-ROM set, replete with study guides and practice questions. 22

Common Core is a set of national standards; Virginia uses the SOL standards and thus
would receive the state-specific book.
22

The novel is available as a stand-alone from Pearson for $11.47, but to get the audio
version, the CD-ROM set is required.
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As shown, the publishing houses have ample reason to lobby assiduously in order
to be chosen by state adoption committees (and then later individual districts, if the

districts get a say in what books they receive). And as Jobrack found, the publishers have
several methods for increasing the odds of their textbooks being chosen, from lowering
prices in order to undercut competitors, to packaging ancillary materials in order to
increase value, to providing snacks to school teachers prior to their vote on which
materials to choose. 23 That makes a box of donuts one of the best investments there is.

In Tyranny of the Textbook, Jobrak lists a series of reasons why a specific textbook
will be chosen for adoption in a school system; all of these are ways publishers
attempt to sway the vote.
23

Conclusion
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What does all of this information about No Child Left Behind (NCLB), the SOLs,
the standardized testing industry, textbooks and textbook companies mean to those who
are at the center of it all—teachers and students?
In a survey of 46 teachers, all of whom responded with the understanding that
their quotes could be used but not their names, I was able to glean some interesting
insights into who uses textbooks and how. 1 Most strikingly, 74% of the teachers
responded that their textbook’s use value is limited, and that they have to find and use
additional resources for their classes. One teacher lamented that “Many of the reading
selections are not engaging,” and that “many of the activities in the book do not get past
knowledge and comprehension” while higher-order thinking skills and analytical
responses fall by the wayside. This teacher finished by noting “Questions that claim to
be application only ask about ‘real world’ connections, which get tired quickly.”
Most teachers reported that they are able to incorporate materials beyond assigned
textbooks—with great effort and little-to-no economic support. Half of the teachers
responded that they have, in the past, wanted to “order additional materials… but been
unable to because money spent on textbooks took up funding.” When asked to elaborate,
several teachers provided some illuminating commentary. One Virginia teacher reported
“my district chose to go with the new consumable interactive workbooks written by the
developers of the SOL (Pearson). Unfortunately, the traditional textbooks were

1

Survey was written and distributed by me via SurveyMonkey. Respondents were not
asked to give their name or identifying school information. Respondents were told that
their answer could be quoted as part of this thesis. Current and former teachers received
an invitation to complete the survey, and a total of 48 respondents from around Virginia
participated. See Appendix VIII.
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collected,” which means not only that she lost a familiar resource, but also that now the

Pearson materials are the only ones the students interact with unless unapproved ones are
brought in. Moreover, since the workbooks are consumable materials, they must be
repurchased each year, reinforcing the economic stake Pearson has in the classroom; it
provides a dependable source of income for the company. 2 And since Pearson (like other
major producers of such textbooks) writes the tests, there is an incentive for school
districts to use the Pearson company for the materials, locking in the cycle. Another
teacher added that “I would like to use some other resources… but cannot use them
because the money is dedicated to the textbook and consumable resources.”
With limitations on funding, teachers who need additional materials to
supplement the textbooks (and 74% said they did) often have to pay for them on their
own, or ask parents to cover the cost. Of the 46% who are unable to get funding for
additional materials, 28% buy the materials themselves or sought other funding, like
parents or grants, while 6% obtain them less than legally (via copyright violation like
photocopying or internet printing), and 2% ask the students to pay for them. One teacher,
wrote “when so much money is dedicated to the suite of resources provided by the
textbook company, it makes it almost more of a political issue to use other resources.
Even if other money is available, the question that is often asked when requesting other
funding is ‘have you used all of the resources at your disposal already?;” this essentially
ends the conversation, because with all of the resources packaged into the textbook
group, it is almost impossible to answer in the affirmative. It also ignores the larger point,

2

Consumable materials, like workbooks, flashcards, graphic organizers, and notebooks
are only meant to be used for one year; students write directly on the materials or
manipulate them in other ways, making them impossible to re-use.

which is that if the textbooks provide inadequate materials to begin with (like a lack of
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minority or female writers, or modern pieces of literature) then using the supplementary
materials provided will not fill the gap. And as one teacher said, “knowing materials
wouldn’t be ordered, it was much easier to find resources online and either run classroom
copies or direct students to online texts.” And while that can be a reasonable measure for
some supplementary items (like a literary text that was recently published, a newspaper
article, or a magazine essay), it’s not a solution to a poor textbook or lack of diverse
materials. If schools are going to buy thousands of dollar worth of textbooks each year,
then teachers need to be able to use them in their classrooms. Running class sets of copies
is time-consuming, expensive, and wasteful of resources, and presenting texts to students
online makes it difficult to teach annotation skills, and active reading strategies, while
also putting students without internet and computer access at home or at school at a
distinct disadvantage.
It is worth noting that teachers who do not teach SOL (or standardized tested)
classes also tend to use textbooks less frequently. For some, it’s a matter of not being able
to find a textbook that suits them; as an art teacher reported, “it lacks the variety I need.
Also contemporary artists are not in there.” An elementary school teacher no longer uses
textbooks because they “are things the students cannot read and they have not been
updated in years.” A photography teacher indicated that she did not use her book much
because it was from 1991. Since non-SOL courses are less important to schools in the
NCLB era, it would make sense that non-SOL teachers feel less pressured to use an
approved text. As someone who moved from teaching all SOL tested courses to teaching
untested electives, I can verify that; I do not have to participate in any of the mandatory
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reviews, benchmark tests, and practice SOL tests that core subject teachers do. Because

elective classes are not associated with SOL tests and pass rates, there is more freedom to
experiment with materials, units, and activities. If an activity for a music class is
unsuccessful, the teacher can either try again or move on; if an activity is unsuccessful in
an English 11 class, the teacher has to re-teach and then readjust to make up for the lost
time.
So that is what has been lost as textbooks have become the primary choice for
classroom materials in SOL classrooms—the freedom to choose stand-alone texts, the
ability to order a variety of materials from sources other than the textbook companies,
and the flexibility to pick and choose materials from a large number of sources without
having to resort to unethical means like copyright violations or charging students for their
classroom materials. With that comes the loss of diversity, as most authors in the major
literature textbooks, at least, are white and male. Students miss out on hearing a variety of
voices in literature and reading the works of authors who fall outside of the mainstream.
Unless their teacher is willing to devote extra time to finding, formatting, printing,
photocopying (or buying) additional readings and materials, the literary world of the
students becomes very narrow and very narrowly tested, where the end game for the
school becomes not how much the student has engaged with and enjoyed their literary
experience, but how well the student can identify a simile or define a word, which is
reinforced through the textbook itself with its standardized test structure and focus.
Moreover, as mentioned before, a massive company like Pearson, who both writes the
tests and sells materials to prepare for the tests, reinforces this cycle.
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As a final question, I asked the teachers in my survey if they found it problematic
that Pearson writes the tests and also sells textbooks aligned to them; almost 60% did.
The teachers cite issues like the company having “a monopoly” and a “conflict of
interest,” with one individual complaining that the company “swallows massive amounts

of education dollars that could be better spent in the schools.” And while Pearson may be
the largest player in the textbook and testing game, they are not the only one; to return to
an earlier statistic, the three largest textbook companies account for 75% of all
instructional materials published in the U.S.
It would be a disservice to suggest that textbooks and standardized testing are
without some merits. Textbooks provide a stable and predictable source of readings and
questions, tailored to a variety of student achievement levels. Standardized tests are able
to generate clear data on how schools, their students, and their teachers are performing—
on the standardized tests. At the cost of limiting student exposure to ideas, lifestyles, and
source variety, in other words, this model provides incomplete and unreliable data, which
in turn leads to misinformed decisions about how best to educate students. One final
cost: many millions of dollars are spent annually (in Virginia alone) on in support of the
SOLs.
What then, is the way forward? If standardized tests like the SOL are both poor
indicators of student learning and also expensive and time-consuming, how can student
learning, growth, and development be measured? If they are an unsatisfactory measure of
teacher achievement, then how can classroom teachers be fairly assessed? And, perhaps
most importantly, if the textbook industry is underserving students by providing materials
that lacks currency, diversity, and variety, then what is a better option? It’s hard to say

with definitiveness, but there are some options that are beginning to find their way into
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schools and classrooms.
For the literature classroom, one way would be to rely more on primary sources—
full-length novels, journal articles, short story collections, books of poetry, novellas, and
individual plays—rather than on the selection of excerpts and recycled works that exist in
textbooks. An advantage to this approach would be that students could begin to see a
work in its entirety, rather than in an isolated excerpt or only as part of a larger
anthology. Ideally, studying individual primary sources, selected by the teacher or the
school or the district, rather than mass-produced textbooks, would allow for a greater
diversity among the materials that students throughout a city, state, region, or country
read, giving wider variety to historically marginalized categories of writers. It could also
allow for areas to build on their own literary histories, rather than a largely East-Coast
one. 3 In reading-centered subjects other than English, such as social studies or science,
the same approach would also be beneficial for the same reasons.
Testing might be a more difficult factor to reduce, as large swaths of decisions
about funding, control, and accountability are determined by test results, despite the fact
that test scores are imperfect indicators of student and teacher achievement. And even if
standardized testing maintains its dominance as the assessment tool for students and
teachers, and as the primary tool for many decisions on, the data itself is suspect and
should be examined. Gerald Bracey, writing for Educational Leadership, indicated that
the test scores themselves, after so much time and effort has gone into getting them, are
rarely used properly. While test scores are used for promotion and graduation, and for
3

See Appendix VII for a comprehensive list of authors in all six books studied, as well as
the frequency with which each author appears.

teacher accountability and school accreditation, Bracey identifies a glaring problem:
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rarely are the actual scores referenced or used—instead, only pass rates matter. Thus, a
teacher who has an 80% pass rate with students all scoring in the top percentages looks
the same as a teacher with an 80% pass rate whose students all scored the lowest possible
percentages. A student who passes the SOL with a 401 (passing scores are 400-600)
looks the same as a student who passes with a 599. Some schools recognize higher scores
as “passing advanced,” but that in-house designation is not carried over into public pass
rates. As he says, “if we focus only on the proficiency cutoff, it doesn’t matter whether
the student exceeds it by one question or 40. We’re looking at how many kids can jump
over the barrier, not how high they can jump” (87). This is especially problematic when
one of the goals of standardized tests is to lessen the divide between white and minority
students, referred to in education as “closing the achievement gap.” Using the pass rate
instead of the actual score can make the progress towards closing the gap seem much
better than it actually is. Using a fictional sample, he demonstrates how “if we look only
at passing rates, black students have reduced the gap from 40 percent to 30 percent. But if
we look at scores, the gap has actually increased from 16 points to 24 points.” 4
While there are movements to reduce the number of standardized tests that
students take and to mitigate on the aggressive testing schedule, the restructuring or
removal of NCLB, with its required tests in grades 3-8 and at least one per year in high
school, would be the most significant step. Some progress has already been made towards
this goal. Republican senators began work on a bill in December 2014 that would
eliminate the federal mandate for yearly testing and “leave decisions about testing
4

From “How to Avoid Statistical Traps”, originally published in Educational Leadership
and reproduced in Schools in Society: A Sociological Approach to Education.

schedules up to states. Some would likely stick with annual assessments, while others
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would try out gradespan testing and still others would mix and match, GOP aides say.
That's an idea that's likely to prove popular with education organizations, including the
National Education Association and the American Federation of Teachers,” both groups
that have advocated for similar measures in the past (Klein). 5 Furthering the goal of
removing NCLB testing requirements, in February of this year Florida governor Scott
Walker eliminated one of the high school language arts tests in response to concern that
students in his state are over-tested. 6 And there are parental grassroots efforts to
dismantle the rigorous testing schedule, including the gaining momentum of the “opt-out”
choice, where parents simply refuse to let their children be tested. For example, CNN
reported that during the New York tests given in April 2015,
according to one of the groups leading the opt-out movement here—the New
York State Allies for Public Education— 156,000 students refused to take this
week's English exam, and that's with just from 50% of the districts reporting their
numbers. With approximately 1.1 million students eligible to take the tests in
grades 3-8 in New York, that means at least 14% of students are projected to sit
out this year. (Wallace)
The same article gives examples of parents opting out in growing numbers in Indiana
(where the state Superintendent of the Year encouraged parents to avoid testing week at
school) and in New Jersey, while the activist group FairTest is dedicated to replacing
standardized testing with more holistic methods of evaluation.

5

Gradespan testing is tracking students’ test scores from one grade to the next to monitor
their progress over the course of several years.
6 Per Valerie Strauss in The Washington Post.
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And there are many other ways to evaluate how much a child has learned that are

more organic than a once-a-year, one-size-fits-all test; portfolios that collect student work
throughout the year, major projects that synthesize the information covered in different
units, and the newly-emerging trend of Project-Based Learning (PBL) that asks students
to solve identified real-world problems using classroom skills. Such options would allow
for a greater range of creativity and diversity in evaluation that is not possible with a
single end-of-year test while still generating meaningful data with which to evaluate the
performance of students and teachers.
A final alterative for assessment is what Valerie Shute, a Florida State University
professor calls “stealth assessment,” or collecting data in the background while students
work with software and websites all year. Anya Kamenetz, writing for NPR, asserts that
“it presents the opportunity to eliminate the time, cost and anxiety of ‘stop and test’ in
favor of passively collecting data on students' knowledge over a semester, year or entire
school career.” The value in this approach, she continues, is that stealth assessment
doesn't just show which skills a student has mastered at a given moment. The pattern of
answers potentially offers insights into how quickly students learn, how diligent they are,
and other big-picture factors.” Speaking to Kamanetz, Kimberly O’Malley assures her
that "Invisible, integrated assessment, to me, is the future…We can monitor students'
learning day to day in a digital scenario. Ultimately, if we're successful, the need for, and
the activity of, stopping and testing will go away in many cases.” What makes O’Malley
so certain that stealth assessment is the future? It’s hard to say, exactly; but she is a senior
Vice President at Pearson Education, a company who will likely loom large in education
for years, and who just might turn out to be an ally, not an enemy.
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Appendix I

Appendix 1
Textbook Publisher Ownership
McGraw-Hill
Barnell Loft
Bennett
Benzinger
Contempory
Creative Publications
The Grow Network
CTB (California Test
Berueau)
Dolch
Economy
EDL Educational
Development Labs

Everyday Learning
Glencoe
Gregg
Ideal/Instructional Fair
Jamestown
Laidlaw
Landoll
Lippincott
Living & Learning
Macmillan
McCormick Mather
Meeks Heit

Merrill
Mimosa
National Textbook Company
Open Court
Optical Data
Palmer
Random House
RGA/Lowell House
Thompson Learning
Tribune Learning
Webster
Wright Group

Pearson
Addison Wesley
Addison-Wesley Longman
AG
Alemany Press
Allyn & Bacon
altonaED
Celebration Press
Chancery Software
Cisco Press
Cobblestone Publishing
Computer Curriculum
Corporation
Cuisenaire Company
Dale Seymore
DDC Publishing
Dominie Press, Inc.
eCollege
Educational Management
Group

Ellis Horwood
ELLIS
Family Education Network
Fearon
Ginn & Company
Globe Fearon
Harper & Row
Interstate Publishers
Janus Book Publishers
Lange Medical Publications
Little, Brown & Company
Longman
Macmillan Computer
Publishing
Macmillan Publishing
Markt & Technik
Modern Curriculum Press
National Publishers
NCS

Peachpit Press
Philip Allan
Prentice Hall
Promissor
Psychological Corporation
Que
Quercus Corp.
Regents Publishing
Scholar, Inc.
Scott Foresman
Shepards
Silver & Company
Silver Burdett
Silver Burdett, & Ginn
Simon and Schuster
W.C. Brown
William Collins
Ziff-Davis Press

Education Media and
Publishing Group
International
Edusoft
Gale
Great Source
Harcourt School
Heinemann
Heinle
Holt, Reinhart, Winston
Houghton Mifflin
Learning Company
Mariner Books
McDougal Littell

Psychological Corp
Rigby
Riverdeep
Riverside Publishing
Saxon
Schirmer
SkillsTutor
South-Western College
Steck-Vaughn
Sunburst Communications
Thompson Learning College
Ticknor and Fields
Wadsworth

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
American Heritage
Broderbund
Brooks/Cole
Cengage
Clarion
Classroom Connect
Course Technology
DataDirector
D.C. Health
Delmar
Earobics
Edmark

Source: Tyranny of the Textbook, Beverlee Jobrak, 2012

Still independent
America’s Choice
Cambium
Davis Publications
Hampton/Brown National
Geographic
John Wiley & Sons
Kendall Hunt
Key Curriculum Press
Learning.com
The Math Learning Center
Mondo Publishing
Sadlier Oxford
Scholastic
Zaner-Bloser

Source: Tyranny of the Textbook, Beverlee Jobrak, 2012
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Pearson Common Core Literature ©2015

Description

Prlce

13 OigillSBN

Middle School, Grade 6

Student Mate r ials
StudentEdition
Text Set Reader
Common ciir e·coiiip anion"iV011<.book
·
·siucieiii ciiiii11iiiiiiii·iiii:1n:oiie wiiiiciiook

. ��.No�·-

·····-

9780133268171
85. 97
.
79.47
-978126965 3206 .
9780133271065 ......
""""fa
. 97
9780133271140
ii.97
12 97
9780133275650

Teacher Materials
Teacher'sEdition
Kif� and:l.iteracy lntiiiventlon

�

.9780133268263

--9780133272437
--·-.

130.47
132. 97

Technology
'"
Student Edition Pearson eText for iPad• end Android tablets Sta ndalone License·
6-year license
9780133270761
60.47
.1.'.Y,e ar liciiise
...
._978013��7 0846 .. .... 12.97 ·
....
· ····
Teacher's Edition Pearson eText for· iPad and Android tablets Standalone License·
6-year license
9780133270914
91.47
·
· ·
-- ::::)18o i:f3.2.7.�.983
}re. a���......·:::::::::::::........ ::::::::::::�:::
Pearson Common Core Literature Online
6-year license
77.47
9780133270686
21.97
.1��rrM:iiii�
. .... .978013�. 270600 ..

: :.: : J�y

Software (Maclntos11e/WindoW$• dual compaUbiirty)
Hear It!CD-ROM
9780133270099
21097
·Exam� fest Bank co-ROM
145 47
i
... .. .... .... ............. . . 9780133271485
.
·
i1esii u,ce co-Ao'ii
,
.
. ...
.... .... .... 978013 3271577 .. ... 220,97
iiiidiii'siiiiiiii·ovo:fioM .
334.97
.
9780132535632.
plus T� Gude and flip Cards
.�taons ..,.D.Y.O
.

reaciiei

ii®tttitAH

Pearson Common Core Literature print Student Edition and 6-year dig ital
+ Prentice Hal W!iting coach plinlS:udellt Edition
�nd.6:.Y.e �r . d.lgital ....
. .. ... ..
... . ...... 9780133282665 · .. ..107.97
.
·g1501:i'J2.�.m3 . 102:◄1
· .
.+. P.(8.�ti.��. ��11 Wr ltlf19.. g2!111h 6:Y efif. d.igltal
.
Pea.-sonCommonCOie Literature 6-yea- digital
+..Pren�,!:lall W!1tln\j c:oach 6-�. di1ta1 .... ..
9780133313451
93.97
PearsonCommonCore Literature print Text Set Reader an<!
9780133313406
95.97
§.:Y.�' dl9. l�.:t- .Pr �nt�.8. .��II W� tln�. �. oach 6-ye<1r_digltal
Middle School, Gracie 7

Student Materials
StudElltEditlon ..
85.97
..... 9780133268188
Text Set Reiider .
9781269653190 .. .... 79.47
...
.
..
...
........
.........
..
...
.
.
978 13 2'i'i
. .. _
'coin mori·core· coiii p'iiiiiiii Wor1<book .
0 3 089
. ifg7·
i
siiideniciiiiipiiibi Al�iii'.i
i ne Workbook
1297
9780133271164
.
12 .97
£lose �9.��1� .....
.. _......... .... 9780133275667
.
Teacher Materials
Teacher's Edldon
9780133268270
130 47
�8.a.d.119 Kit ��no aii{Uteracy .,iiie,iventton
978013327 2444
"fa2.97
Technology
StudentEdition Pearson eText !Of iPad and Andro id tablets Standalone license•
6-year license
60.47
. 9780133270778
9780133270853
12.97
t-yeariiceiise
..
.
Te'a°che r'ii°EdiiJon Pearson eText for !Pad and tablets Android Standalone license;
6-year license
91.47
9780133270921
J78()1�3271003 . :::::19.97
}Y,e ar,l�se .... .. :::: ..............:.::�.........
Pearson Common Core literature Online
9780133270693
77.47
.�:year lie�
21.97
.1:�r.!�....... ... ..... .
•·•··· ··
··•· 9780133270617
·
·
·
·
.
Software (Macintosh/Windows dual compabbli,tyJ
Hear It!CO-ROM
9780133270105
210.97
Exam� ' 'i est BankCD:ROM
.. ...... . ... 9780133271508.. .... 145.47
ieacherResourceCO·Ro'M
220.97
9780133271584
.... .... .. ......... ... ..............
.... .. ....9780132535649
Media Studio DVD-ROM
334.97
..
.
�talns· 1..°-Y.� plus Teacller Gulde and.FiP Canis

Prices are effective 10/01/14 and are SWject to change w,lhoul n«Jce
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Description

13 Digit ISBN

Price

ltbttf:'UtMN

Pearson Common Core literature print Student Edition and &-year digital
+ Prentice Ha= Witting Coach print Student Edition
107.97
and 6-i'_e.!_f� ig •tal ·... ..... . .. ............. ... .............J!B.9..1�.3.?.�?672
.
.
+ Prentice Hall Wr ti ingCoach
6-year digital ...... _.. _.... 97801�
. .3.?.8�740 ........1�.2.:�!.
di
year
Pearson .CommonCore Literature 6�al
9780133313468......... 9�:9.!.
+ Pren�. HaB Wmir1o Coach 6-year <ll<iJital
.
...
PearsonCommon Core Literature print Text Set Reader and
6-year d!g_llal + Prentt.c.e. .Hal l W�ti��.� oach 6.-J�?!..dlgltal _____ 978{).1'.!_?.�13413 . ...... . 95.97
Middle School, Grade 8

Student Mate rials
StudentEdibon
TeX1 Set Read er
CommonCoreCompanion Wor1<boiik
student Companion Aii�iii-o iie wof'kiiook
_!:lose Reac,tng No:ellll<ll<

9780133268195
2

85.97

9781 69643993 . 79.47
...................... ........... 97801:
fa271 0'9f ... .,.,fa.'97'

Teacher Materials
Teacher'sEcition
Readng � Reading �.l.llerlq i�rwotlcxl :�.

.. ...
. 9780i:i':i2 7117l
. 978()1�.�?.7. 567 1

i2 97
12.97

9780133268294 .. 130.47
·132.97
978()1f�!245,1

Technology
Student Edition Pearson eText !Of IPad and Android tablets Standalone license'
6-year license
9780133270785
60.47
1:y earii�ense ... .. ..... .. ... ...
........ 9780 i�j�7086�
..... ...
.. !?.:9.7.
Teacher's Edition Pearson eText for iPad and Android tablets Standalone license•
91.47
9780133270938
6•year license
9!.8.91)#.2.!.��.1�...:..
1·�(.��se . ... ..
9.!.
.
......
.
.
.....
...
.
.
. Online .
Pearson Common Core Literature
77.47
6-yearHcense
9780133270709
1-year��
21. 97
...........97801}J2.7.� 624

:::J�.

Software (MaclntoshNrtndows �ual compabbliittl
Hear ltlCO-ROM
Examl'1ewTest BankCO-ROM
TeacherResourceCD-'iiOM
........ ...................................
Media·studfCi OVO�AOif
Ccntalf'IS· .!._OVO plus Teacher Guide ard Flip Calds

9780133270112 .....210 97
9780133271515 . ... 145.47
2 20.9i
9780133 271591
=faii.9 ·
1

·siso132s:issse··· ...

il'hrttiffift

LI')
0
r--1

�
::,

E
�
:.:::i
�

0
u
C
0
E
E
0

u
C
0
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L
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Pearson Common Core Literature print Student Edition and &-year digital
+ Prentice Hall WittingCoach print Studenl Edition
and 6-year d lg,i al ....
107 .97
. .. . ..
. .... ... ...... .......... 9780133282689
+ Prenti�� Hall Wrllin9.Coach �:Y.�a.r
. digital . .. .. .............. 978013328275,7, ....j�2.'4j'
PearsonCommonCore Literature 6-yeardigital
97801:3'.!,?.���75. . .. .... .��·9.!
+ Prentice Hilll vmmgCoach 6•year lliQt:al
Pearson CommonCoreUterature i,iiii1 Tex, Set Reader and
�-yeardi�ital + Pren.tice. Hall Wri�ng �ch 6-y_e_ardigital......... 9780n�1342� ·- 95.97
High School, Grade 9

Student Mate rials
StudentEdition
TeX1SetReader
.
Common
. ciireCompanion Wol1<.tioiik'
siiideii i'Companjon Aii-iii-one l'iiiikiiook
....
Close �dill\l Noteoixiit

9780133268201 . ....
978i'269653183 . .
9780133 27ii(fa
9780133271188
9780133275681

. 87.97
. 81.4f
12. 97
12 gj'
12.9i

Teacher Materials
____
9780133268300
139.47
Teacher'sEdition
Reading� Reading :a.iid Lr.eracy .l n.terventm. .._.... ... _,,_ .. .978(!.13:J.?7.2468. . .:::: 132 .97

Technology
StudentEdition Pearson eText !Of IPad and Android tablets Standalone license•
9780133270792
6 1.97
6-year license
.1-year.iit:���. ... .......... .... ............. ... ..... .......... ...................�1.e.q1�32.!Q.8.??:::
Teacher's Edition Pearson eText for iPad and Android tablets Standalone license•
6-year license
9780133270945
97.97
1-vea r
�180.1�}2.1 19.�.?... ::::: �,�1.
Pearson Common Core literature Online
6-year l�nse
9780133270716
77.47
1 •ye� license
9780133270631
21 97

::::if�?.:

r� . .. .

. . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . .. ..

Software (MaclntoshlWindows dual compatibmty)
Hear It!CO-ROM

9780133270129

To order call 800-848-9500 or shop online at PearsonSchool.com

210.97
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Description

Examl-'ew Test Ban< CD-ROM
'reaciier"ii"esoiirce
..
·,ieiiia·s1iidfo
�ll�:.) ..llV D plus Te_�r Guide.anclFip Can!:.:s.__ _

ovo:1fco�ii
o,i'o.i...f. . . . . . .

1\$1tM:.fflN

•·
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Pri ce

9780133271522 . 145.47
97801fi211501
.220.91
9iso132s3s·ss3· ·. 334 9f

Peal'10n Common Core LHerature print Student Edition and &-year digital
+ Prentice Hall Wrtting
print Student E!ftr ion
1111d 6-year digital
9780133282696
�jiai iilg1iii1 :: :::::::=:::::::: · · s'iilofa:i2iifrsr ·
�:P.f.�ii£�
Pearson Common Core U1erat1n 6-year (igtal
.+..P.r.e oti,!:ll,�.a.nwr11111\1..�6- re ar:�rta1 ........ . ..... .... . 9780 1. 3:l313499 ....
Pearson common Core Ltterature printTexl Set Reader and
9780133313437
.6-year digital+ Prentice Hall Wrltin9. �.oach 6-year digital

coacn

Faii�riii!19 coach

109.97 ·
i o4.41
95.97
97 97

High School, Grade 10

"'
0

r-1

@
,._
:J

(U

�

..,
(U

:_:j

,._
0
(U

V
C
0
E
E
0
V
C
0

"',._
"'

if.

Student M aterlais
Slucle ot Edition
Text Set iie'ader
..
comni·oo·core Companion Wor'l(book
siiicieni'ciimiian1on Ai:iii:·0ne workiiook
. .....
��Not �. .

- -·· ·... ... ...
·
· ···•··"........... .. ..
·

Teacher Materials
Teacher's Edition
.Readilg:�Reaclnia.".d. Uteracy.i�te.rientlcwl ..

9780133268218
9781269635844
9780133271119
9780133271195
9780133275698

8797
81.47
12.97
12 97
12.97

9780133268317

139.47
132 97

................,.9780133272475
, ..... ···•··•·

Technology
N
Student Edition Pearson eTextfor iPad• and Androld tablets Standalone Lleense·
6.:).'t<lr..lN:ell.se .........
. .... ........ . . ... ..... 9780)3 �2.7 ���.......... �1.97
.
.... ......... . 978�.1�3 ?.7.0884 ........ _13.47
.1.:r, earli c;en�t.................... ......................................
Teacher's EdHion Pearson eText for IPad and Android tablets Standalone License•
6-year icense
9780133270952
97.97
97801�211�.3.�
�o.�,:
Pearson Common Core LHerature Online
6-year license
77.47
9780133270723
0
21.97
978013327648
}-�.�.. .. ...... . .. .... ............. ......

}r.e.a.iiii;��...... :.�::...........::�:� . . . ....

.......

Software (MaclnlOSh/Wlndows dual compatibility)
Hear It! CD-ROM
ExamWewTest BankCO- ROM
Teacher Resource co:'ifoM
.. ...... .. ....... · · ... ·
·..
i.i'e<iia·siudiaiivo:iioM
.eoota· ns: 1.�o plu sTe�Guioe and fliptanls

9780133270136
9780133271539.
9780133271614
ii1so·i:i2s:is610

210 97
145.47
220.97
·3j'4 97

ltffifflhti

Pearson Common Core LHerature print Student Edition and 6- year digital
+ Prentice H31 Writing Coach print Student Edition
a. �..�:.¥� �'91 t�!.., .. ....... .... . .. ......... .. .
9780133282702
9780133282771
:+: .P.r.e.n.uc �.�.�11..\\lrlti n,.Q .�o���.�:��ar d,l 9l ta,1 . ....
Pearson Common Core Literatlre 6-year digital
97801333 13505
+.
. Prent �-�a11 Writ �.�h 6-�-![clg,!al ....
Pe arson Common Core Literature pr1nt Text Set Reader and
�:Y.� a.r..d.i.Q iJ<ll .�..Pren,.ti.��.!ll .Wntin,��h 6:v.e� r.�l gltal ... ..... 9780133313444

109.97
io'4.47
95.97

97.97

High School, The American Experience

Student Materials
Student Edition

978013326859!
89 97
9780133268577° .
92 97
°
978(ii3327112s
12 97
12.97
9780133271201
978013_3275704...... ....1.2,. �1

StnQ!e.�.111r11e ................

Two-volume set

cciiiiri,iiii·core·coo,iiaiiiiiii woriiiiook···

siiideoi·� Aii��:0ne
... . Workiiook
. ....
c1ose Aeliiifii�· Notefuiiii

Teacher Materials
Teachel's Ecition (2-w!UMe WO
e
.���1119.�f�eadln.Q 8.".d..i.Jt�a �.1. nt rv ent10,n.. ::: ..

....... 9780133268607
978013°J272499

Descr1 ption

Price

13 DigitlSBN

Teacher's EdHlon Pearson elext fOf IPad and Android tablets Standalone license•
6-year license
.. 9780133270969 .... · 98.97
·ffff
sis oi:fa:ffio,ff
Pearson Common Core Literature Online
6-yearllcense
............... ........................................................ ... 9780133270747
r.i
i i 3
i.' 7·
6i'·· ······· 81.47
1- yea icense
· 2 9
9 iiii i 2706

i":yea,Jiceiise ·: :. �· ·

...

Software (Macon1ush/Wllldow>ooal -nolily)
9780133270143.
Hear It! CO- ROM .
" ................................................
ExamWew'fesi Ba rili co:fioi.l" ·······-..--········.... ..
" . . 9780133271546

Teactlef'Awce co:ROM

Media Studio DVD-ROM
�ta!.��-1 .0.Y�.���I���.he!.��ld.�.��� �'P ca(.d.,.. . ...... .........

'lhOciti

Peal'10n Common Core Literature print Student Edition and
+ Prentice Hall Writing Coach print Student Edition
and 6-year digital
.
�I
+ � HallWlffing Coach 6:�
.
Pearson Common Core Ll1erature 6-year digital
+ Pren�ce Hall Wrltl.f19 .Coach 6-� digital ...... .
High School, The British Tradition
Student Materlals
Student Editlon
�!�.volume
Two-volume set
cciiiimoii Core Companion wciiiiiiook
Studenfr,ompank)n Al-in-One viirtbook
.....
.��e,_����0,Q_�O teb_ol>�

210.97

145.47
. . .." .... ... . 9i8013327162f... 220.9i
.
· ·
· ··
9780132535694· · · 334.97

6-year digHal

9780133282719 · 111.97
9780133282788 -··· ·106.47

9780133313512
...... .
··•···•· ... ·•• ······--·······97.97
·

. .. 9780133268560
.. 89.97
... 9780133268584 ..... 92.9 7
....
...
.....
.
.
..
·
.
·
.
·
iiiso :i':faiii:i3 •·
1
....... 12.97
9780133271218 ......... 12.97
!iisii'f a·:msiiT
1i.'iff

Teacher Materials
Teacher"s Ecltlon (2.- MO
.
.Re adiClQ.l<i t;.��.acll.n.�n.�:���8.Cl'.tO.t���.ti ?O,

9780133268614 .. . 140.97
..... .........9780133272505
.......... ... .......... .... 132.97

Technology
Student Edition Pearson elext !Of iPad and Android tablets Standalone License•
6- r �r.ncense .. ..... . ..
.......... . ..... ........ ... ................�.7.8.().\�.mq.s.�t .... .J.3:.�!.
1-year}�ense ..........
...... .
.......
.......... 97.8.().133270907...__ 13.97
Teacher's Edition Pearson eText for iPad and Android tablets Standalone license•
.. ...... 9?.W.\�.3?.7.0976.... . .. �.8. .9.7..
�.'.yea,r..ticeose .. ...
1-y��r.li��.se .. ......... .
97.8Q1��?!19�S. . .. 2.1· �!
........... . ......
Pearson Common Core Literature Online
6-yearlceose
9780133270754
81.47
1-yei11cense
.. ?78.9,.
. 13.�?7.�.�!9........ 22.97
Software (MactntDs/\/Wlndows dUal compa�.blityj
Hear It! CD-ROM
Exam�'test BankCD-ROM
..... ...
CD�Ro"M ·······
teach"e'i'Re50urce
Media'sii'xiio·ovo:ii·oM
Coo�., OVO�!�Gu�aodA,p taim. .

,

,

,.,,

,

,

9780133270150
9780133271553
9°r801332?°i638.......
9iiio faisJSioo

Si'MfflH:i!N

Pearson Common Core Literature print student Edition and 6-year digital
+ Prentice Han Writing Coac h print Student Edition
9780133282726
111.97
�.�.6.:ie.a.r .�IRitill. . . ... . . . . . .. . .....
+ Prentice Hall Wrt:ing Coach 6-year digital
9780133282801
�............. 106:47
Pe.vsoo·Common Core Ll!eratll'e 6-yea- cl!jtal
+ Pren1�� Hilll Wmi .�. Coac� 6:� <lf dlQ1tal . ...
.. ..... 9780133313529 ... .......97.97 .

14097
132.97

Technology
Student Edition Pearson eText fOf iPad and Android tablets Standalone License·
9780!�.3.27.082�
63.47
.6- ye.i[. li �.811� ... .... ........ ......... ......
97!K!133270891
13.97
1- yea rli�� . .. ... ....... .. . .......
___

Prices are eHeclMI t OI0111, and•• subftetto ct,ange -..,thou! nobce
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210.97
145.'4f
220.'97.
334.97

To order call 800-848-9500 or shop online at PearsonSchool.com

Prentice Hall®

Novel Collection

Grades 6-12

Turn the page,

discover the world
Prentice Holl offers novels designed to
accommodate a wide variety of reading
levels-from emerging, to struggling, to
advanced readers.
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This catalog lists a variety of novels in the
Pearson Prentice Hall Novel Collections.
For a complete listing of titles, visit:
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Prentice Hall® literature Library
13 Digit ISBN

Description

Pnce

DesG/lpllOn

13 Digit ISBN

An_netfil.ll.K._.f!le. Olarr_.o,t.a..Y.�"J q!rt!:_�n��.F�nl<: . ... . .... .
Ashan� ID Zll'.u:llfrfcan Traditionsf, MusgrllVe/DlKon & _0.Rl�_ n

Prentice Hall® literature library

Autobiograplrj_andOlherl�, 11',ef, B_erj311111'1frall�

97805 �.J.29�.9.��...... .

Price
5.97

9780140546040............... .�:�7 .
9780142437605 . .. . ..........�.9!. .

Baseball's Biggest 8/ocpers: The Games That Got Away,
5.97
D an Gutman
... 9780133675030
' .......... ..... ... .......-....... .
Behind the Blueand Gtay: TIie Soldier's Ufe In the CM/ Wart
9780140383041
5.97
_ Dela Ra v... -·Blood, Toll, Teil!S and Sweat Tile Great Speeches',
Winston Churchill
9780141442068
5.97
5.97
9780142413814
!!Uf. Tales of ChikJhocdt, Roakl Dahl
Bully Ax�� T� R�. Jean f,!ltz
5.97
9780698116092
Prentice Hall Literature Library Teaelllng Resources CD-ROM
9780133683158
546 .47
One-touch planning lets y()IJ l)r!Yiew and llfllll Ute accompanvll101eac1w,g rescurces ror LW$ in
Hal1_�tu,e L>br.lryand cmte.andctJsto!roe tests w1lh Exam�...

��re�bee

��'Y.MY He,J(I., a,t 'l(o,unde.� Kl:8.e.', Dee Br.Ill'."'
Cheaper by the Dozen. flank B. Gilbreth, Jr. and
Emestme Gilbreth Carey
...

Coo: A Biography of th6 Rsh that Changed the World",
Mark KIJrlansky.. .
Dai/yUfelna_� w.i� Paul�

Middle School, Grades 6-8, Nonfiction

Olaty ofAme Frank, The', Frances Goodrich and
Albert Hackett
Discoveries
Reader. Be/I/rte·it or Not
-···

--

A.'- '-l FRA.,t.;
Tlfl: DlAR) OF A
YOL,'-G GIRL

0/SCU>'enes� Oed!t:1111!.'Mlal Is Real

9780133664034

� .�_!,f_Cf!.�8..�.�fj.Pa,��..c:����.c11. ......... .9780448439006
9780133664003
�111�.'J.rlll_n.e.tre8 .¥_��·-·�'lz�bll\h,.��!��................
Prices are ellective lWOl/14 and are s.,l,jOCI 10 change wittlou1 notice.
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5.97

5.97
5.97

17 .00

9780060084608

9 97

9780140275018

5.99

9780132006361

5.97

9780822203070
9780133636413
9780133636291

9.47

9.47

9.47
9.47

p�ries Re��ef: D�pi.� hJ!:��r:s,

9780133636321

9780133636437

9780133636352

9.47

-��ties� Rndrr;_,�.......
,0.is(;(Nerles R_!!_a�er: From a ,O.ifferent Angle, ..

9780133636451
.... ..
9780133636345

9.47

Discoveries R_eader: Exploring the Posslbl!_ities

Oiscowries_Re!(Jer. I.Doking__i! _lhe M,mx...
Discoveries
Ruder:..Path
to the Present
·········
..............
.
� the W'!'!d_il 100 Y�Jean Fritz____

97808050868 43

9780133636406

,O.i=ve_ri e�R_e,a�er: Push i�_tne.Bounda�_s..
!}iscoveries..!!,� Sharing_MeaninQ

9780133636383

9780133636338

To-l!le �le Ill OI newel$, mll Pt1<10IISchwl.e0111/M'fels

-cc,,,-...,.c,ne-TM

�Tea:tw,gac,pan-

9.47

9.47

9.47
9.47
9.47

Tous;ndlSa'ilnU>!OClto�--

To order call 800-848-9500 or shop online at PearsonSchool.com

Prentice Hall® Literature Library
13 Digit ISBN

Descri ption

9 780133636444

Discoveries Reader: The Unes of Communication
.......................................
"''""

····· .. ,.-,.
9780133636420
··············•-·•·······
9780133636307

Discovenes Reader: .The.Unexpected
Discoveries Reader: Trou/Jle Ahead

978013363636
...................9
.. .. . .... ............

Price
9.47
9.47
9.47
9 .47

9 780133636390
p1scove:rie5..Re��er:_.��. O.�����
9.47
.
.�lif_eq�e�
9780133618983
Discovenes Reader:.Working tt.out.........
9.47
. ·······•·····-··········
·••·····--•··•··· ..........................
Discoveries Reader: Yesterday. .Today,.and Tomorrow. .. . .... 9.7.�.0.1.��.6,���6.�
. . ...............9.:�7..

7.47
�111�rrx.::s�ile�t.�.Tl1_�, J. an.e O'fO.O.O.�r.......... .. . ................97.�.��7.�.0.��.1.20..........
Escape to Freedom: A Play A/Jout Young Frederick Douglass,
i
5. 9..7
Oss e Da'lis
..................................................
. ......................................,........... . 9780132006378
. . . ..........................,....,, ............

Eyes on the Prize: America's CM/ Rights Years 1954-1965,

9 780133657166

8.47

9 780525651 9 01
,,......,...
.............

6.97

9780143117285

6.50

9780698118706

5. 97

Ju an Wi l liams

Famous HispanicAmericans, Janet Nomur a Morey and

�llll�YO..u.n.n.

. ... .................... .

Fann City: The Educa�on of an Uroan Farmer,

Novel l a Carpente r........ .........................................
!()()(/ Rules1.�i����I P..0.1.1�.n....... .

Freedom's Children: Young Civil Rights Activists Tell

.Tl1_�1r��to�es1 �1�nlevi�e

. .. ..................

Ghosts of War. The True Story of a 19-Year•Old GI,

9780143116387

5.99

9 780061664 717 ·
5.9 7
R yan .smtthson ............ ................................
"·······"•"'''
·······································
Guys.Write for Guys. Read/; John Scieszka .... . .... ........................9.!.�.0.6.!..0.0.).1.��.5. ...... 11.47
5.97
Ha.nt_et8,����r .���.'.1"�..tl1_�.�h�rPre_a c_�rs1
9.7.�0,6,9,�1_1,6,6�3.. ..

.����.r�i.�. . .

Hamett Tubman: Conductor on the Underground Railroad",

�n.n ��fl'. ................................. ........................... .......................9.!�.0.��4.� 61818
.t/elf).� !111il' A Guide for a Heroic Ufe, Th_e1 T,A. B arron
9780142407608

5.97

ArabinAmerica,. Mousta f a B ayoumi ..................................... ...
.

6.0 9

How Does ff Feel lo Be a Pro/Jlem?: Being Young and

.ll<f!���)'the�¥�.�!.«1..S.l���..�.�Y�.��!Jl!lo u ...

9 780143115410

9780345514400

5.97

5.99

.1.N ev�r�w..A.ll()thll.' .8.IJl!e.�.(;()l�t � Ra spa11� ......... ................9.?.� 08712 9276.6..................9.:�7...
Isaac's Stonn,.Erik L arson..
.. ... ...............................9.7.�375708275 . .. .... .}1.4 7 .
Jim 77Joipe, Driginal AII-Amerlcan . Joseph Bruc h ac .
6.97
.
.
... ............ ..9.7.�.0.��.�7.3.!!�9
.

Kid Who Invented the Popsicle and Other Extraordinary
.
Stories Behind Everyday.Things,.The,.Don .L.Wulff son ........ . ...9.! 13£13.. ��.?.�?3............... . . 97
. �:

13 Digit lSBN

Description

Price

Sea .Otter Rescue: The Attennath ofan Oil Spill, Roland Sml1h 978Q1.3.�.6.6.��.�.......
5. 97
Skateboarding, C live Gi fford ............................ ... ..... ..............97.�0.7.5.�.s.��!.�.5......... .. 5.97
9780451528251 ..... . ...5.:9.!..
Swry�f'1,tLl_fe:..T11et, Helen Keller
Strong Right Arm: The StOfY ofMamie 'Peanut• Johnson, At

5.99
9780142400722
helle Green
............... . ·······•········· ........................................................................
,, ..., .....,.. .
•·Mic
· ········

Tarantula in My PUtse and 172 Other Wild Pets,

.111e, Jea, n�r,ai�����.�e,o. rQ� ...................................... .. .. ....

�8.d. �

978013��?

99__5 97
.�_
5.97

9780131166295
They
.. .. ..............
piva/111; �I� �.rC.�!lr ...
Thl!f Led the. Way:. 14.AmericanWomen, Johanna Johnston ... . 97801424 00579

5.97

5.9 7

This Land Was Made for You and Me. The Ufe and Songs
of Woody Guthn'e, Partridge, .Eliz abeth . .. ..................... .............. 9.7.�.0670035359 ...............
.

8.:9.�.

6.47
9781416948070
.ThreeUttle. Wonls, Ashley Rhodes-Courter...
.
�o.EJe a Sla•1et . Julius Les t �r . ... ......... ........... ....... ..... ..........�?.�.0.1 �2403860.................5.·.9.!..
.Travels l-lith Chatley: ln.seatth ofAmetica', .JolmSteinbeck .......9.7. 8□
6.97
. .1.� �1�.?4.1.0..
Uncommon Champions: Fifteen Athletes Who Battled Back,
.�.�rtY...��ITl i���L

..................... ... ..................................

"'

I..

(.'.)

.9.0!.S.0.�.5.3. ................�:9.!. .
14.47
8.99
978067 0035878

97815

5.97

11.47
..... ....... .....................

_____9_78�.�!.����.2.0...
9780131312432
············"····
..··· ...................... ..
9 780141304 977

.Who.Moved MyCheese?t,. Spencer Johnson,. M.D.
.Within.Reach: My Everest StOfY, MarkPfetzer ....

.1¥���f1Vt..�.a.'Y..P.��l��n ...

V>

Q)
"'O

9 780312318949

..........................

We Were There, Too 1 Young Poop/e in U. S. History.

�h il ll p ���.. .... ----

'°

9 780689806315

Understanding.September.11th ,. Mttch Fr ank ... ............................
9781 4169 48827
. wamors .Don� CIY,. Melba. Pattillo .Beals
We Just Want to Uve Here. Amal Ri la'I and Odel la Alnbinde r
with SY1ke. Tempel...

N

9 780131167803

97815 94484001
9 780876023525

.l¥()ll1y� hiprt1_ate s\.T11e!.�.��.Y���II
.Yellow Boat. The,. David Saar .............. .
Zlata's Diary, Zl at a Filipovic .......... .... ... ....... .

9780143036876

23.97

8.47

8.63
5.97
6.97

8. 9 7

5.9 7

Middle School, Grades 6-8, Fiction

8.47
. .3.69,?3.�.......
':!.ll:?..Of!..��e.t,su.s .�n .�.a.111!)!lel1 ..�a�?l�t.U. ................................ .978.0618
L:Bl!n'.s.�!l),Y,.. �CJO.Y/. al(e.r:n,11�Q�
........................ ...... ....9.7. �.0.�?.�� 43306.
. .5.:9.?..
5.9 7
9 78014039 0506
ur e.on...t11e.�i�S?.PP!t ��r�.!�!�.........
9 781616826543
9. 9 7
L.°'!!J..l:\'.8J'.�<x,!e) A.:. ��n,.ael.�e��
.e.f!!�f'J l'le!ls . 9780141308159
4.99
¥.o_
. 11.aJJ..q,n,.J:1.o�eb.�:Tn..ree
.
. u_nta_in..S.trJrl.es,�05
.
.
Maus_!: A.Su,vlvor's Tale, Art Spiegelman ._...... ..
12.47
7
4
231
.... .. ...... J7.tl_?}�.4. . ]
Miracle .Wolke� . nre t Wll llam.Glbson ..................................... ......9!.� -7.���.5.7.��� ........... 9 .9 7
Nerdlandiat•. Gary Soto .. .
978069 8117846
5.97
·····························
···---··-·······
5.97
9 78013437494 9
11.97
.. 9.780805077643
.....................
10.47
9 780385468862

□

Paths to Peace: People Who Changed the World,
Jane Berskln Zalben
9 780525477341
·· ·····------····•····----

Phineas Gage: A Gruesome /Jut True Story

9 78061849 4781
.�tJ!.8.@in,.�1�.�,.��.n..F.1�.s.ch.rnan. ...
9 780573693809
P.I..SY...li1..�in,:.J.�111��.��.�?.ng� 8.lld��es. Clevela��··· " '"'''"''"''""''"''''
Po_rtr1J� o!�lri<;illl.:��ri.�8.n..��s:..T.on ya .Bold �n ....................9.?.�..). ���.0.�7.�7.....

Promises to Keep: How Jackie Robinson Changed Amelica,

Sh aro.n.

□

�°-�,����............. . ......................... ..............................�!..� □-��.�425926

Pushing Up the Sky: Seven Native American �ys fo r Children,

Joseph .Bruch ac ....... ..... ........
Rasea/f, . Sterting North...........
Red Scarf Girt,.Ji-11 Jiang .....

18. 99
7.47

10.9 7
5 97

13.47

8.9 7
1 3.�6.75_ ?1.6.
. ... .................................. .... �'.�.0.
.
9780131166226
..,,,.,
..-· .----··· ···········-············ ....· 5.97
··-··············· ....... ·•· •·•·····
9780064462082
5.9 7
12.47
9 780385333214
i
. . . ...............................
.��k,e,/8.ors,.�orlll!r � � k�111..........
5.97
9 780141301204
. ��a..�:Mr.�to,yt, Ros�Parll�

Prices aie effective 10/01114 and are subject to change withoul notice.
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.

20,000 leagues Under the Seat, Jules Verne...
5.97
.........�7 . �.�.�.1.5.2.8193
41 .Stories 1/y 0..Henry includes.The.Gilt ofthe Magi't. o. Henr y 9 780451530530
...............5.:9.7..
.
9780142407356

?,P,rri(e5.5.o,rs�ftt,_etiv.�o,rtlJ�Clll.n..f. ar��11........
.A.t?.c.!<e.!.f.ulf.°.(1¥.:. �9.� 1��.fh,ri:ili�..

5.97

5. 97 ,
. ..........................
.
Across.Fr✓e Apn1st, Irene. H unt . ...................................... . . 9 7� 013.�.�7 4.9.�4....... ... 5.97
Across the Nightingale Floor, Tales of the Ototf, Book One,
Lian······················•······
Heam
6.47
······•·········· ..-·
······
..···········--....,.. ..... ····················-··· ·······••..····· ..9781573223324
Advenluf8SOfAugieMatr:h, The', .Saul Bel low. ... ..... ............ Y�.?.1.��.0.�9,570
8.39
5.97
Adventures of Tom Sa�er•. The*t M ark Twain...... . . ..- ........�.!..�.0.)4.1 .��.1. 3.
)�.
.
1
i11_.C�JX}rie�sl,fY..�hi,�...��.n.�i.'.8.r�.h.�1�8.nl(()...
............�7.�.o. .���.o.3.7 IJ_9 ... ....... ...5.:9.7..
i1I_I.O..�ie.t.°.�.t11e..�e��111_tfT!lft.�� ch..111. a�a�e 111ar que. ..............9.7.�.0. 44.9.21�9.4.o ............ ...
9 780698118782
Am��: �t, La\•1ren.c e Ye.P.
5.97
An.Island Uke.You, Judith Or tiz C oler............. .... ............. . .. ..9.!�.0.��.5.1.3.1.��.9
597
9 780451199867

�.:9.�.

To ,iew me complete list of novels, �s! PearsonS<hool.com/no,11,
·eoo,rron c«e Exef11WTOXI

tTeacning �av�lable

Tntes an<I IS9Ns are!lbject lot11angew,1110<Jt nobeo.

To order call 800-848-9500 or shop online at PearsonSchool.com
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Prentice Hall® Literature library

13 Digit ISBN

Description

Price

Anne Frank and Met. Chene . Bennett ... ........... ..........................9.?.� 0.�9.� 1.1.9.7.�.4......... ........s. 9.7..
9780451528827
5.97
Anne of Gree_� Gabfest, L. M. Montgomery .....
13.00
9780374525101
�n,ie,/O,��:.��rnai ca Ki�cal� ... .. .... . ....... .....
5.97
Af_Dllfltllle_
il1..
�ul� syerne . ... . ......................... 9.7.�.0. ��.1?29770
9780132004206
5 97
A1TOwOver the Door..Joseph .Bruchac .... .....
·
.
...
....
...
,
,,
·· ·•·•.........,,.,,
10.97
9780385342780
Auto/Jtograptry of Miss Jane Pittman, Ernest J. Gaines
-·······
······ -·· --·· ·· · .......... .
5.97
9780134374369
Bearstonet.. Will Hobbs
········---···•""""'''"""''"
.. ... . .. :: ..:.
f.
F.
�
�
8.
���
6.51 .
9.7.8
1
�84
2.�1
�
!Jg_i�g_
or,
a
h�'W_�
•
o
n
1
e
�
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
�....
.
.....
. . . .
.
. .
.
.
9781.4.0.��.3.��.,6.............. .1.1:�1..
.8.8 l()lle<t. Ton lM ornson.. .. .....................
9780698119581.. .....................
5.97
8.. 8.ll'1ee.nl.1__a.1iSOf1_.8.fl.d..l'lll".18..ff.o!. Ja.c.�u�1. 1n,. e,.�oodson... ..
Black Ships Before Troy', Rosemary S utcliff
5.99
9780553494839
9780393330472
Blind Side,. 111e, Michael Lewis .......
... ... -·· ·············•"··· 11.47
BlondeHoots, Bernardine . Evaristo
... .... .. ... ...................9781594484346 .. ....... .... 6.09

�Ol1_1 8.9P�:

N

'°"'
Q.)
-J
('3
I..

l-'

C:
·0
;;
u

.E:!

0

u

lz

�
�

:c

·u
;;
C:
Q.)

••••••••.. •••••••••••••••••nn•••••·••••• ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••oo

•••••.... ••••••••••

.Bl�e�..T/JA ����.�.c.K,!",l �Y........
8.ooi<:.O,(IJ__�n!..T!J1.!...· �:.'11.h.i!e.....
Bool<:.of.�IJ8.�!..T118.. '.-..�8.�IO. .��.���........ .. ..

5.97
9780441068807
· ··· ·········"'"""'"""""""''"""''"""'""""""

Catcher In the Rye, lne, J.D Salinger

9780316769488

Children of the Longhouset Joseph Bruhac
Chocolate War, The, Robert Cormier

9780375829871
..............
_....... .

. ..............9.7.�0.��.1�70. 1?� ...... .......5.:9.7..
.97 ,
9781556591600" .............10
.........
2207
10.43
Book. Thiel•. The·, Markus Zusak
.............. . ........ . 9.7.�.0.3.7.� . 8.�
Boy of the Painted Cavet, Justin Denzel
....... .. ....5.97 .
... . ............ .9780698113770
9780i°40. 8 65. 4
5'.97
l
3 9
Boy Who Reversed Himself, The, W ill iam S eator
.
?
1
e
t
3
6
·
.
.8.o/.�.�ve�8,ase__fJ!:11 ,.�t..JC111n.�
. .�' � r ........................ .....9.!� . �� �.��. . .... . :: ..:. 591
. ... .... ..
...............9.7 ��?��.1.1.9.3.!�
.8.lllo/.t J�a.n F,ri1z .. .......
.....5.:9.7..
8.'.�1111�� Le.�s: �nne Tyler
:
. .. . .. . .... . ..................... 9780345485571 ... . 11. 9.7..
14
5
97
9
0
Call of the Wild, .Tllet, Jack London
.. ... ........9.7.� .4.�. 2.2.!. .�. .. . ..
5.97
Cat Ate My. Gymsult. Tile, Paula Danziger .
____9.7�01� ��.0.2.��4........
6.99

�::: ::::�=;:::::,.:�I��::... .. .... ... ..... :;:�:::::�!�!.. .: : : . :::;
:t⇒:r.ti4t.i�tf:.��7.:{6:��'.9:�: : : : . . . . . . · · ·: :·:;:���:;;;;;�·: : : : : : :.;;;;..
-���; Carol and Other Christmas Stories, At,

.C.h.a.r1�.�.i�k.e. ns
Clay Marble, Tllet Minfong Ho

9780132004176

978045).522� 3.�..... ..
.
9780374412296
····
······· ········•• ·•..• ·····--······-··
.. .... ..9.7.� 0.1.4. ��.1.4.9.0.3
978014240.5.�.6.3........... ....

5 .97

6.97

5.97
5.97
5 .97

.Climbing the Stairs,. Padma Venkatraman ........ .
5.97
.Code Talker..Joseph. Bruchac.......................... .
... ........... 5.:9.7..
.
.CIJ_".J8.�!n�.Jin1111_YJO.t..l<ilthe
. n,��.�.at.e. r5.��........ ......................... 9780140373974
5.97
...9.!�.0.�9.�.).1�. ��.�..
E0.".1lrl8!1__d�rr.oa�l�.spa_c.�t..J.flfl.e..�?1.e.n,
Crazy Loco, David Rice
9780142500569
5.97

·c;;r�;;;·th�-�;;;- �·c,o;;· R��rt·o�·sa�·s��i· · · · · · · · · · · · 91s"c>i.33664tiss·· · · · · · · ·ig1·

�ttt:.:.;�t.tt.�1�;t,�Ii0i

:m�:::i::;:. : : : ·: : ::J :�·

·· ·
�:��i���::::::::::::: · ·· · ·· ···

5 97
Don't Tell Anyonet, Peg Kehret
............,..... ,,.,.,..
.. · · ····... ........... ,, .......................,.........,,9780142300312
··
Doo,s,. Suzan .zeder
.............97.�.?.�7.�.0.2.2..6.1.0. ....... . ......9...97
9780064400855
5 97
Dragc.'lwings:.Laurence .Yep. ··•· •···••· · ··•·••··· ·........ ...............................
....... ................ ,,..................
.. , .

L

··········· ·············•·········•·············

. ��'8. .S!Jngt, Jose��. .B.lll�hac
Early Thunder. Jean Fritz

Effer:t of Gamma Rays o nMan•in•the•Moon Marigolds, The,
Pa ul Zinde l
Epic of Gilgamesh, Anon y mous, Andrew George
(Translator, in.tr�. uction)

i5.i�\.P.a.111.lllu.n�z.�x�n
€S�fa11!�.R.
.
Peter Oickinsoo

9780141301693

5.97

9780060757380

5.97

9780140322590

..9.7.8.01.4.�.4.��.1 �.8.....
9780439120425
9780440207665

Fair Weatherf, Richard Peck
· ·
.
..... ................... . . ...9780142500347
·
804 52259744· ··· ·
a
:
97
.
.....
�:::;!t;�:t��: :: �:::�

and Wakat sukl Houston

Fast Sam,. Cool_Glyde, and Stufff, Walter . Dean Myers

9780553272581
9!�0,14�.32,!i!�.o.. .....::

Prices are effective 10/01/14 and are subject lo change without notice.
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5.97

6.47

6.97

6.47

5.97
5.97
5.97
5 97

Description

13 Digit ISBN

Hearl of a.Chief,_Thet.Jose ph . Bruchac .....

9780141312361

Price

9780399236150
Fearless Femie, .Gary Soto ............................................
..... .................................... 6.47
...........
9780140376791
terso
P
. . . ........ .................................. . 5.97
n, . ...............................
FliP.:f.'o.P.�if1t.��1��.rt�� �
Da
!l_��.rs...'0.'.�'.�.8.�fl:. ��.�Oll��.... . ........................... ...........9.78.087,� 2.9.5.�.7.8................ .J. :4.7..
Gary SOto: Newand Selected Poems includes Oranges·,
Gary Soto ............................................. ---9780811807586
11.97
·
Gtwst in the.Tokaldo Inn,. Tile, Dorothy and Th omas Hoobler.... .9-7_89.1.4.��.0.5.!1 �-............. 5.97
Giant Book of Poetry, The, Includes 'The River Merchan1s's
11.97
9780976800125
Wne :. A Letter"',. Ezra Pound
. .................... ..............
401323
978014
5 97
.Girl ina Caget Jane .Yolen ...............................
.... ..............,,2.. ,...... ,.. ,
5 97
336
1
6.
rl,
se.n.
S,
Thet.
Lori
La.�
i
.���0,�
..
.
.....
9.7..�.0.
.
. �. ...... ..................
5.97
Giver.. Tlle,.Lols .Lowry ......... ..... ...... ... �--- 9780440237686
9780134375045. .................
?:9-7..
Glory Reid,. Tllet,Wal ter Dean . Mye rs .......................
5.97
......,.......... ....... ....... .
G,oi�li_O.met:. �lc �olas3: M. �tir. .
...... ....................9780141306445
5.97
9780140303353
..........
.. ....................
.G.()f�8.�. G.o.�re.t:..T/11/.f: .�!�i��.��� r�v;···...
9780130641441
5.97
5.97

5.97
9780142407578
Hea� Mike Lupica..... ...... ... ... ...... ............
5.97
Hero and the Crown, . Tlle,.Robin McKinleY.. . .......
9780441328093
Hiroshima,. Laurence Yep .......
5.97
___
9_
7
8_
0
590208338
_
.
.
.. . ....... . ............. ..
11.47
Hobbit... The, J.R.R Tol kien .......
...9-7.�.9.��.�.o.1..12..�9.. ..
5.97
H.()(Jn.d,. of.fh.e..lli!.si'.e.�ille.�..Tl_let..�'.�:.�·0.�1� .... ..... ................ 97,80,4�.\5.2,8�.18
97,�.0.1.3.�.3.7.4.9..1�........... ..... 5.97
Hoose ofDies Drear.. Tllet Virginia Hamilton ...
7.97
9780679734772
House onMango. stree�. 11ie,. S andra Cisneros
........................
.
5.97
9780140288483
li_��g_etJ. L an. �. amantha Chang . ... .................
7.27
9780439023528
Hunger Games, .The, Suzanne Collins
.....,.......................
.
5.97
9780142415511
Hush,.Jacqu eli ne. Woodson............
............,..
.....................................
6 .97
9780375840395
'..�".1.� e.Chee.s_e.1. Ro�. rtC,Or111.i.er..
5.97
9780134374963
i
r
!!./�ll.�8..P.<irefaf:_�l ��l>fltll..8.0.�0°..��.! ����..
11.47
9781565129764
th
i
a
e
lv
z
r
A
�
:1tJl
5.'.,
11tt_�rflie
8.
e.
.
In .�. �".1e. �!.. .
7.47
9780803733961
lncaroeron, Catherine Fisher..........................
5.97
9780141303482
IronR ing, .Thet, Lloyd A lexander ..... .......... .. ........................... ......
·- ····.. ·· .
.
5.97
9780451529893
Island ofDr. Moureau, lnet, H. G. Wel ls
{a�be__�ar.t Df!1e.'.l'oe_". 1s.': .L.ev1.s..carr.oll
James and the Giant Peachf•. Roald . Doahl ............

Jerk,.California, .Jooathon Friesen

.. ............. 9-!.�� �.?.�1.�.8.2.�... ....... 5.99
6.99
9780142410363
. ..............-...............
5.97
9780142412039 ,..,,...............•
..............................................

John Donne-The Major Worl<s, lncl udes 'Song' and
15.10
"A.Yale�ctio, n:. f�rl>.l d�l.°.�.��."-1!�:::_. J_°.h,�. ?. �. °.�......... ....... 9780199537945
... .. .... ....... ...........9.!�.�1.3.��.o�. . .5 97
.J.ol1_11.ll.em.rf:.J.u.li1Js �esier ..
5.97
Johnny Tremalnt,.Esther .FO(bes ..
... 9780440942504
...... ............... ................................
5.97
Journey of the Spa1TOws, Fran L eepr Buss with Daisy Cubias 9780142302095

.... .. ·
8.39
J�/�i/ci;i;;..�·:_..;;.;;;·./r�� .. · · . . ........ .... .. ... . ... . . . 9780143038092
. .... . ... .. . .................

{un�1e..�k:.T1Je.t Rud),ar dKipl in,�.. .... . . .................. ... ....... .9.!�.0. 1.��.1�.J. 1.��.. . .. .......?. 9-!..
Keeping Room,. The, Anna . Myers ...................................... ... . .. ....9.7.�0,1.41304687
5.97
Let the.Cirole Be. Unbrokent, . Mildred Taytor
. .. 9.7.�o, 1.��3.���.2.7..................5..9.7..
Letters from Rl/1<at; Karen Hesse

9780134375021

LJbeniiion. ot Gabriel King, The, K . .L Going
Ught a PennyCandlef, Maeve Blnchy

............. 9.!.8.�3.�.9.2.��.9.).� .
9780451222640

5.97
6.97

5.97
5.97.
t
a
z
�
.2.
?.
5.
............
.
...
Littl_
. e..11:"1��.�°.�•..Tll_�f.•.�n . .tie. �.�.°.IJ(j�� ...................................9.7.�.0.!.��.�.0.
5.97
.. .............. 9780,l���0.�7..�..
.�.�o,n,ie.�.'...• �0.�1�.��Y..�1.co.�. .. . .
i���O.�: ���gueli� e»1()()� �°.�. ... . . ...... .. ... ... ..... 978.0,1 ���.1�.5.�� ............. .... 5.97 .

9780 14�3�9,81.4 . .............. 5.: 9.?..
5.97
9780142401101

Long Journey Hornet Julius .Lester .
Long.Way from Chlcago,. A _t,_ Richard Peck
. Loni of the Fliest, WIiiiam Go lding . . .
Lost in Yonkers, Neil Simon
Lottery Rose, .The ,. Irene . Hunt .....
Lyddlef, K atherine Paterson

1,/�ctlelh'., Viillia!Tl §��K.espe�r�

__ ___

... ..............

9780399501487
9780452268838

7.97
5.97

9780451526779

5.99

9780425101537
· 5.97
• ••····.. · ·········· ·····"······
·
·
9780140349818
5.97

...............................1..........................................,,••••••••

To view the com?lete list ot novels. \isij PearsonSchool.com/novels

'Comml C<Ye Exempar Text

tTeadlllO SlWC'1a,aila!>�
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J
�.�. l!'.'Y..�.�·�····
Daip!'!_er of the Nil8t, Elois e McGraw
'1.a.5.ter H_illl/l(J_ Sfl(f_.� �'.:.At ho l f.t,9ald

':!.. ��·

Ma�ldat,. ..Roald
..........
�... . Dahl

.�:s..�.�ine.\\'.oods()rl...

97 80316809061

Pr ice

,

9780140319293

.....
..........., .. 7.99
5.97

97 803074...
..... ........... 10.40
.., 7.5206
5 .97
9780142410370
97 80142415535

r_.l011ster, \'/al ter De.an. My ers

� � StJsa. n.L Zeder
.
M other Love: Poems, nl ctudes •D e met er's Prayer
� Hades�:_...Rita..�

l r...
M':.!:!�11:s..o.rum�llr, �. Clift� Wsi e
."fY Side.of the Mot,Jn.�int, �tl3.11 Cra ig�ad George
f!1111?1�et1_��.. 'Tllli.�rio!1Y111_011 s., A•. !_. �ano. (tT1lll�� tot.
�e,
.'!'! Prom s In the .W.lndf. rl ei.i_e Hunt
�.�:.li�rJ_�� t.o...
N.�mber tire Stais!.lf>ls Lowry
Oddbals.
Wi,....
lliam..Slea
..... tor
...................
e
M
Th
O.ld. �_all_d.. .�a!. Eme�t. �emln�'.'."ay
On tire Beac h, Ne'vil SIMe

6.50

9780393314441

11.97

9780876022634

97 80140385427

9780141312422

9780140441376
········
......
9780425099698
9 780152058630

"'"'"'"

9 780133675405

9780140374384

.O.n...111e Far.�idB of the f1au ntaf.� .f: J�a �..Cral g��� Georg�
.°!'.11! �.of.Hl!trJt!s. Rk:tlilr.i' Peel\ ... .
O.n.ce a1111_tutu� KJ_ng, Thet.}. H . Whi_�

9780684801223
.....
--·
9780307473998
9780141312415

97 80803730816
,,,... .,.......
....
97 80441627400

.()/)f1.�� the.Cl!t::lrDo'.5Nest.�.KI!�......... ....................9.!�451l�!Ni7
Our
Town·........................
9780060512637
. Th orton Wilder
.........
9 780140385724
Outsiders, lhet.S.E. Hintoo
97 80446675505
.��loot.�. s�� .octavia E. Butte,r

_PilrasltB Ag, William Sleator ....
Pill1c_'5..9,u, �5.tf.• Ka!�r ni. � Pa)�r.so .�
Pmtl,
... .John Steinbeck
..... Thef.
......
··-····
Percy 8ysshe Shelley, includes "Ozymandias"',
�.e,rcy B�tleShell.�

Queen's OWn .Foolf.
Jane Yolen and Robert ..........
J . Hams
....,...,,.....................................
.
.......................
Ra/nbow__T,uJip, Th�. Pal M�?

.�!n..!n..�§U.n.•.�.'.t �.�1�.H.a.n.���.....
l
R!!i cap,_ G. Cl�
.
.�si ler ..._

7.99

9780064407311

97 80142400869

9780140342628
....
9780130641458

8 97
-·
5.97
6. 99
8.39

5.97

5.97

6.97
5 97
5. 97

10.47
5. 9 7

11.47
5 .9 7

5 .9 7
5 97

5.97

6.47

5.97
5.97

9780140177367

5.97

� ��.Yep

9.!8() 1�
. 2 �4!� ...

!!!!!!!J to��. Thet; �!ldred Tayt.�

9 780140360776

5.97
5.97
5.97

Rt?(I� �� �'.�".l>edl . .
Brian JacQues
Rec/Wall
.. . .
.
.,......

9780441005482

River Bet.yeen Us, lhet.. Rlch.lrd P�

9780142403105

Robert Frost's Poems, Includes "The M ending Wall '
� 'T�lload N�. �aken"'.,. f".DbertF. rost
.�!..D�am st..!s.a. ac Asli11. o.� ...
f!ollol� H8!TMYCl(J M1ldr�Taytor
.R.�!�S..'!'..11?.! Roaclt, Joan Ba _u.e, r

.........

Sf1d8koa:!'11he����Coen:
.5!!1.'ll!..�� .��f!... 111�! .� �1
. ..s.h.� t�111a.n.....
-�rr;hlng__torcanc1�ticic Parkf. P eg Kehr et

97 80312983321

9780441731541

9780130677 143
9780142404256
9780142401132

9780142405772
9780141303666
�.���
.. f!S:iT_r!t_��
.�8.:IJ?lf..ii1J_��k1<:l11<1§1r/ri
. ................. ...9.!�.0451529367
.
.
.
9780451528834
97 80141306421
�. [jf_ellf_��K. .��si. .Tl!,e,.�.�r11�0.n
9780141305950
.S.�s� Stea.Jet,_ Thet.<,;iry L. B� kwood

Gear�..

Sll_arlc,�lh � .� J.�"..���
.S.�rlock.�olfrl!.S.. MY;S_tef/es:. Thef, Slf.� C. D�� e
S/tieplntJ_.'!fttt. � vo1en ...

.S?��!s.�id,ln.9_ � Atca.� Isla� Eve Bu. n.Ung ...
.S(Jngd�.�!. �.�son (transla�

9780134374987

9780451529992

9780698115606
·•···
•······"'·'····"·············
9780425102947
..... .... . ..
.9. 780140440751
9780064400206

Prices a,e effective 10/01/14 and are subject to change w .hoot notlCe.

PEARSON

SWold_� ��!."!ti �ma.rt Su1cflff..

Taking Sides, GarySolo

TaJesol�t� Roo:Je.r.Gre en
Tales of the G�k Heroes, Roger Lancelyn G reen
and AlaJl_ Langf ool

_Thilgs FalAparr, ClmJa Achebe

9780142500095

97 80140369 366

Gr�ne.....

�me.1:.� MY.����
.
Summerof the Swans, Thet; Betsy By rs

8.47

11.47

6.47

9 780679755333

. S!Drmf?!!�rt. Anthony HorowiU
Stxyo flfle�� �
...e.r11�..�1)111.e .
Stranger Nex t Door. Thef. Eli zabeth Noble

l r .. ....
. range�ne!. Ed�r � B oo

9780321202109
9780698119185

Spaon�iver AnlhcJlogff, ��gar ��e .�as
. t. �� ...
SlalW1 Ta/ft Joan Bauer
Step frrJtr1_ Heaverr,AAn .Na......... ..

5.97
5.97

5.97

5.97
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9 78045153 0565

9780142404270

97801425002 79

Price
5. 97

5.97

....... ...........5..9...7. ,
5.97
5.99
9 780486415376

. ..
·-9780142406113

9780142412480

5.97

..............
·······9 780141306360
9780131167858

5.97

9780141325286

5.97
5.97

5.97

5.97
..
.,.. ...
..
...........,,...,.........
9780152046941
5.99
5.9 7
9780140367164
9
. 7801403714
.........9 9

97 80152057800

: n
.That w� Then. TIiis is NotlJ, s E. �. o
Theodoll1 Boone_:.Kif! La�r, John Grisha m

978014038
9 661
5.97
·····
·-···"
'""" "" .......,. ....
6. 97
9780525423843

Tll�gs_. N,qt. s�..And rew Clements. ..
...
This P1ace Has �g_Atmosphere, �a 0�

9780142406809

i .Po,r�� ...............
_Tll_tm,et:_��t•.�ll�a
111wonkt. Joat Bauer

9780673583444
.....
. ..
·-·9780142400760
978069 8115811

9780142404294

9,!80142409,84.�.
_!i�B�fl.S..�.�.0..'.J.��...��8,�1.�.e.e.r.o.. ........ ..............
T,me Waip Trio: 1/'s AJI Greek to Me, 'l'M, JonScieszka
9780142401163
Time Waip Tno: Me Oh Maya, The, JonScieszka . .... ... ....... ..... 9.!�0.1.��40.�()Q. ..
�
Time Waip Trio: Summer Reac/JIIIJ Is K/Uing Me, The,
9780142401156
JonSdeszl<a
. ............
·•·

11.47

5.97

5. 97

5.99
5.97

5 97
5.97

5.97

5.9 7

Time WilJP Trio: TU!, nit. The, JonS�eszka

5.97
9780142400470
97
9780060734008
......................5.,,,,,

i:masl.",8.
.lslallo/,. �?bert ��uis Stevensoo
.
Tuck E�tingf. Natale Babbitt
.f."!O.. 51!� Jn, tl1e§kyf. M.ril .a.rn B�1-�i ...

9780140437683

Toochlllfj Sp/tit 8-e.¥. Ben .l.\:�elsefl ..
..... .
TransformaYon (Metamorphosis/ and Other Stories. 11!e·,
Franz Ka:ka, T�t or/Editor: Malcolm P�e.Y

Under the Basebal Moen, Joon H . Ritter

9780140184785

.......... .
. ....
....9780134374871
9780131166301
9780399236235

.......... . ... 9.!�.0.7.��.27_7.!�.9.....
.
V(alBIShil'.�!.�.�llar� l\(j�m5.
Watsons Go to 8/mJ/ngham-1963. The,� �ul Clns..9780440228004 .
9780140386424
9760132006552
Wesling_GalM, .71,e, Elen Ra_skln
.
....
-·
.. . ,
9780440419440
My Name. .�s Keok_o! UndaSu e Park.... ..

.When

5.97

5.97
5.9 7

5. 9 7
5.97

Peck
YearDown
-- At, A . Richard
-···
- Ycooer,
Year°.'.fll_e_.H�W'1.8,n, �t• Ga ry L... .�lac kwtllJCJ. .

9780142300 701
9780142400784
9780132004244

0

�
ni
:r:
u
·;;
C:
QJ

8 73

5.99

Ywng_LandiotrJ5?..1het, Walter Oea11_Myers

5.97

>

5.97
5.9 7

5.97

5.97

u

5 97
6.97
8.97

5.97

5.99

0

8 .39
5.97
5. 97

5.9 7
9780553274295
Where f1!.e Red Fe.m Growst, Wl ls o�_l'.aWls .
9 780132004183
V.'ilter �
• .�.• �p h �.. .
5. 97
.
..
.
.
...
Woman Ho/feting Creek and other Stories, 111c ludes "Eleven",
10.47
9780679738565
Sandra
Ciscemos
. .. .
... ..
·······
.
...
...
5. 97
Wonderfll_l Story or, .Henry SUJar an<f Six Mom. Thet. R_M.Jd Da.�_97801.��30470�.. ..
9 7801403261.�3
5.:
Wool Kr_ll1W Tit l_(}:el � Walter.� MYll(S
.
. .. . . ..... 97
97 80312367541
5.99
.�nnkJe.in.. Time,�'.! Madeli�� L'Engl e

5.9 7

C:

·;;
u
�
0

5.97
5.97
5.97

5.9 7
5 .97
5.97

5.9 7

5.99
5.03

To view the cOfllplete isl or novels.1'1$ij PearsonSohool.com/novtlt
·-Qn�TIXI
TT�-r.. ..,sa
... nu,ectlldmgo�--

To order call 800-848-9500 or shop online at PearsonSchool.com
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High School, Grades 9-12, Nonfiction

THE

"'

l?

C
0

·e

.!!

0

u

>
0

z

�
;;;
I
Ql
u
·.:;
C
Ql
I..
Q..

John,�IIJ_wn F/001( Tne, David_Mc�ull�ugh ......
KJds at Wooc ur,,As Hine and the Clvsade ag;;Inst
,C.hikl �bor, ��s.en F,r�.��-n ........

Let Me Play: 1he SIOIY of rllle IX: 1lle Law That Changed
th_e_�of-�iifs ..inAm111i<;a, Kar� Blumenthal
Ufe (}() the Cclor.Une,G�� H� Wl��ms
....

�--·----
•""-�
...... ..,olAMUVlTC,.H

....9.7�74��.2,6721

12.97

.....9780679723158
.....
Amelfcan Reader: Woll1S Tnat Moved a Nation,' Tne', Various 9780062737335
.....
9780812972726
.
n
M
���'.S .��:.F.:.8 � ����---- ..... ..
lwtoblograp/1'/ of an Ex-Cokxed Man, 11Jet.
9780140184020
James,..WeklOn
Jonnson
...
···-·····
.....

13.58

w�·M�de ii."rhe',..

-

�i:�A�:AAh/1 �Anw·
8.�k..�'. Ric� Wrlgh\.•

B/ackHawkOolm,.Mar1<.Bowdeo ................................

Black Uke Me, John HowardGrltfill

9780061130243

9780552999656
........
........... ... .........
.
9780451208644

9780132008952
.�.l'rfl��!.
��!��l'_lllllt:er.
''' '"''"' ""'"'"' "'""''""'"
_
9780307279187
.f!Om to.Fl un, Chris.Jopher M�DougaU_
__
�:s���t<i�!f.�ph�r:u,chac: .... .... .9.!�.1-���-�-2.?4.....
9780142000793
��!.O,iscove,y_inAmen_c.a.t Alcharll. Rodri�.�z
8.�..Tlle .
9780805086843
a.(.�� -.
.
_Blily MY..�art
9780143034643
w._ay, 'fhli.t. Dea n, �".� Jot1n.�ilgo sm1.�

� llr. own

-��!'�8.

Chew on Tllis: � You Don't Want lo Know
�_F.�t Foocl,..E. ric Schl.o�ser an� Charles _\\'ilson
.C/1'k/re�_ _of the G�t �. � Freec!man

9780618593941

9780618446308

. L: ��t�� J r:
,C.� c 5.1a.�.
�a,rra_�e,; Tll_ef:. �:
.
�of Water. �.James McBride

9780451528247

9781594481925

Columbine,DaveCullen

:¢razy:iiJie�j·if�dKJ;-�1s;;;;�. i,i;;� iiii�1�
Declaration of Independence and Constitution of

the Unitl!d State�, _Tne•. F.� G CU.lop
.....
. � 11 �•tA!�ts �. !OCQU� I�.
.. _Er ik Lar�
.O,e:1,l!�.f!i:8.. W,h!te..f!!� �

��betll.�� .......
1htlse

Eyewitness toAmerica: 500 Ye� ofAmerl�� Histvl}'
the Vlllllisof
ltlxl�ltft� � �llr.
f.a.stf11111J .Nat�,--��c Schl�s. ser ..... .............. ...... .
.�.,�..Thet. �er Hamilton_ .....
!,��k.O.i:i<?.'!'fCS• ��.� O.:.�.�tt an�_?teph��.J. Dubner,.
Freedom Walkets: Tire Srxy of the Montgcmery
BusBo;totr, Russen Freedma n

.tllass�. 11i11,��'Nalls.

.
Half the Sky, Turning Oppression Into Of}(iOflJJnlty for
�-� Nichol:3:5 0. Ktfsiof and� W�llVI
_ll�lt�S.�8.��Y i���� t..�U.�11� an� � urt <,e ntry
How 10.� a �t.Bu:!Clll Rattel
In ColdBlood, Truman Capote

i� the ......
Heart of the
Philbr1ck
-----....Sea, Nathaniel

.. ....

PEARSON

5.97
12.47

13.47
5. 97
6.47

12.47

8.47

15.00

17.00
6.47
8.47

15.97
5.97

16.00

9780451531308

5.97

9780375725609
9780143038412

9.47

5.97
12.47

6.09

9780679767244
.. ······••·
.......
9780060838584
·······•
· .......
......

15.97
9. 47

9780060731335

15.99

9780823421954

10.97

9780131802360

9780767906999
9780743247542

9780307387097

9780393322231
...... .. .
9780452010338

, _

9780679745587

9780141001821
-·-·------

P1lces a,e effectlve 10/01114 and are sullject to challge w,lfloul •otJce

16

16.00

10.97

9780061766787

;;;,·P0_wii;;:�:���;;,:·ikicd;;:;:��;;;;;;;:,:···.., .....9780140144352
Gee/a: How 1ko Lost Boys � rhe Internet Out ofIdaho,
Jon Katz

1260
15.47

9780446546928

9780451528124

Eat, PraJ. l.olle
•.

irl

Price

5.97

7.47

11 .47

10.97

12.47
11.97

. 9!8.o.1.�!.���-12.7..................�:�!.
11.47

9780307387172

Imo 1IJiJAir, Jon Krakauer

.

.
.17_76,' . �.�C�h,... , .... ........
American Po/It/cal Tradition:And the Men
Alchard Hofstad ter

andOther vii;;;;gs, ,i;i,..

Into the... �Id, Jon Krakauer
..

Ill._,,..,_. .,.11.. �tmnr•
lA"',••••�•kr'I ,
..
,..._. -

<1l
-0
I..
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Interesting NanatiVe
Olaldah EQ\113f1G.
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Description
Incidents In the life of a Slave Giff, Harriet Jacobs

11.47,.
9780385494786
··•······· ..,,, .............
9780671207144
11.47

19.99

9780689859571

12.47

9780452275331

.......
......... ......... .....3.05
_ f �..11111,Lll�e.��han ��- ....... .. ...... . 9780451627124
�.AltP
Lost City ofZ:A Tale of Dead/'/ Obsession in the Amazoo, Tne,
12.47
9781400078455
DavidGram
9780060817091
8.97

.'!f(ral, !!_ula Jebrea.1, Translator: John Cullen

11.47 ,
9780805092257
..............................
9780143116196
8.39

My Ufe. .a.s..an Experimen�. AJ Jacobs

Mem<Me in a l.1ttleBlack Dress. Rhoda Janzen
My Mtmat. Willa ca:11er

Name �.
Narrafi'!t! of So�llt1l8r Tru.tt!t,. SoJ�. rner Tru�..

llle'.,.�l'llmpa.�

Nanali\'8 IXthe Ute of Frederick Douglass.
� �� �ta,ve, 111e:t_Frederi. �. k Dougla��
Opposite of Fate,. The', Nry_Y Tan

�-�'. D��-�ll!lklllS
Paul Re-1818'5 Ride',
Places Leff Unfinished at the Time of Cl8al/ont,
John P.�lllp Si!ll�°.S
·-·
Pottraff. ofa Lao/, Thet. �ry Jantt!S
l.orrl_.f!od Bird, Tne', Phillip M �. oose
Race t��ve
.

�·vi�;;;;.;ii;-c;;;;;;e1�·

97801343$4613

9781439104996

5.97
10.97

9780618485222

14.95

9780451529947

4.95

5.97

9780131166233

9780142004890

... ..
···-··
........9781573229890
9780140556124
9780140292022

.....9780451530523
., ..........,,,,,.,,,,.,...
9780374361730

9780451531100
�!rt,M�Twaln
Seven €v1mts that MadeA�rica ,4merlca, ':_arry Sc��elkart,____,,97815.��.23064� -9780375810497
S/llpwre!;tBl� Boltom.�!f't I� �llr �
_ SometfJi_ng to Declare, Juli� Alvare�..
SoCJls of Black F<ik. � W.E.8._Ellblos
stea,1;�Buddha.'S Dinner. ,Blctl Ml�� Nguye!1.
.
.

6.49

15.00.
... ..........
8.39

9780452280670
9780451526038

5.97

5.97
16.97
7.97
9.97
9.97

16.00
5.97

9780143113034

15.00

9780452282940

9780618773473

11.97
5.97
5.97

Amencan Ptl/itJcs, ildudes •Pditics and lhe E19ish Language..,
George Orwefl0
. ...9781586485603
... .........

11.97

.. ······
Harri
111e UnlDkf Story o1 TIIOsB l'ilxl
111e
.S.�_the_Gte.8.!��0,U.5!�TI":°.th y EQ�� . .
Touch. ltie Top of the WOffdf, Enc V.-elhenmayer

wom

rme:

r�

9780451531254
T>111
Be_f!X_!..the Mast, R_lchard H_enry Dana
9780684826974
12.97
Undaun. ted CoorrJge, Sll!ll!Jen E . Ambrose
9780452273870
a
es
e
am
e
.
V
i
J
t
..
..
on
ir
...
na
�i!r
Stt\�el
Unde!..f!le
...... . . ... .
. .... ......... 5.97_
5.97
9780451531476
Up from Sim?'.!.Booker T. Washington .
9780451529459
5.97
Walden alKf �0.:f Dl�.7'. Henry��
v.1'1at Orwell Didnt Know . Propaganda and the New Face of

Feet.�

When ftlgue stri 111e·m Dea Simi,,ox.AIDS,
JamesCrossGlbfin
9780064461955 . .......... 6.47
. ......
Why w;; �iwi indu� 'Leiiiro;;;B�
hamJar·i:.
..
kes

ack

th,

Manin Luther.�. Jr.

Wlnes/Jwp, Ohiot Sherwood Anderson

mlog

Y�f'eoplt:S�isflXYof._ llle IJS,,4,t:iow8��-Zmn

Zeltoun,Dave E�gars

...
l«Jl<eef)et's �'.__lhe, Dial1e Ackerman

978013180237.7... .............
9780140186550
5.97
15.97
... ............ . ..........
........ 9781583228692

5.:�!.

9780307387943
9780393333060

12.47

14.95

5.97

11.47
5.97

To vrew the �te bt alnove!s,.v.11 PtaraonSchoot,corn/noYels
'COnwlmCort�Text
T:allld lSS.'llrea.ti,octlO�w1DJln,tco.
tT�--

To order call 800-848-9500 or shop online at PearsonSchool.com

Prentice Hall® Literature library
Descript i on

13 Di g it ISBN

Price

High School, Grades 9-12, Fiction

Descripti on

Dessa Rose. Shertey A

13 Digit ISBN
Willi ams_

___

� Oulxote't. Miguel de Cervantes

Drirll<i1g �� �lsewflere. z.z
Oublinerst, Janies Joyce
Emmat. Jan e Aus'.en

.1.9.�i: �e,oroe O.�.
el!
,

9 780451524935

5.99

Adam Bede t, Georg e .El i o t ............... ..................... ........ .. . .. .9.!�45152.9.�.28.
.
9780134354644
.Af.!!:.n.liJf!S ofHucl<l_e.b.e rry Finn, "0.11 Mark �.al�. .

5.97

...... ..... . .... . 9780143105138
.. .............. . ...... ...9.!�0,�s.1s. 3.oss2
9780451526342

5. 99

9780679744719

11.47

9780131166035

9 78045153,lJ?. �

5.97
5.97

9 780452274662

5.97
5.97

.4..� /Jy E� ye_.Q'Neil,E��. ·Netll

9780-451530714

Aeneid, The, Vlr�. Robert Fagles (translatOf),
Bemard.Knox(iltrod\Jction)
_Age of/�ll()Cence, Thet. E d ith Wha rton. ..
.�"nl_alFamrt,.�e Orwell
-��. �Tolstoy
��'..qi,t,�.�. Ja flle,S,.8.�� i".

Anti-Federalist Papers and the COnsUl1Jt/ona/
Ralph�tclle m

. ...

9780451528612

..•. ...

��!!00 oeoa�..The.

��.'.f�VtJ/rJr111l 1�.R�rt1.Francl sB�r.ton- tr anslator....

�llaY,D}:int:VvH li �fll .�a�I�".�( . . ......... ...... .
As.. Y�.L.b Jt, �!(Ja.lTl�kesi>ea.r�. _
Mother,-� Jama�.�

�.9-'�

.
. .... .......J!�.0.�7 �.7.3.� 259
9780451526786

Ele_au.o/111!!!'!.r!S..711.�!.�e�.���

)))e: 010,� M.:':1".��stu ..
Burt<Jn
��/'.f
�a,ffel
.
1.
.
... ... .
.B11!_ BlxJ.d and �.�t. �� Me!vi�_
···········.. ···-······

Candide, or Optimism', Francoise Voltaire, translator:
Theo
Cuffe
..............
......,, . .....,...................................................

.�n�rbury Tales, "'!_'t,Geottrey.C.hauce r
C,,/llilm � R uelyaro!(i!>lk
. lg
.
. ..5,lln,����.......... ..
.0.iC.�. �.ms_,lllcl�d.�s.'. .C.��3.��' :...C.3.�
Clo_l�!.�� Tile.. �si<le,n,l'S, �ugh/!11;.�illlam W,e �s llrown
CclectJld Fictions, lndudes "The Garden of F011dng Paths..,
��:.!ran .��t°.'::.�rew H�····
D?.ll��.�hor1fictJo.n,�tp.J G_tre11Jf1., 111e: �.J C.�erryh ...

�e..��

9 781594482854

9780451530967
9780140390537

9780307278449
9780486468327

9 780399 147203

9780140455106
.........
...... .
97801404243a6
9780451529497
9780486280578
9780142437 728

9780140286809

9780756405267
Complete Poems of EmHy Dickinson. Tl)e, ildud es "The Ralway Train',
·Because I cwld Nol Stop tor Death" and
.��e,��.�tJSIO.�,0,.�.Q8.�.'.\�n_,HY,�i��i��............... 9.!�.0.�/�.18.� 1 �7
Co.111plete Pgems_ 1_111e:.1 n�lu��s��tin a•·• . �l iz3.1>et hB18.11.°.P.. ....9780374.5.18 :7.2
Complete Poetry ot Ed(Jdf A/Jan Poe. "1e , lndudes "The Raven .. t,
..9.780451.��1.�56
�Allan�·-· ..... .... .... ...........
.
.D?.n.n.l)(;ff.cllt_.Y.8.�k.�ei�. Kl_n,?.�ur.��rt,.�t. �3.11<.T�aln,_.... 9780451529589
� of Monte .0.:5_/r/, Thet, AJ�re Dun:i3s
9780451529701

.c.n.,r,eaoo..�t.�.Do:5too;evsk'f

.........................

CUrious case of Benjamin Button and Other Jazz Age SIDrles,
��.�n Flt2�

.��. Be1¥�.cg��d Ro_s.(a,fl.d
.O.�rk_��ls!�! .711_8.'.: ��n C(J()p.e.r ....
�.�eidtCllar1es Dickells
_
.�lfl.of a ���. Arttu M!�t..

9 780451530066
............

9780142437339

9780143105497

9780451528926
9780689829833

9780451530042

9780140481341

Prices are eUectm IQ./01114 and are SIJbjtel tochangew.lllout noilce

PEARSON

9780451167538

5.97

5.97
5.97

5 9. 7
5.97
5.97

5.97

8 39
5.97

5.9 7
13.97
8 9. 7
5.9 7
6.47

5.97
5.97

5.99
5 97
6.47

5.97
14.47
8.97
5.97
5. 9 7

5.9 7
5.97

5.97
14.47

5.97

5.97
5.97

5.97

9780451208637

8.47

5.97
.. ,,,,,,,,,9780451531285
,,,,,................... .............., .
,,,,,,,,,,
5.97
9780451530660
97803453a1439
11.19
7 3223782
6.47
7815
...... .
. ........
..................9.....

.0.'!'Cllla, Br� S,tol<er
Dreaming kl Ql!Jan·, C11s11na .G_�

.0Jci_bl e: Tl!e! .��U.r �ille.(....

8.47

0/a,y ofa Madman an<J Ot1ler Stooes, 111e. includes The Nose·t.
97804515?9�41......... .........�.:97.
.... ........................
�!�!3.1.�.?I

_q![t�ISeasoo.:5tStephenl<iJlg
� � 111e, Dant e�

.8/.IJl3:S.I�: ))) e'.t_!�.'d.�.�·- ..
.BllJ.w.'1.G,11:.8.,:0.l'ln,S,lll".��:P..a. u le ld.a.rsllal l .
�lrnaginalkJl.1!_.r.omellus Eally

Pri ce

9780688166434

f'.00�� ...

,

English, Wang Gang, TranslatOIS: MartJn Me rz,
hen Pan
·Jane
, .......... .
····· . Wel.z.........
Ethan
Fromet,
Edith Wharton
.....
·-····
·Ellfjlidts:Tet1.�Etwl�
Fade. Robert Connier,.... ,..... ............ ..... .. .
...................................

9780451530417

5.97
5.97

9780143116547

15.00
5.97

9780131801332

9780451531315

9780-451527004

5.97

97803a5731348
. 6.47
. ....................
,......., ..... .............. ........,, .. ,, .
7.96
9780345342966
.F.a.hrenh8" 45!.'.i.Bradoory R �-... .
FBI of1M House of Usher and Other Tales, Tl)e, lndudes
9780451530318
5.97
.'.Tile cask of �J1ac1o··t ��r A l 1an�Cll!.
9780684801469
11. 20
f� .thers and�! Ivan Turgenev, Translator. Peter Carson__ 9 780141441337
5.99
Flil__llarrJ a� ofMany� �Nit A . ArXJon.

9780140435313

�rpn1.111§(}(1_g_. Th_eJ, D��� �enry lw:3.r!Q
�st I.DYer, �t..Susan Vreel�.

9780142002186
9780143034308

Frankenste.nt..�ary Shelley ............ . ... ..
Fro._1!<1_om:s Chol_Cf!t Anne Mc�affrey

9780451527714
9780441�0.5314
.

� Ma/Or Pla-1_5,_� ·A_ o.c,n House '._!:Hennk �
'.

9780451530226

Giant Book of Poetry, TIie. Includes "The River Merchants's Wrte:
AL.ettel"', Ez r a PotJld
97809 76800125
t S���_Y.r�I��� .
a,1� In Hpici_ntfl_.8.lil�..

9780140296280

Glass /Aenag�_. !/16',Tenoos�e Williams

9780811214049

.6.'!'ss Dancer, Tf1! .t. S usan Po1:1er .

9780425149621

9781416500186
9780130677136

� fnl, Tl)e,f:'earl S Boo:< . ..
�lllpesofWra,111:Tl!,e_•
t J!)lln .�t�l���ck..
.

5.97

5. 97

5.97

5.97

5.97

5.97

11.97

r-l

"'
I

VI

QI
-u

e

l::>
C:
0
·;:;
u
�
0

u

]z

�
-;;;
I
QI
u
·;:;

5.97

8.97

5.97

12.9 7
5.9 7

�I� {AlrfdgedJ,. Charles �
9780130435033
5.97
Cha
l
s
s
1
1
.
.6.!'!lfl'Expect;J_� � � ��n, . .... ........... ..... ........ .... .�!� .��.3.��! .2. .............. 5.:�!.
11.47
_6.:_e atGatsb,V..1,h.e·t_F. S .c.ottrrtzg er al d ......
. ................9.780130641434
Greek Tragedy, l!lnoos•Aescliy(us, E,xipides, Sol)hocles.
lmroduction lrf Simoo GokN, Edlor. Shomlt Dutta , Transl a!orS:
6 09
.E :.�· wa,�1�:.��iP.. Ye..1 1��:.��.�.rn .He� t.�\ s.��. mlt O..U!l �.. .. 9.!�.0.1�14393.�t. ....
6.ret.!�1, John c�mplln
Grad�e, r. and Emil Antonucci
9780679723110
9.97
.
GlilM!r's Travelst, .looat han Swift
5_97
9 780131166080
Hamlett", Wllli�ni.S.hal<espear_e
5.97
9780134354590
.ff�rr1_ .nmest. Cha.nes Dlckells, ...
Heart of Dad<ness_ and the � Sharer, � COln d

!!.� ��rwjy Donlg!....

_ff�e B�hi�d. �. .qeda�:.Tl!e: .�har les IY:.�.� esn,utt
�
.
of the.&.:_� Gables, 71!t_Nathanlel
Hunchback of No f!!J·Dame. Tl)et, Vict or Hu go
_
Idylls of the King and a Selection of Poemst,
�r�d
Lord
Tellfl�llO
.

Hal¥thome

liad. Tl)e, �-·
lf!.1_�nct of��? Eames,� Tlle�t. Dscar.��e

�arrhoet,

9780131166103

9780451526571

5. 97

9780140186857

5. 97
6. 97
5.97

9780451531513

5.97

9780140449907
9780451527912

9780451528759

9780451530691

9780134354569
............. .,........
9780451527998

Slf. l'l'�lt .er..Scott .
� E)Te·t..�tte Bronte

9 780130677 150

�. Tb#, Upton Slndalr

9780131652002

5.97

5.97

5.97
5.97

5. 97

5.97

............ .... ·-·· ·········· . 978013437493.2. ............. ...5.:97
.� �!_Yoshl1.o u�
5.97
.�i!f1.e the.0.b.s.��.T.h oni as
. ..H��.� . . ... ............................ . .9.! 80,��15.2.! .25.7
{.'!!!us caesart, Willi a m Sha�are
9780451526892
5.97
-··
5.9 7

Tov,ew1111�.-.ais,",_. VlS.11'1t-T<lesand1$8!ltft""°"'_,�-Tltacnr,g___
•to,,,onc.,a �roct

To order call 800-848-9500 or shop online at PearsonSchool.com
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Prentice Hall® literature Library
Description

13 Digit ISBN

.Ki_�e!An�ls,.. �.!. Micllae!. �. aa ra
King_!:earf. Wl�am Shakes!>e3._re

9780345348104

Kite Runner. . The,.Khaled Hosselri
. ..��.(
the M .?"i9.. ns, Tile, Ja,��s Fenlmoi:e

�.°.f

.
of �.�udes •soo,_g.�.(.MyseH .. t,.Watt Whitman
�
.Lilft _ll_arrd
Legend of Sleepy Hollow /Jfld Other Stories, Thet.
�.��.�ngtoo Irvin�.

ot.�5:ii "'e.t.t1rs1J1a..�:.L.8..���........................

I
-.D

V,
Q)

-0

"'
,_

l'.)
C
0
·.::;
u

-2

0
u

z

0

�
-;;;
I
u
·.::;
C

Cl)

6.51

9780131166141
9781594480003

5.97

9780451529732
9780441478125

5.97

9780451529824

6.47
5.97
5.97

Les Miserablest, Victoc Hugo

9780140437690

9780451525260

5 .97

James Weldon Johnson

9780141183879

9780451527677

5.99
5.97

9780451528209

5.97

Utt Every Voice and Sing, Selected Poems·.

N

Price

Lotd Jim, Josepll Conrad
.M..:8..L'.tt.�.P.���e,rry_�.

9780132006347

.

M.8.da.�. Bw.11}'/; 6.�stave F.l�u�.........

Mahabllarata, lhe, Anonymou$, John D Smltll
9780 t 4�.�4�8.)
.Ce!li�or. tr ansla!ori .lntrOductiotl). .
. .4.
l
Du
9780451530134
.
�
.
.
a.�
�
.
... . . ........... ........
M,a,n,_ln, �J(()_n..M..�� Tllllt_� �a.'!!!.fll .
9780140186864
of T,ftl(J_i tj_oo , The, ��.\II:Ch esnu tt... .. .
9780451530929
�ofcastet!-_i_l!Je. Thet,n1orna s Hardy

.M..�

Medea and Other Prays, Euripides, Richard Rutherfocd

5.97

5.97

8.39
...... ,
5.97
5.97

5.97

/e(J .i.t�r!.l�tro�u.<:�'!!11:.. Joh n Da.��(tJ:3. nsl atot... ..
M._err:hant of Vet1� , Th,t. Wl .1.iaJn Shakespe.�.
�� N.!g�rs Dream, �t-.."."l!ll a�.�.��.� .. ...
a.� .
M..lll?J.:_
qlc�t, ��r�a.� Melville
.

9780140449297
9780131166189

6.47

�Ado�/J/)fhi1gf. ��-m.i Shake��

9780451526991
9780451529855
9780451526816

5.97
5.97

Mo/1 Randersf. Daniel Defoe

Notes from Underground and Selected Stonest

��or DoslllY.f.'iSkY

�� TINlt,Tim o·�..

9780134354699

9780451529558
9780140259100

9780553213997
. .... ..........
. ..
9780140177398

�..7!1.e.'.t..�� .�r...................
0.'.'1i<;8
.and Me.n,t,_John Ste l.n���k
.

5.97
5.97

5.97
5.97

5.97
5.97

10.00

9781585671908
21.97
.()/(t Rellgioo..�! David �t..
97�4�.1�29718
5.97
�.e. s..��l<eo�...... . ......
...
5.97
Den,��ht Ale��er.Solzhenit5X11 9780131 .1�§134
O.n.6. �ar..� the ut_e.
9780131166202
5.97
W\lliam_Sllakespea1e. ._
<Md'sMe/amolphoses', Ovid, Mary M. Imes
6.47
(trll��13.t �:il��?��i�.nL... . .......................................... ................�!�.�1.��.4.��5.8.�. .
9780451527929
5.97
.�ll1_dlse � t.a.n.d. .P_a:�se. Re,�inedt, Joo,n '.-1..i ltoo
9780142001820
5.97
.� ofMe_�. Thlt. � Vtoelan<I. . ......
� �Ollld_f!r...711!',
Vlr�i�i3. �.a.m11t�� ..
.
10.44 ,
................ 9780679843368
. ..............................,..................

.O.�. T.�.
.�!IJ.

°.f�

Pink and Say; .Patricia Polacco ..........
9780399226717
.. ...........
.. .....
9780451530158
.Pritt_r;iit of the.� tas a Y001J!1 .� A. � Joyce
9780425190371
.�I Magi #, Alice Holfmat1 . .. ..
9780134354583
.Pri_df! 8f!d.P.7!!/�d.lce,'.t_J3.���U.�te,� ... .... .....
Pri_� and.!f!..P!}.�per, The/; Mark Twain
Ramay.Jna,. 1he, R. K.. Narayan

.
tvlll, 111e,.t..t,. H. Horstein
.R.�dfi'.�._l?orn�J�n.��1�1:fte.ni
.R.e<J../Jadgeot.�e. Tile!, �t.e_phenC!.�e. . .
�of/he�. Thet. Tll_<lrl1asHanl y .
.R.h.ifl!>CetOS at1t°-'1!' l'fars.'.•. �IJ!)f)Oe Ion.�...

�l�r_d__ll't..�i!!lam,.��!11<��?.�r.e......

�.�""1a, Thet.��·······
Robinson
···-·-·--· Crosoe
. ., DM
. l el Defoe
-----

Sailillg Alone AtrX6ld the Room: New and Selecled PDems,
Includes 'ManUstenino.10 Disc"', Billy Collins
. t Nathaniel H awthorne
.
.��t I.Jitter. Th8.' ..
.�AgMt.

.111flt,��

---

5.97

9780451528414
9780134354668
9780134354552

5.97

9780143039679

9780451530776
9780451526861

9780133195170

9780375755194
9780134354651
9780451524164

Prices81t effective 10{01/14 and are suqec110cnanoe w1tlloutnctlc..
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PEARSON

6.47

5.97

9780451528353

9780802130983
9780451526953
_____9780140449891

.
.R.�� .��.n<f;JIJ_U.e lJ: ..W.lllla.� .���k�pear�..... .
1!!!'?.'!"P5
O!,
T�:
.IMhtlod �.
.
.

5.99
5.97

s99

5. 97
10 .97
12.01

5.97

5.97
5.97
5.97

8.39

11.97
5.97

5.97

Descript io n

13 Digit ISBN

Seedfolks, Paul Fleischman
Selected Poems, Includes ·Musee des Beaux Arts'",
W. H. Auden

9780064472074

Selected stories,
AntonChekhov
··--·--

Price
5.00

9780307278081 . ...........12.79
..... ..
5.97

---------·
Selected� ol Ralph Wald:> Elnetson, Thet,
Ral� Waldo ��

9780451528797
9780451529077

5.97

�re's .!,(;ii_'bet. GaryL Bll!Ckwooo

9780142300664

5.97

9780140424744

5.97

.Serlse and Se!! .��llil'/t, ���.�.�sten
Sepaiate �ace, At. Jdm Knowles

..... ..... ..... . . • .. . . 9780451525895
9780743253970

Shropshire Lad and Other Poems, A ,lnc1Ud e'5
:L�lest of Tre_et·, A E. H.�man
·-

Signet Classic Boole of Sou/hem Shott Stmes, Thet.
.0.: �t>ot1.��: l<oPllte.�a.� ..

5.97

9.97

9780451523952
5.97 ,
.............................
" ...............
5.97
9780451530622
9780440418511
5.97
Sin;/6 Shani, A, l.i1da Sue Pa l!(
10.47
.�t,a,watn aro. .ltlt: �feet}_ �. . Flattel��<:'fl.. ......... .. .. .... �78��� 1 5.3.11.��........
5.1�1�ca111e: Tll�dore Dr �ls�r........
9780451527608
5.97
.... .
.
Six
. Characfers_.in Search of� Authort, L�gi. Pirandello.• ..•
9780451526885
5.97
9780440416029.........................
Da'lld Almood
5.99,
Si� MBfl!ert. George E('o.t........ ..

!!!:,elll'J.

.S.f!O..'f!.Roll'll_'.��.�t?.lt!, L,lsa .�� �····
5.009ollhe�i. 111etWillaCather

...................97�9���.9.6.� 0.6.1 ........... ...1.1:4!.
9780451530486
7.47
Somets, ll!e, n:kJdes ·soo.:,et 73.. Wia alll Shakespear� .. 9780451527271
5.97
9781573225434
5.97
.S<Jrrowof W!J!.�..Novel of. N1!!1fi. �etnami 771�!.�ao Ninh

t

Somlws of Young Werther and Selected Writings, Tllet
JohaM Wott�.wn Goethe

Sol1y, v�.�ber IJfld Tllll.�itch-Hiker!. . 1:1Jciie Fletcher
.�.f<i_rt of tlrtt Go!f_s, Thet. .�aul.�3.werence .?..�n�ar
SlilrgiJ1, Jerry Spineni

�. Vic:l(i.!irove

Strange case of Dr. Jek'!Iand Mr. Hyde, Thet•
Robert
Stevenson
··--· Louis ·
-� The, Af!l.Petry

·-------·---T� ofMandarf_n_(?UekS ,. TIie� l<a�rine �atei:s,o n...
.�aI_e of Two Ci�es, A. Charles.?..lckens
. . ..
!aleS I/Om Sllakespealllt.� and .Mi!l)'.!,amb
Tarnmg of the.� lhet, Vlilliam Shake�

. Tartuffe IJfld Other Plays_:� J. Mollere

.Tempest Thet'... WIiiiam Shake�
.Tess orrne.D'UITJeJVflm, TIIOOlaS Haroy.. •.

9780451529626
9780822210597

5.97

9780698118683

5.97

9780134354729

5.97

9780140557398

5.99
5.97

6.13
9780451531773
..... .
................,.........,,,,.,,..........5.97
5.99
9780440416777

9780395901496

9780134355092

9780451530646
9780131166240

9780131166264

9.97

5.97

5.97

5.97

5.97
9780134354606
9780451530271
......... .... ....... .......5.97.
9,!8.01403_4�5.7.1...
5.97
11.97
9780060931414

Tly_ei_r Eyes �� .W.atching GfJ(f_'.t Zoca Neal� �urston
9780451530349
5.97
.This SKk of�. F. �.Fitzgerald. . . .
.Three M�!�, Thet, A.f�a�re O.�mas .. ..... .... ..................�!���.1.s.:3��.3.5. . ............5.:�I .
Three Tlleban Plays, The, Includes 'Oedipus the King•·,
�es
9780131905948
5.97
9780451530707
and ltMsi!lle /.lall, Thet, H. G. Wells
5.97
.r._,me

Madulle.,.1!!,

.r� . Kill a .11�':i.�1!'_ rd_:t. Ha.rp.�r.�.ee .
Toxin, RobinCook.
..
�!111 of the
and Other Stmest. Henry James
Twe/f/Jr N.ightf..W\lliam s�.¥�re ... .......... ...

sm.:w

Typical ��arr.t_. Gish J�� .......
tk1Cle Toms�. Ha-riet �Stowe

.�rr!ogs, Tile., Marlana. ��la..
Th et 1•H . .�:. W �lls . ·····-············
.�ar of the,
Waste I.and and Othtr Poems, 1he, Includes
"The Love S0119 of Alfred J. Prufrocl(·t, T. S. Eliot
Women and Rcffoo, Includes 'I S1and Here lronl ng·•t.
...SusanCahill
····-·.
� Heightst, Emlly Bronte

�°.'!�!..

9780446310789
................ .....
9780425166611
9780451530677

9780451526762
................... ,. ..,,.. ...
9780307389220
9780451530806
9780451531087

7.99

5.97

5.97
5.97

12.47

5.97

6.95

.. .............. .
.....9780451530653

5.97

9780451526847

5.97

9780451528278
9780134354576

5.97
5.97

To,-lle�iSl.rl-1s.Villt-•c.n,....,0n�T11t
tTead,ngll.Cll)Cll'lM.,..
rites,11111sa.
..... Uje<11>da>gl-11J:ic&

To order call 800-848-9500 or shop online at PearsonSchool.com

Prentice Hall® Literature Library
Descrlption

13 DlgillSBN

Price

Oescripbon

13 Digit ISBN

David Cop/)e_lfil!ld. Char1es �

9780822493396

7.97

9780835909587

7.97

Price

.��Y8': ..77.Je:.��me� F.�".(�?.!.e.. ��er .
...... . 9!.,8.0.8.�.2. 4.9.�.8.�.......... . .. ..7.:9.!.
.
Don's Hoo�t1A Hen rlk Ibsen... ..................
8.97
... _ ........... .. 9780835914048
Or. Je/rtll .at1_�_Mr. Hyde. Robert Louis Stevenson
7.97
9780822492559
DtaaJa, Bram Stokel

Ethan Frome. Edtth Wharton

F,ankenstein,_Mary .Shelley ... ................ ........ ...................
Fte<kltlck {)(JJJ_gl_�s.s. Frederick �ottgass
l
Gteat Ex;iecf;J!!ons, Charles Otc�
Gullvsr'sT� Jooa!han �

The tJtles tlelow represent the Globe AdaptedCl.wk, senes and Paamaket Qassics senes
F« a canplelefisting Y1S11 PtarsonSchool.com/ncmts

Hunchback ofNalre·Dame, The, �or Hugo

lmporlanceof_B_e..ing Eamest_ .�:�Wide.. .

Globe Adapted Classics (Reading Level 4-8)
Pacemaker Classi c (Reading Level 3-4)

Jullus.Ci!��.l'.'illiam Shake�are

Globe Adapted Classics

9780835902120

o���

10.47

10.47

·�-��1.�lbsen

9780835900287
....... .
9780835955515

10.47

Great l:xpectations, Char1_es Dickens.....

9780835902588

10.47

Ethan .Frome. EdithWharton ....

9780835908559

_q�nt\ter'�.n;ive.ts.__Jonatha n Sw.i1t .

9780835908535

_Hamlet v.lUi�_�kespeare

9780835918640

9780835908TT1
�of�•.Joser, h�........ ·--.......
·
H,��o/.fi_n."!..
f.� i.n........ ....... ......... .. .. ____ . _ ...9���35902243
_J.8!11J E�•.g�a. .11.0,�� .�ronte ...
9780835902151

��rl<..

10.47
10.47

10.47

10.47
10.47

11 .47
....

10.47

_J.ullus CaeSl!l;_l'll�iam Shakespe�

9780835918473

10.47

-�Book,.. 17.Je,..� ��------.. -- --Les Mlserables, Victor Hugo

9780835904735

10 .47

Y�..

��8!.1• .1:Ji.uisa ��¥ A1�9tt .. . ..... .........................
Macbeth,
Wi lli� Shakespeare ______
.
Mcb't-Oick. Herman Melville

orrver Twist. Charles Dickens

-�� .�.��. 11Je, St�� -�-�e
.��.eo,. �n<i_/u,lie.t,l'll lli a.m.�. ha_ .k.��a.r� ...
.��(.��!: .. !!18.:�a.tt,ian,Je l �tlcl�..
Tales of���Al_liil? ['De, Edgar

Al:a.°.�

TreBSIIB Island, Robert Louis Stevenson

9780835949828

9780835918664
...
9780835918541

9780835902250
9780335910781

9780835900324
9780835918459

............... 9780835902625
···•······
9780835902434

9780835902342

10.47
10.47

10.47
10.47

8.97

10.47

10.47
.........
10.47
.. .
10.47
10 47

Adventrm, (){_� Rm, lhe
Mark Twain
.!..

��.�'.T°.�.� . 77Je!.�.a rt<}l'la l n
�n.tl�c,r_illi.�.o.��es

Around�-�� in 80 Oars, Jules ".'_�e..
can of �..1'.lf!!:!.•.. 17.Je· Jack�--- ..

.�18/tu/ Tai8.S!.1.71e'..Geottre-t .��

9780822493518

9780822492580

9780835913942
' '""
...,........
9780130237040

''"''""""""""'

9780822493389

7.97

7.97
7.97

7.97

7.97

7.97

........_,, ...... .... 9780835935913

7.97

C�t of Mont�..q,ris_to,.. The, Alexan�!.� �umas

9780835909891

7.97

G)ram, EdmoodRostand

9780835913997

_Cif':'8 and �t Fydor Oos.l�Y

9780822493532

Plic:es a,e etlecliYe 10/01/14 and are subject to change without notice

PEARSON

Last_of�Mofl_k:l!rrs, The, James.fe�more Coope(.

!,itt� ����! Lo.�� May Alc?,tt, _
Loi!/ Jim, �ph Co n rad

.

Macbeth, �-Shakespeare...._

9780822493419
. --•n••••••••••••

9780130237026
. ...... ' ........ ... .... ...
9780822492863

7.97

.

�<lo/,:11,ic,J<'..�����.�. el �!�. ... ......... _ . ... ........
MOOllSll/ne,
The,
...
. . . .Wllkle Collins
0 Floneers!, Willa Ca ther
.

Odyssey, The!. Homer
O'Hen,y, .o. Henry ...

7.97

8.97

7.97

8.97

9780835910484

7.97

9780822492153
.......
......... ................ ...... ........7.97
.
9780835935883
7.97
..........- . ................
7.97
9780130237057
9780835912327

_
lhe...��-�rdy
Mayor of <?�e,

7.97

7.97
. ' ...................
.,9780822493426
.. ..............9.!.� 0��-2-�.9. �.�-0.!......... ........!:9.!._
9780822492207

7.97

9780822493433

7.97

9780835935869

7.97

9780835935890

7.97

.0.'t.:'e.' twiS.t.g��n.es.D.lc ke�s .... ...............
_Phantom oftl}_e_Opera, The, Gas10!1 Leroux

97808359·····------..
10781 .........
9780835909815

8.97

PM:;e arl:f.�.� The, �rl<_!l'lain

9780822493440

8.97

,

Pride am f'rejlJ(iJCe. Jane Ausie.n __

9780130237019

Red���.of.�e1 .11M1:.�11?.��.c�e

9780822493563

Roblnso� .0.'�: D .a .nlel De foe

Romeo and JuHet WilllMI Sha�e

ScBlle!

/..e�r,.. 111e, Nalltarlel�

SU WQ'f, �:'_ad( L� . .... ...

Sto,y of My _U!e!_The, Helen Ke11_ .er.........
--·-- A, Charles Dickens
Tale of Two Cities,
--------·--·

7.97

7.97
7.97

9780822492252
................ ,....,...., ..,7.97
........
.
9780835912174
7.97
9780822493525

7.97

. ........- ......... ...... 9780835909693
9780835935845

7.97

9780822492283

7.97

Tales <IEdfJaJ_!Jlan Poe, Edgar Alan Poe

Three MusJr:et.e.ers, lhe, Alexa�:8. .�.u111a�.
_

1'1�1s.....

9780822492337

8.97

9780822492108

Time MBC!Pi�:..11:!1•.. H.:.G. .

Pacemaker Classics
20,000 wg�_ljnder 1116 Sea, .Alles_Verne

9780822492603

9780835912389

Jwg/e Book, 1he, Rudyard Kiplilg
Jwg/e, lhe, l)f)� :ilnclalr
9780835908696

7.97

9780835909853

97808359 09440
7.97
.........
ff.8.:"let l'.'.lll_ l_�m Sll�sP!'.ar� ........
9780835912242
7.97
.
........................, ...... ............. ,, ........................... .
Heatt 9.f V.�ss, Joseph��� r a d
9780822�9.� .4_0� ....... . ..!.:9.!. .
. . ......... .
.
....
House of uye__seven Gables, lhe, �athanel Hawthorne
7. 97
9780835910736

Classic literature for struggling readers

�����f fo�.5,il�i ..�:.�. arll !l'lai �
_ C?!!,n_temu_,y T�IB:_,. Tl!e, Geo ffrey C11.t�ce r
.� �:4.- Charles

9780822493549
7.97.
. .................,......................
9780822492573
7.97

9780130237071
............ .
9780835910699

9780822492610
.
....... ....................
9780822492566

7.97

7.97
7.97

7.97

8.97

Treasure Island, �.obert Lools St�v.�n

9780822492306

Two Yea/S Bef(J(8 the Mast, R�_Henry Dana

9780822492351

7.97

9780822493570

7.97

Tim of the_� The, Heivy Jan.ies

9780835909730

7.97

7.97

_U,P from S�avery, Booker.T. Washing1on ....... ... . .................... ..9.!.�.0.1.3.�237033. ...... . ... 1.0E
War of the���- The, H. G. \\fell� _
8.97
9780822493457
VMheMg H�h.ts. Emily 8/0nte

7.97

7.97

7.97

To-Ncorrµabl�-0$ll'unonSdloal
T0.et..,ISll� ... UIJOClllCIIIIIO'll:lwloota

To order call 800-848-9500 or shop online at PearsonSchool.com
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Appendix III

Tuesday, May 5

Wednesday, May 6

Thursday, May 7

Chemistry

Alg. I & Geometry

Tuesday, May 5

Wednesday, May 6

Thursday, May 7

Friday, May 8

Monday, May 11

Tuesday, May 12

Wednesday, May 13

Thursday, May 14

Friday, May 15

Monday, May 11

Tuesday, May 12

Wednesday, May 13

Thursday, May 14

Friday, May 15

Alg. II & Term Grad/Retesters

E. Science & Term Grads

Testing 4
Lunch S
Block6
Block 1
Block 7

Monday, May 18

English 11 & Term Grads Make-Up
Expedited Retakes

Testing6
Lunch 4
Block S
Block 1
Block2

VA/US History

Testing6
Lunch 4
Block 7
Block2
Block3

Tuesday, May 19

Alg. II Make-Up &
Expedited Retakes
Tuesday, May 19

Regular Bell Schedule

Monday, May 25

Memorial Day

Tuesday, May 26

Biology Make-Up/
Expedited Retakes
Tuesday, May 26

Regular Bell Schedule

English 11 Reading

Testing 1
Lunch 4
Block6
Block 7
Block3
Biology

Testing3
Lunch 4
Blocks
Block6
Block2

Wednesday, May 20

Alg. I & Geometry Make-Up
Expedited Retakes
Wednesday, May 20

Regular Bell Schedule

Wednesday, May 27

VA/US History Make-Up &
Expedited Retakes
Wednesday, May 27

Regular Bell Schedule

Testing S
Lunch 4
Block 7
Block2
Block3
WHI

Testing2
Lunch 4
Block 7
Block 1
Block3

Thursday, May 21

Chemistry Make-Up
Expedited Retakes
Thursday, May 21

Regular Bell Schedule

Thursday, May 28

World HistoryI & II Make-Up &
Expedited Retakes
Thursday, May 28

Regular Bell Schedule

Friday, May 8

Testing3
Lunch 4
Blocks
Block6
Block 1
WHII

Testing 7
Lunch 4
Blocks
Block 1
Block2

Friday, May 22

E. Science & T. Grads Make-Up
Expedited Retakes
Friday, May 22

Regular Bell Schedule

Friday, May 29

Make-Up &
Expedited Retakes
Friday, May 29

Regular Bell Schedule

Appendix IV

Form 0-HR-l 13
Elf6/00

The York County School Division
Formative Observation
Date: 12/06/10

Name: School: -

Evaluator:

Lesson Topic: Scarlet Letter Soc Sem

Subject/Grade: English/I I

Performance Domain

I.

Obsened

States methotls for evaluating the accomplishment of objectives
1. Assessment methods are a ro riate for ob·ective being tau ht

Not
Observed

D

Areas of commendation: Lesson plans\ ere aligned to curriculwn and SOL standards ..
Areas of Concern:
II. Delivery of Instruction
Motivates students to learn
I . Demonstrates enthusiasm
2. Uses reinforcement appropriately
3. Treats students with respect
4. Expresses high expectations

Creates a climate for effective teacher-student communication

l. Encourages student involvement
2. Uses clear, precise language
3. Uses appropriate questioning techniques
4. balances participation
Uses instructional stratef(ies that promote student learninR
I . Demonstrates knowledge of the subject maner
2. Uses materials aporooriately
3. Uses a variety of reaching techniques
4. Paces the lesson appropriately
5. Emrn2es all students in the learning experience
6. Transfer ofleaming is evident from past to present to furore
7. Differentiates instruction to meet individual needs
8. Groups smdents aooropriately
Uses appropriate instructional technology-based resources to suppol1 Technology SOLs and other
instructional objectives
l . Demonstrates proficiency in the use of instructional technology
2. Engages smdents in technological learning experiences
Areas of Commendation:
Areas of Concern:

�
�
�
�

l½I

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
I><
�
IXI
IXI
IXI

encouraged and assisted students as they "·orked and transitioned through activities.

□□
D
□
□
□
D
□

Form O-HR-113
Eff6/00

Performance Domain

m.

Observed

Classroom Manaeement
Manages classroom procedures
I. Organizes tasks for group work and manages groups so most students are engaged at all times
2. handles daily routines which facilitates smooth transitions, resulting in little loss of instructional time
Manages student behavior
I. Monitors student behavior at all times
2. Responds to misbehavior appropriately

Not

Obsened

IXI
IXI

LJ
I I

IXJ
IXJ

I l
I I

Areas of Commendation: Students were engaged and behaved appropriately during lecrure and discussion.
Areas of Concern:
IV. Evaluation and Assessment of Student Prowess
Establishes clear, reasonable and meaningful work expectations
I. Matches work requirements to student capabilities
2. Holds students accountable for work performance
3. Confinns student understanding of work exl)ectations and evaluation standards
Uses a varietv of methods to assess student performance and achieveme11t
1. Uses assessment techniques (oral, non-verbal, and written) appropriate both for the individual student
and for the learning objective being measured.
2. Uses teacher-made, division-approved, and state-mandated tests effecti ely to monitor student
performance and progress.
3. Incorporates strategies to prepare students for SOL and standardized testing
Monitors and reports student proK7ess
I. Monitors student progress before, during and after instruction
2. Provides prompt, corrective and meaningful feedback
3. Organizes, maintains, and uses records of student progress in accordance with division and state
regulations and policies
Uses el1a/11atio11 res11/ts to make instructional decisio11s
l. Uses e aluation and assessment feedback to monitor and adjust instruction as needed to promote
student mastery of learning objectives
2. Re-teaches material and/or accelerates insrruction when appropriate based on evaluation and
assessment input.
Areas of Commendation:

[)<

I><
I)<

12]
IXI

□
□

IXI

J

l2l

IX]

12]

181
r.81

□
□

D

s. Miller asked questions to ensure comprehension and offered clarification throughout lesson.

Areas of Concern:

Gradebook:
Plan book:
Uses prescribed instructional materials: __

Meets Expectations
Yes (8]
No
(8]
Yes
o
[8l
Yes
No

D
D
D

Remarks: Great activities and wonderful rapport with
students!
Post-Observation Date: 12/07/10

Evaluator's Signature:
Teacher' s Signature: _____________

· Prince Edwa�d Co1mty Public Schools
Classroom Walkthrough Data Co(Jection
2.007 • 08·'
· l·Gradef______loatel
Teacher..__________. Subject!
Time Enter::::::::::::: Time Exit!

How is the Learning Objective made clear and evident to students?

Topic of This Lesson: ...___________-f

Objective
.-. ...SOL
·--·x-.... ·- fhe 'fea·cfle,�-1-s-.-.-.
.

:1

__,1·

I Hurnb�r students presenJ____-,-__

0 vague

Q Explained by. teacher
Q Explained oy student
On the boar.cl

D not vlstb.le

P

...

�eadlng class discussfon witn students
LeaclJng textbook reading
Asking Questions of students
Lecturing as pr1m�ry means of instruction
Monitoring students working in -groups
Monitoring students working independently
Doing administrative tasks
Presenting a "hands-on" demonstration
Assessing students through a pe.rformance task
Assessing students through a written test/quiz
Using video clips/ film (video-streaming, DVD)
Leading -students through an actMty
Usfn high-quality instructional· strategies
O
Identifying similarities and differences
g Summarizing and Note Taking
.
.
Q Reinforcing Effort and Providing Recognition·
Using· Homework and eractfce
:
Honllnqulstfc Representation
0 Cooperative Learning
Cl Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback
D GenE!ratlng and Testing Hypotheses
g Using Questions, Cues or Advanced
Organizers
Completing Interactive Notes
Other:

C On student work
��mments/ Questions
..
-

l

-

-- , . ·• .

. --·· ..

--- ••P-

□
□

The Students Are ...

Attentive to, or participating·in class discussion
. Taking notes from teacher lecture
Listening to the-teacher - no notes
Working together 1n smaU groups
Working on an assignment independent_ty
Doing a "'hands-on" (earning actM'ty
Taking a. test/Quiz
Watching a vid_eo(DYP· ·Other::

· instructional Materials Used Are:
On grad� level
Hot on grad� level
Engaging
Not engag,IAg
Varfety
A.pproprfate.for task
Qt-fteF:
Student-engagement
High - authentk
Medium - w�IHnanagecf,
learning
"rltuat.
Academit Focus
Htgb
Medium

rv

..._.,._
•
___..________.IQate L
Observe£

- - • /1 . . ,,. " ..\-� :

"te. a � e_,... ·

.

tow-• passive, off-task
Law

t

TtmJ__--'---'A·j

A ct- rrv; rv( s tr<'-- -Io '....,......---

31 _13

Woodside-High School

,rj)ok For Data Collection and Feedback Form

Observer
Today I observed:
Subject ,�
Date
Oto
� ;;J..
Period

=>=/fJ:,J'f

� --\� �Active �se of Knowledge
c)"t" \, t9l¼ocus on Literacy
·
1-[l.
"'°
(
v\

High & Clear Expectations

Standards-based Instruction
ig-/Qbjective/E�sen_tial_ Questio.n/ Enduring�{O
Understandmg IS visually displayed
learning
what/why
te
D Students can articula
O Lesson/activities related to the standards
Academically rigorous student expectations
D Students know what makes quality work

µIJ-

□

(rubric/models)

Evidence:

to 10:J,1

Reading & Writing Across All Disciplines
Structured Note-taking
O Graphic Organizers
D Similarities & Differences
O Summarizing
D Previewing text, passages and/or content
rn----Reading

□

IB"8ead Aloud

D Shared

D Independent

D Vocabulary development/Word Study
0 Writing to Learn
D Writing to Demonstrate Learning

Evidence:

Learning Environment

�Engagement of all students/on task
0 Student work displayed
[J;VEvideoce of classroom procedures and routines
0 Environment of respect/fairness
0 Clear instructions given
Monitors students/students' work
lif""'Provides feedback to students
19"" Validation of students responses/successes
0 Use of assessment to guide instruction

□

¼

Evidence:

f/t....;e
G«��°f�v� Co0;Q t�ai

. -+

he

�\)s

11--u.es

w\,.,o

po,�� oJ

Instructional Techniques

0 Direct Instruction/Lecture
0 Cooperative Learning/Teams/Labs
0 Socratic Discussion
D Activation of prior knowledge
D Questioning (Higher Order Thinking Skills)
D Teacher modeling
0 Think Aloud
D Structured small group work
D Guided practice
IB""1lirected student discussion
9""Independent work time l)J 'i

□ Centers

i;vY'.J paraQm/14
..1'{ U f

□ Teacher Conferencing

�Directed/Structured writing activities/·
�Assessment of student understanding
D Use of Technology

Evidence:

Hi h & Clear Ex ctations

Behavioral objective is clearly communicated
nd visually displayed.
"''-' Objective
"'-.- A enda
Rubrics help students understand expectations.
Criteria and models for good work are clearly
communicated.
tudents are actively engaged in the learning.
There is evidence of classroom routines.
heckpoints and timelines help students
com lete work.

Active Use of Knowled e

Reading strategies are used to increase
content retention.
"'� Summarizin
Writing is a focus in the classroom and evident
ir-1 the strategies taught.
"'� Writing to Learn
"'-.- Writin to Demonstrate Learnin
Graphic organizers are used for note making
and for understanding textbooks.
"''-' Note Taking
"-.- Similarities and Differences
i
D fferent learning styles are addressed;
strategies, act ivities and assessments are
varied; choices are rovided to students.
Technology is used as a learning tool.
Assi nments re uire the use of technolo
Higher level thinking is evident in act vities, and
discussions and is fostered by collaboration
and roblem solvin .
Questioning techniques and strategies are
appropriate for checking understanding and
im:lude a focus on synthesis, evaluation, and
i

Evidence
(

Evidence

Evidence

---·· ·-·-

cu

IOI

01'1.

Obun•�--------
Vobservation Log 2005-2006

Writing portfolio checked: ___ _

--'7_

0
Date_.._//;.___
/
J--....,..
,......
Arrival Time_.,../_:.....

Departure Time

_

-1
__· ___
(; __ __

__,/...__-....;.;rDa....,___

_ _

I. Professional Knowledge

The reacher demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, s11bjec1 content, and the de1•elopmental needs of
students by providmg relei•anr learmng experiences.

• Effectively addresses appropriate curriculum
standards.
• Integrates key content elements and facilitates
students' use of higher level thinking skills in
instruction.
• Demonstrates ability 10 lmk present content with past
and future learning experiences, other subject areas,
and real world experiences and applications
• Demonstrates an accurate knowledge of the subject
area(s) taught

• Demonstrates skills relevant to the subject
area(s) taught.
• Bases instruction on goals that reflect high
expectations and an understanding of the
subject
• Demonstrates an understanding of the
intellectual, social, emotional, and physical
development of the age group

Commems.

0 Evident
O Xot Evident
2. Instructional Planning

The teacher plans using the Virginia Standards of Learnmg. the dn:ision 's curriculllm, effecril'e strategies,
resources, and data ro meet 1he needs of all srudents.

• Uses student learning data to guide planning
• Plans lime reahstically for pacmg, content
mastery, and transitions.
• Plans for differentiated 1nstruct1on.

Comments:

D Evident

• Aligns all lesson obJecuves to the division's
curriculum and student learning needs
• Develops appropriate long- and short-range
plans and adapts plans when needed.
• Communicates and consults wnh colleagues
to enhance student learnmg through
thoughtful. collaborative plannmg

O Not Evident

3. Instructional Delivery

The reacher effect1l'ely engages swdents in learning by using a \'at'lety of mstrucuonal straregies in order to meet
indil>idual learning needs.

• Engages and maintains students in active learning.
• Builds upon students' existmg knowledge and
skills.
• Differentiates mstruction to meet the students'
needs
• Remforces learning goals consistently throughout
lessons.

• Uses a variety of effective instructional strategics
and resources.
• Incorporates
instructional
technology,
as
applicable, to enhance student learning.
• Communicates
clearly
and
checks
for
understandmg.

Comments:

D Evident

D Not Evident
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Wells Elementary School Learning Walks 2010-2011
Teacher Name:
Time
Date

Mastery Objective
(exp=postcd; int=not postcd;admin observation)

Cog
Lev

Instructional Strategies/Closure Activity

I

()Knowledge: recalling facts, terms basic concepts and answers; 2) Compre he nsion: Demonstrate understanding of facts and ideas by organizing,
comparing, translating, interpreting, giving descriptions and stating main ideas, 3) Applicatio11: Solve problems to new situations-apply acquired knowledge,
facts, techniques and rules in a different way; 4) Aoalys is: Examine and break infonnation into parts by identifying motives or causes. Make inferences and
find evidence to support generalizations; 5) Synthesis: Compile information together in a different way by combining elements in a new pattern or proposing
alternative solutions; 6) Evaluation: Present and defend opinions by making judgments about information, validity of ideas or quality of work based on a set of
criteria.

Teacher:
Time:
Date:
Period, Class or Grade Level:

Tulsa Public Schools - The Tulsa Model
Walk-Through Form

Short visits, commonly known as walk-throughs (less than 10 minutes), do not require an Observation Form or an
observation conference. Completion of a walk-through form is not required, but when used, it must be on the Tulsa
Model Walk-Through Form.
Classroom Management (a checkmark in the box indicates behavior/ action is in evidence)

□

Teacher exhibits an overall awareness of what is happening in the classroom.

Oreacher optimizes academic learning time (uses minimal time to complete non-instructional tasks).
Oreacher interacts with students in a professional and positive manner; mutual respect is evident.
Oclassroom procedures, rituals and routines are visible and evident.
Ostudent disruptions are addressed.

□

classroom environment is safe and orderly.

Ostudents are in compliance with school policies and procedures while in the classroom.
Instructional Effectiveness (a checkmark in the box indicates behavior/ action is in evidence)
OAn appropriate strategy is being utilized as a bell ringer activity and/or transition activity.
Ounit objectives are in evidence through the use of essential questions, prompts or other methods of
guidance which are visible to students.
Ocontent is presented in a sequential manner with introduction focusing on developing background
knowledge, new concepts being presented and closure emphasizing the lesson or unit objective.

□

Teacher monitors student understanding by moving around the room and interacting with students.

Ostudent participation is encouraged and most learners are engaged.
Ostudents are presented with information that requires the application of Level 2 or above thinking skills.

□
□
□

Teacher implements strategies to provide timely student feedback.
Examples of student work are posted in classroom, when appropriate.
Technology is effectively integrated into classroom to enhance instruction.

Other Research-Based Strategies:
0KWL

OOAR Oword Wall Oother _________

Feedback (optional):

The expectations for professional performance are defined using a two-tiered approach.

Tier I

Performance Standards

Tier II

Performance Indicators

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
Performance standards refer to the major duties performed. There are seven performance
standards for all teachers.
Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge

The teacher demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, and the
developmental needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.
Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning

The teacher plans using the Virginia Standards of Learning, the school's curriculum, effective
strategies, resources, and data to meet the needs of all students.
Performance Standard 3: Instructional Delivery

The teacher effectively engages students in learning by using a variety of instructional
strategies in order to meet individual learning needs.
Performance Standard 4: Assessment of and for Student Learning

The teacher systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses all relevant data to measure student
academic progress, guide instructional content and delivery methods, and provide timely
feedback to both students and parents throughout the school year.
Performance Standard 5: Learning Environment

The teacher uses resources, routines, and procedures to provide a respectful, positive, safe,
student-centered environment that is conducive to learning.
Performance Standard 6: Professionalism

The teacher maintains a commitment to professional ethics, communicates effectively, and
takes responsibility for and participates in professional growth that results in enhanced student
learning.
Performance Standard 7: Student Academic Progress

The work of the teacher results in acceptable, measurable, and appropriate student academic
progress.

One Team, One Priority: Student Success!
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MEASURES OF STUDENT PROGRESS
The Code of Virginia requires that school boards' procedures for evaluating teachers address
student academic progress; how this requirement is met is the responsibility of local school
boards. Though not mandated, the Board's Guidelines for Umform Performance Standards and
Evaluation Criteria for Teachers recommend that each teacher receive a summative evaluation
rating, and that the rating be determined by weighting the first six standards equally at 10
percent each, and that the seventh standard, student academic progress, account for 40
percent of the summative evaluation. There are three key points to consider in this model:
1. Student learning, as determined by multiple measures of growth, accounts for a total of
40 percent of the evaluation.
2. At least 20 percent of the teacher evaluation (SO percent of the growth measure) is
comprised of growth as determined from the Virginia state growth measure, student
growth percentiles, when the data are available and can be used appropriately.
3. Another 20 percent of the teacher evaluation (SO percent of the growth measure) should
be measured using one or more alternative measures with evidence that the alternative
measure is valid. Note: Whenever possible, it is recommended that the second growth
measure be grounded in validated, quantitative measures, using tools already available
in the school.
It is important to understand that less than JO percent of teachers in Virginia's public schools
will have a direct measure of student progress based on Standards of Learning assessments
results. The median student growth percentile may be used as one direct measure of student
progress when the data are available for a minimum of 40 students and growth data are
available for at least two years. However, there must be additional measures for the remaining
70 percent of teachers, and to ensure there are one or more additional measures for teachers
who can appropriately use the student growth percentile as one of multiple growth measures in
the evaluation. Quantitative measures of growth based on validated achievement measures
that already are being used locally should be the first data considered when determining local
growth measures; other measures are recommended for use when two valid and direct
measures of growth are not available.

STUDENT GROWTH PERCENTILE SCORES
It is generally acknowledged that if test data are to be used to inform teacher performance
evaluations, it is critical to control for students' prior achievemenV While there are a variety of
approaches to controlling for prior achievement, VDOE has determined that the student growth
percentile (SGP) methodology can be used as a valid measure of relative student growth using
Virginia's current assessment system, and can continue to be used as tests change and the
system evolves. The SGP statistical models are multiple years of data from Virginia Standards
"Domaleski, C. & hill, R. (2010). Considerations for using assessment data to inform determinations of teacher
effectiveness. Center for Assessment. Available at: http://www.nciea.org/papers-UsingAssessmentData4-29-l0.pdf.
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of Learning (SOL) assessments statewide, linked by unique student identifiers, to calculate
SGPs. At the student level, SGPs describe the progress students make from one year to the
next compared to students with similar SOL achievement history. This provides an
understanding of how much progress students made based on where they started-regardless
of whether they started as low, moderate, or high achieving students.
Student growth percentiles provide student-level progress information for students at all
achievement levels. SGPs range from 1 to 99, where higher numbers represent higher growth
and lower numbers represent lower growth, relative to students who have similar achievement
histories (i.e., similar SOL test scores). The statistical method works independently of SOL
performance levels. Therefore, nearly all students included in the SGP calculations no matter
the scores they earned on past SOL tests, have equal chances to demonstrate growth across
the range of percentiles on the next year's test.b
SGPs describe the percentile for change in achievement, not absolute achievement.
Percentiles are values that express the percentage of cases that fall below a certain score.
When applied to student achievement data, a student's SGP represents the percent of students
who have similar prior academic achievement and who earned lower scores on the SOL test.
For example, a student who earns an SGP of 90 earned an SOL score that was as high as or
higher than 90 percent of the other students statewide who had similar academic histories on
SOL tests. Only 10 percent of students with similar prior achievement histories earned higher
scores. Equivalently, a student with an SGP at or above 90 occurs only 10 percent of the time
and reflects, similar to height and weight percentiles used by doctors and parents, how
extraordinary a student's current achievement is, taking account of where they started.
By taking account of where students start, comparing students to students with similar
achievement histories (or academic peers), the SGP provides a measure on which students,
regardless of achievement levels, have equal potential to demonstrate relatively high or
relatively low growth each year. Thus, in practice, it is important to understand that:
• low-achieving students can show high growth, yet still not reach the achievement
levels needed to demonstrate proficient mastery of state academic content standards.
• high-achieving students can show low growth relative to other high-achieving students
and, yet, still demonstrate proficient or advanced mastery of state academic content
standards.c
The combination of SGPs and proficiency data provide information about the amount of
growth-and effort needed-for students to meet their SOL achievement goals in the future.
bin the Initial statistical models, based on SOL data from 2006 through 2009, elementary school students who earned
high advanced proficient scores for two consecutive years were not evenly distributed across the scale. However, all
students who were impacted by this finding have documented growth that is, at minimum, on the high end of the
scale from 1 through 99. This finding is unlikely to have a significant impact when SGPs are used as an indicator of
student progress in teacher performance evaluation, because these students' progress will be documented as being
high. This find, representing a ceiling effect in certain assessments, is explained in more detail in the technical
documentation VDOE developed on student growth percentiles. Further, this issue will be addressed as new
assessments are developed to measure student achievement based on standards revised in 2009 and 2010.
<As of June 2011, VDOE will remove students who score 600 on two consecutive tests from the SGP calculations.
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Appendix V

Lesson Title:

Henrico County Public Schools
Technolo Inte ration Lesson Plan

Teacher:
Grade Level:

School:

List specific content and technology SOLs which will be taught during this lesson:
Content Strand: ------------ SOL#: _________
Content Strand: ------------ SOL#: _________
Content Strand: ____________ SOL#: _________
Content Strand:____________ SOL#: _ __ _____ __
Lesson Overview:

Objectives and Goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Approximate Time Required to Complete the Lesson:
Tools Needed:
Tasks/Activities:

-1-

Harrisonburg City Public Schools Lesson Plan Template
Date:

Length of Lesson:

Grade/Subject/Class:

Unit/Theme:

Teacher:

Standard:

(Al, 88) Content Objective(s): concept, understanding, and skills

(Al )Language Ob_jective(s):
post➔ discuss/read aloud➔ leach and practice➔ assess

(Al ) Key Vocabulary:

(A4) Instructional Materials/Resources:

(

Lesson Differentiation: English Language Learners, Advanced Learners, G[led Learners, Learners with Special Needs
(A2, A3, 85, B6, 89, B11, B1 2, 813, Cl4, 016, D17)

•
•

Method of Pre-Assessment

What (check all that apply and describe in corresponding column)
Content
Process
Product

D

D

O

')

Arlington Public Schools

Lesson and Unit Plan
Subject Area

Lesson Elements
Topic
Enduring
Understandings
Essential Questions
Standards
Content Objectives
Language Objectives
Key Vocabulary
Materials
Procedure:
Motivation

Presentation

Practice

Application

Plan for
Differentiation/
Accommodation /
Adaptation
(see page 3)
Formative or
Summative
Assessment
Home School
Connection
Department of Instruction

2

May 2012
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A standard is a scarement of whar students should know and be able ro do ar each grade level. Depending on the content area, there are typically 35 ro 60
standards per grade. For purposes of helping teachers prioritize and organize instruction, standards are identified as "power" or "connecting."
Power standards and connecting standards arc grouped rogerher co create units of instruction. The standards-based worksheet is designed to support instruction ai rhe
individual standard level. leachers should use rhe worksheet to guide a series of classroom activities that reinforce mastery ofthe concepts and skills embedded in the
standard.
The work�hcc1s in rhis guide are exemplars and focus exclusively on the power standards concaincd in each of the inHruccional units. Teachers arc encouraged ro
develop their own worksheets for connecting standards, based on these examples.
The srandard, and its number, should be listed on the worksheet.

Concepts:
Concepts arc ideas and information due srudencs need to know. They are lisccd as the nouns in 1he srandard statemcm.
Identifying concepts (and skills, below) is part of a systematic process of"unwrapping standards," which helps teachers to develop a deeper understanding of the
standard when planning instruction and assessment. Listing these concepts can help the reacher co develop accivicies and assessmem.s rhat relate ro rhe sc:andard.
All concepts (i.e., nouns) in rhe siandard should be listed in bullet form.

Skills:

Skills are what srudencs are expected to do to demonsrrarc masrery of the concepts and content. They arc listed as rhc verbs in the standard statement. A single skill
may apply to multiple concepts.
By listing these skills, teachers begin to see and understand how they correlare co Bloom's Taxonomy of chinking skills, which teachers will use when planning per
formance casks and assessments within the engaging scenario (below).
All skills (i.e., verbs) in rhe standard should be listed in buller form. When a skill applies to multiple concepts, the concepts are listed in parentheses afrer rhe skill.

Big Ideas:
Big ideas are statemenrs derived from a deep understanding of che concepts or conrenr; they are enduring ideas that can apply co more than one area of srudy and can
be the answer to the essenrial questions (below}.
Big ideas provide a broad perspective, purpose, and rationale. They are what we wanr scudenrs co discover and remember long after instruction ends, such as "authors
write with a purpose" in the accompanying grade 4 reading/English language arrs sample worksheet. They explain what students are doing, as well as how and why it
relates ro larger ideas.
Big ideas should be bulleted, stated dearly and simply, and in rhe reacher's voice. Three or four should be identified for each standard.

Essential Questions:
Eswuial questiom focus on conceptual and factual understandings co be investigated within rhe big idea. They are open-ended and communicate rhe fundamental and
crucial elements of the content. For example (from che accompanying grade 4 reading/English language arrs sample worksheet}: "How do you identify che main
points of a text?"
Essential quesrions help students reOecc on their learning before, during, and afrcr classroom inscrucrion so d1at rhe srndenrs find d1emsclves working with lhe big
ideas in their own words. They are meant ro engage inquiry and raise imporcanr conceprual or philosophical issues. They should be shared with the student ac the
beginning of insrrucrion and should guide the reacher in 1.he development of performance tasks.
0

...,

V>

Essential questions should mostly be "how'" or "why" (vs. "what"). A minimum of four questions should be developed and listed for each standard.
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Eogaging Scenario:
An engaging scenario is the " hook" into a series of performance casks (below) designed co attract and hold srudent imerest. For example (from the accompanying grade
4 reading/English language arrs sample worksheet): "A research assisranr is required ro summarize an arriclc for his/her boss." le sets rhe conrext for the series of tasks
and connects learning to the real world.
In an engaging scenario, studems are learning practical skills and conceprs in a relevant conrexr rhat encourages the learner to think, reAecc, and decide. Students
begin the series of performance rasks within the engaging scenario after rhey have experienced some instruction ro introduce rhcm co rhe big ideas and essential ques
tions. The most effective engaging scenarios often are collaborative and project based, giving students multiple paths for completing the performance casks.
leachers should describe che engaging scenario or context for che performance tasks. Teachers are encouraged ro use a real-world setting where students are required to
enter a "role" co complete the casks.

i{{e
Lesson Topic:
Teacher:

Grade Level/ Subject:

Click here to enter text.

Date:

Click here to enter text.

Content Standard(s):

Click here to enter text.

Click here to enter te>-.1:.

Stage 1 -Desired Results for the Lesson

Click here to enter text.

Understanding(s)/Goals:

Student will understand: Click here tu enter text.

Essential Question(s): Click here to enter text.

Student Objectives Outcome(s):

Students will be able to: Cilek here to enter text.

21st Century Skills Focus: Check 2

Research-Based Instructional Strategy:

D Non-linguistic representation
0 Similarities/Differences
0 Advanced Organizer/ Thinking Map
0 Cooperative Learning
0 Questioning
0 Other ( lick here to enter text.

0 Research & Information Fluency
0 Communication & Collaboration
0 Critical Thinking & Problem Solving
0 Creativity & Innovation

Performance Task(s): C.hck

Stage 2 -- Assessment Evidence
Other Evidence: Click here to enter text.
here tu c ter t ''"t.

*Vocabulary: Click here to enter text.

Stae:e 3 - Learnine: Plan
*Prerequisite Skills: Click here to enter text.

Materials and Resources: Click here to enter text.
Introduction:
Anticipatory Set: ll

t:k here to enter text.

Rationale:

Click here to enter text.

Body: Click

here tu enter text.

Conclusion: Click here to enter text.

* Use these sections to plan for pre-teaching Tier 2 and 3 students.

Prince Edward County High School
Lesson Plan
Content/ Topic:

Subject/Grade:

Teacher:

Week of:

SOL objective(s) with number and words
Review or Warm Up Activity
Lesson Objectives - the student will be able to:
Day1Day2Day3Day4Direct Instruction of Content by Teacher:
Day1Day2Day3Day4Student Activities to Achieve Objectives:

Chunk 1Chunk 2Day 2
Chunk 1Chunk 2
Day 3
Chunk 1Chunk 2Day 4
Chunk 1Chunk 2-

Closure: (summarize and review)
Assignments and Homework:
Assessment of Learning:
�ormal)
_ Check and Correct
Homework
Student Drill
Quiz
Test
Presentation
Project
Written Report
Individual Conference
Other:

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Assessment for Learning:
�nformal)
_ Observation
Walk Around
Signaling
Choral Response
Class Work
Oral Questioning
Discussion
Self-Evaluation
Conferencing

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Power Strategies • Research Based (Marzano):
Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback
Questions, Cues and Advance Organizers
Identifying Similarities and Differences
Cooperative Learning
Nonlinguistic Representation
Notetaking and Summarizing
Reinforcing Effort and Providing Recognition
Homework and Practice
Generating and Testing Hypothesis

r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r

Resources: Text and Technology
Textbook
Manipulatives:

r

r
r
r
r
r
r
r

Instructional Software
Internet
Overhead
TVNCR
Power Point
Supplemental materials

Recommendations for Future Use:

Differentiation
Strat ies:
r'
_ Stations
Centers
Partner/ Peer
Manipulatives
Varied Grouping
Adjusting
Questions
Choice of
assignment
Use of Rubrics

r
r
r
r
r

r
r

Appendix VI

Miller, Megan
From:
Sent:

Friday, April 17, 2015 5:03 PM

Subject:

student

To:

RE:
The student mentioned above has been identified as needing extra remediation in a core content class. If you are willing
and the student would not disrupt your course and their absence can be excused, please allow the student to visit your
course during his or her PE class or elective course. This should not be abused by the student and please encourage him
to come but only as deemed fit by all parties. If this is something that you would not be willing to allow the student to
do, simply ask them to go back to their regularly scheduled class or not to leave. These students have been identified as
needing extra help to pass their SOL for on time graduation. If the student does come to your class please make sure to
send an email to their elective teacher to be marked present.
Thank You
Principal
Prince Edward County High School
1482 Zion Hill Rd
Farmville VA 23901
434-315-2130

1

Miller, Megan
From:

Subject:

Smith, Maurice W.
Friday, March 06, 2015 2:54 PM
Stokes, Amesia H.; Adams, Lynzie; Collins, Amber; Zava, Robert G.; Williams, Susanne;
Socha, Haley; Fulcher, Sarah A.; Miller, Megan; Ramsey, Melody; Overstreet, Rachel N.;
Simon, Lisa V.; Ford, Dewey; Tibbs, Jessica S.; Walker, Kristina; Bartee, Catherine C.;
Nance, Patsy; Pruitt, John; Copeland, John; Scott, James E.; Pierce, Devin; McGowan,
Joshua
HS Administrative Team; Gilliam, Julie; Smith-Tucker, Suzanne; Parker, Kasey; Carter,
Jennifer; Jones, Tora
SOL Writing In-Service- March 9 - CTC 150

Importance:

High

Sent:

To:

Cc:

To:

Examiners & Proctors

From: Dr. Maurice Smith
Re:

SOL Writing In-service
March 9, 2015

Date: March 6, 2015

On Monday, March 9, 2015, a SOL In-service will be held during planning periods 1 51, 2 nd , 3 rd , 4th, 5th, 6th,
and 7th period in CTC Rm 150 (Mrs. Stroble's former room). Please report on time. This meeting is
mandatory .
The following teachers will be administering/proctoring the Writing SOL tests for 2015:
Examiners
Stokes
Adams
Collins
Zava
Williams
Socha
Fulcher
Miller
Ramsey
Overstreet
Simon
D. Ford
Tibbs
Walker

Proctors
Bartee
Nance
Pruitt
Copeland
Scott
Womack
Clark
Pierce
McGowan

PECHS
SOL On-Line NON-WRITING TESTING SCHEDULE
Seniors & Underclassmen Final Exam Schedule
A.P. Testing Schedule
MAY 4 - June 4, 2015
Tuesday

Monday

Wednesday

4
6
5
*SOL Training Alg. II & Term English 11
••••••••••••••
Grads
(Reading EOC)
AP Chem.
••••••••••••••
AP Cale.
AP English Lit.

..............

11

12

Earth Science
VA/US History
& Term Grads
••••••• • ••••••
AP Biology

18

English 11 &
Tenn Grads
Make-up
Testing/Expedited
Retakes

25

Memorial Dal

.June 1

1st & 2nd "d
E.\ams/Histor) ROS
Test
\I \J' T1-sti11 'lf,H'he1·
'lade hM·, IIIClll

19
Alg. ll
Make-up Testing/
Expedited Retakes

Thursday

Friday

7
8
Chemistry Alg. I &
Geometry
•••••••••••••••••
. . on

13
14
15
World History II
World History I
Biology
I■■ I■■■■■■■■■■ I
AP Engl. Lang .

20

Alg. 1 & Geometry
Make-up
Testing/Expedited
Retakes

21

Chemistry

Make-up
Testing/Expedited
Retakes

I■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

1st & .lntl l d .., ·nior
ExamslHistor� ROS
Test

26

Biology
Make-up
Testing/Expedited
Retakes
••••••••••••••
:--th .."-: 6th'" Pd
Seniur
E'-ams/llist,ll"} ROS
re,t

June 2

3"1 & 4th Ptl

E,ams/1 listory ROS
Test
,I \I' I e,ting, I cad1H
·,ta,lc \"l"•smcn1

27

VA/US History
Make-up
Testing/Expedited
Retakes
I■■■■■■■■■■■■■
...,h Pd� \I Jkcups
Senior
Ern,w,IHistory RO�

28

World History I
& II Makeup
Testing/Expedited
Retakes
1■••·············
MAI' s l,l�

22

Earth Science & Term
Grads
Make-up
Testing/Expedited
Retakes
:,�l -��h·
j,;1 s
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Miller, Megan
From:
Sent:

To:

Subject:

Innovative Teaching Strategies Conference <info@innovativeteach.com>
Monday, March 23, 2015 2:58 PM
Miller, Megan
Fredi Lajvardi: Extracurricular STEM & Problem-Based Learning

0f01

EARLY REGISTRATION CLOSING MARCH 31 ST!
Fredi Lajvardi gained national recognition when an ABC Nightline feature
highlighted his undocumented inner-city students. When his disadvantaged
team decided to enter a national robotics competition, they chose the
university category - against the likes of Virginia Tech and MIT - because the
sting of losing would be less. George Lopez plays Fredi in the new theatrical
release, Spare Parts.

Watch the trailer from the Spare Parts movie.
In order for these students to successfully compete in this highly competitive
"extracurricular STEM", Fredi had to remove the "obstacles" (family, financial,
transportation etc.) so team members didn't have a reason to give up. Then
he told them, "Here's the problem, there's the Internet; go solve it."

Watch Fredi Lajvardi discuss his work with the "Stinky" robotics team.
Fredi Lajvardi will present a keynote session at the Innovative Schools Summit

Las Vegas - which includes the Innovative Teaching Strategies Conference,
as well as the Wired Differently Conference, the School Discipline Conference
and the Girl Bullying Conference. Registrants can attend any Summit session
on a space-available basis.
The Innovative Teaching Strategies Conference will provide an opportunity for
teachers, administrators, curriculum directors and other educators to learn
about new insights and strategies for reaching and teaching students PreK-12.
It will emphasize evidence-based and novel instructional practices from
national-exemplary programs.
FE"AT.ORED:S-PEAKERS INCl.UDE:

Rafe Esguith
Master Teacher
Motivator & Author
of Teach Like Your Hair's
on Fire!

0 ----------Lisa Navarra
National Speaker &
Founder Gnild:Behavror
Ge-Asulting

Dr. Thomas Armstrong
Author, Speaker &
Neurodiversity Expert
Alfie Kohn
Author & Lecturer on
Education, Parenting &
Human Behavior
Molly Barker
Founder, Girls on the
Run International
Fredi Lavjardi
STEM Educator,
Inspiration for Spare
Parts Movie

2

Early Registration $.325
(Until Mar. 31st)
Regular Registration $12
FEATURED TOPICS INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

New Approaches to Using Technology as a Teaching Tool
Innovative Applications Based on Brain Research
New Insights for Using Positive Behavior Supports
Recommended Do's and Don'ts
Strategies for Reaching Students Who Are Negative Toward School
How to "Teach Like Your Hair's on Fire" - the Methods and Madness
Used by Master Teachers
New School Improvement Initiatives Learned from National-Exemplary
Programs
Techniques for Teaching Unmotivated Learners
Special Considerations for Reaching Economically Disadvantaged
Students
Project-Based Learning Strategies
Tips for Teaching Academic Resiliency
Working with Students in Inclusive Settings
Instructional Techniques for Gifted Learners
Classroom Management Techniques the Increase Instruction Time

•
•

How to Empower Students to Think Critically and Be Creative
Creative, Fresh, Ready-to-Use Activities and Techniques for Teachers

•
•
•

•

Strategies..tliat Werk in a Common Core Word

SUBMIT A PROPOSAL

Proposals for presentations are now being accepted for the Innovative
Teaching Strategies Conference.
Please submit the proposal form online, or fax to 888-372-6061 or email
your completed proposal form to keli@accutrain.com. The deadline for
program proposals is March 31st, 2015.
Presenters are required to register for the conference - discounts apply for on
time registrations. Additional information is available on the proposal form or
you may call us at 800-251-6805.

3

Miller, Megan
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:
Importance:

Smith, Maurice W.
Monday, March 16, 2015 9:35 AM
HS All Teachers
HS Administrative Team; Gilliam, Julie; Jones, Tora; Carter, Jennifer; Parker, Kasey; Davis,
Bruce; Goode, Shon; Goode, Richard L.; Lewis, Angelique; Crabtree, Jason
Reminder: Writing SOL - March 17 & 18th (Where students go)
writingsol2015wheredostudentsgo.docx; SOLMChoiceWriting 2015.xlsx; SOL Writing
2015.xlsx
High

All,
Attached please find the writing schedule for March 17

th

th

& 18 and where students go for testing on those days.

Thanks,
Dr.M W Smith

STC

1

Multiple Choice- Tuesday, March 17
Multiple Choice-Writing SOL Test

Homeroom/Period 1

8:00 - 8:10

Period 1 (Non-Testing Students) *Students will stay in 1st period

8:00 -10:49

!Testing Site (SOL Students Only)

8:15 -10:49

;Period 4 (All Lunches)

10:54-12:19

Period 5

1 2: 24-1:16

Period 6

1:21-2:13

Period 7

2:18 - Dismissal

Placement

Accomodations List

Writing Lab

Jenkins's 6th PD

Social Studies Lab

Overstreet's 4th Pd

CTC 149

Overstreet's 5th Pd

CTC 150

Overstreet's 7th Pd

CTC 151

Jenkins's 7th Pd

CTC 145

Overstreet's Classroom
Library

Class Coverages:
-- - --

�

Group

Math/Science Lab

Overstreet's 6th Pd

Overstreet's 2nd Pd

Adams's 7th Pd (#11) + New Horizon's

Academy (# 2) + Governor's school (#7)

Examiner

Proctor

Adams

Nance

Collins

Pruitt

Stokes

Zava
Williams

Bartee

Copeland

Socha

Scott

Miller

Womack

Ramsey

Clark

Fulcher

Scott

Miller, Megan
Smith, Maurice W.

From:

Sent:

Monday, April 20, 2015 8:16 AM
HS All Teachers
Smith, Maurice W.; HS Administrative Team

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Monday, -4/20 & Tues. 4/21 - 2nd attempt Writing test - term grads

All,

These students will be taking their 2 nd attempt of the SOL Writing test on Monday, 4/20 & 4/21. Please be advised.
They are the following:•••••
&

■ ■•••••■., - ■■■■I

Thanks,
Dr.

STC

MW

Smith

1

Miller, Me gan
Kerestely, Zoltan
Friday, March 27, 2015 3:58 PM
All HS
FW: VDOE Mathematics Standards and Curriculu m Framework Review

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Virginia Department of Education Announces Review of Mathematics Standards of Learning and Curriculum
Framework

At the March 26, 2015 Board of Education meeting, the Virginia Department of Education was authorized to
proceed with the review and revision process of the Mathematics Standards of Learning and Mathematics
Standards of Learning Curriculum Framework consistent with the schedule adopted by the Board in September
2000.
An important part of the review process for the Mathematics Standards of Learning and Mathematics
Standards of Learning Curriculum Framework is the solicitation of comments from teachers, administrators,
curriculum supervisors, mathematics educators, mathematics education organizations, and other members of
the public. Comments should focus on recommended additions, deletions, or the movement of content within
the current standards and curriculum framework. Public comment will be received from March 27, 2015 to
April 27, 2015 at mathematics@doe.virginia.gov.
The VDOE is also seeking individuals who are qualified and available to serve on a committee to review both
the Mathematics Standards of Learning and Mathematics Standards of Learning Curriculum Framework June
22-26, 2015 in Richmond. A Steering Committee, selected from the full review committee, will convene on
June 1-3, 2015 in Richmond. Applicants must be teachers, principals, administrators, content specialists, or
others who have expertise with the content areas and the standards.
Individuals who wish to serve on a committee to review the Mathematics Standards of Learning and
Mathematics Standards of Learning Curriculum Framework must submit an application through the Web
based process, Instruction Committee Application Processing System (ICAPS). The application will require a
professional reference and division approval. Completed applications are due to the VDOE through ICAPS by
April 27, 2015. Committee members selected on the basis of expertise, experience, and regional
representation will be notified by May 6, 2015.
Summary information on the mathematics SOL review process has been announced in Superintendent's
Memo #070-15.
The VDOE Mathematics Team

•
•
•

Debra Delozier, Debra.Delozier@doe.virginia.gov
Christa Southall, Christa.Southall@doe.virginia.gov
Michael Bolling, Michael.Bolling@d oe.virginia.gov

Michael Bolling

Miller, Megan
From:

Cc:
Subject:

Foster, Dominique
Monday, March 16, 2015 7:51 AM
All HS
HS Administrative Team
FW: De Testing

Importance:

High

Sent:
To:

DE Testing this morning. See below. Thank you.
From: Foster, Dominique
Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2015 1:26 PM
To: All HS
Cc: HS Guidance; HS Administrative Team
Subject: De Testing
Importance: High

On Monday, March 16th we will continue with OE Testing. The following students will need

to be sent down by 8:45am to the library:

On Friday, March 20

th

we will test students again. They are listed below:

1

th

On Thursday, March 26

THANK YOU

FOR WORKING WITH

Dominique

C.

Prince

Count

Foste

Guidance Director, Jon-Z
35

Edward

Eag le

Drive

Farmville, VA 2390

y

High

1
Phone: (434) 315-2100 ext.

Fax: (434

)

we have our final testing session. They are listed below:

392-9820

ME©.

I

APPRECIATE

r
Schoo

l

3333

2

IT©.

Miller, Megan
Jamie@ Interactive Achievement <jamie.ellis@interactiveachievement.com>
Friday, March 13, 2015 8:26 AM
Miller, Megan
onTRAC User Conference Early Bird Pricing + New Content + Data-Rich Whitepaper on
SGAs

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

To view this email as a web page, click here

X

It's onTRAC Renewal Time!
Your Account Manager is ready to begin the
conversation regarding renewal of your annual on TRAC
software license. Explore your options at the link below.
Let's get started.
ST ART THE CONVERSATION

2015 onTRAC User Conference Registration
Now Open!
Are your ready to come together with other educators to
believe, inspire, create, and engage?! Join us for one of
our User Conferences taking place this August Save
your seat now with early bird pricing!
GET YOUR EARLY BIRD TICKET

Prepare for SOLs with onTRAC SGAs
The proof is in the pudding We've compiled solid
evidence to show that preparing for the end of year SOLs
using onTRAC Student Growth Assessments is a
highly accurate predictor of success. Explore the data
rich findings here!
READ THE REPORT

1

New Content for VA SO Ls
We've released new content for VA SOLs! We now
have 3rd, 4th, and 5th Grade Reading Test, 8th Grade
Writing Test, and EOC Writing Test; which are available
in your Exam Tab in the Released SOL Test folder. Look
out for the 5th Grade Science Test to be added soon. We
are keeping a close eye on more expected releases by
state and will let you know as soon as they are available.

Now Live: Customer Support Extended Hours
We are here for you! We've begun offering our new,
extended hours for on TRAC Live. Representatives are
now available for real-time assistance starting at 7am
ET. Many thanks to our fantastic users who brought this
request to our team.

Interactive Achievement. P 0. Box 3122, Roanoke, VA 24015
Contact Us

This email was sent to meqan.miller@pecps.k12.va.us. If you no longer wish to receive these emails you may unsubscribe at any time.
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